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"Deus ex Machina"/"Machina ex Deo"
Aldo Rossi's Theater of the World

Daniel Libeskind

We are close to waking wh,en we dreoum the;i we are drecun-     8
t7ag.

IVoua/!{s,  Hymns to  the  Night,  ZBZO]

Mcbeybe  we're  he7.e  o"!ey  to  scbey..  house,  bridge,  well,  gate,

jug, olive tree, windowutt most pillar, tower .... b"t to
say  them,  remember,  oh, t,o  say the!rn in a way  the;i the
things themselves never drea;med Of ewist;ing so intensely .
j3.  M.  Rdzfoe,  Duino Elegies:  The Ninth Elegy, Z9232

In a world bereft of transcendence the practice of archi-
tecture,   like  the   culture   it  embodies,   is   irremediably
caught between the  paradoxical alternatives of unreason
and  the  ardent  faith  in  a  salvation  through  knowledge.
This tendency  is  marked  by the  deceptive  claims  of his-
toricism  and  technology,  the  prohibition  of questioning,
the belief that from a wretched world  a perfect one will
evolve historically.

Contemporary  "knowledge"  in  architecture  is  character-
ized  by  the  construction  of a  closed  process  of meaning:
the severing off of immanent (self-referent) meaning from
a world-transcendent  one.  On one  hand we  have the  im-
ages  of  a  positivist,  collectivist  superman  about  to  be
projected into a utopia:  a utopia with which architecture
would  come  to  an  end.  On  the  other  we  have  visions
purged of promises and emptied of all content: powers we
have to  submit to as the price  for self-fulfillment charac-
terized  by the  invention  of formulas  for self-  and  world-
salvation.  As a result of this dialectical process,  much of
architecture  today  can  be  understood  as  a  symbolic  ex-
pression  or  an  anticipated  salvation,  in which the power
of technique  (be  it  the  technique  of deception  or that  of
making) has replaced the power of cosmos and its gods.

Personal anguish and guilty vanity, not entirely concealed
behind this optimism of technique,  are often mere symp-
toms  of an  imaginary  exaltation  in which the  absence  of
conscience and the grace of "infinite" reason fluctuate. To
invert  the  celebrated  dictum  of  philosophy:  meaning  is
nowhere,   its  circumference  everywhere;  establishing  a
tradition amounts to forgetting its origins. The movement
of contradictories which pass into each other-the positive



4    bursting into  emptiness and the negative  establishing it-
self in form-all this is the beginning of System,  Reason,
Type.   It  is  this  ceaseless  reversal  that  upholds  all  our
efforts in architecture,  and without which we fear all our
projects would crumble into nothingness.  In design,  seen
in this focus, history seems to transgress upon the present
and truth becomes only an imaginary structure-the con-
temporary  of all  forms which  retain  significance  without
loss.  Truth in architecture becomes only a memory of all
that has been found along the way.

But  this  skepticism  in  regard  to  the  present-to  time
itself-to  its  contingency,  unease  and  uncertainty,  has
already made itself felt in a radical form: the refutation of
all  rationalistic  dogmas  achieved  by  critical  philosophy.
From it we have learned that an "architecture-in-itself"-
as an unmediated perception of things-in-themselvesutan
only  be  accomplished by  a divine  mind.  The coyad¢t{o  ha-
mcL7ocL  can  rise  no  higher  than  the  "principles"  or  pure
"concepts of reason," principles which are only capable of

setting  forth  an  ideal  for which  reason  can  aim.  But  al-
ready  Kant  made  it  eminently  clear  that  no  such  "con-
cepts" can ever give knowledge of an actual or even of a
possible reality.

By way of this preface,  I would like to introduce the idea
of Aldo Rossi's Theater of the World. In particular I would
like to interpret his design in the light of a contemporary
sensibility.   Simultaneously,   I  will  attempt  to  illustrate
what ravages the  advent of a certain kind of self-aware-
ness has wrought on the existence of architecture and the
life  it  implies.  The  intimation  of  rupture  between  con-
sciousness and imagination,  action and motive,  suggested
by  this  peculiar  self-awareness  already  casts  a  doubt  on
the  very  notion which  the  make-believe  world  of reason
depicts.  This fictional system of reason-a secular substi-
tute for Aquinas's faith, which was for him the "substance
of things  hoped  for  and  the  proof of things  invisible"-
seeks  to  form  a  brotherhood  of concepts  which  through
ontology  and  epistemology  simulates  their  independent
genesis.  The notion of "autonomous architecture" and the
types  which  it  invokes  follow  from  this  independence-
from the moral freedom that is enacted by the individual.

But is this freedom not at best an illusory dream?

However that  may  be,  the  very  idea  of reason  in  which
the  realm  of ends  is  plausible  depends  on  the  following
assumption: the world itself must be a "natural kingdom"
ruled by a goal.  In other words,  there is here a belief in
a  law  which  guarantees  our  moral  activities.  Still  more,
this faith means something only on the condition that we
share its implied trust in a universal teleology. Yet critical
philosophy  emphatically  denies  that  the  idea  of purpose
can  ever  be  constitutive  of the  principles  of knowledge
and therefore, de/cbc€o of purposes' belonging to the realm
of nature.

Thus we come,  with Kant,  to see the need for self-deter-
mination,  the  lack  of which  corresponds  to  our  view  of
Nature;  in  this  case  an  alienated  and  concealed  Nature.
This self-determination is also a call for normative laws-
of ideal types; it resonates with a faint promise of God and
future  world.  But  what is  paramount for us  is  the  very
fact of this autonomy of metaphysical freedom: the human
predicament  of making choices in a purposeless  universe
where moral law and being, man and nature, have parted
company.  The ethics of contemporary architecture,  of de-
sign  as  metaphysical  freedom,  are  a  reflection  of an  an-
guished  search.  Surrounded  by  circumstances which  are
today untenable, they form a labyrinth haunted by a faith
no longer endurable.  The dream of reason, the concept of
the  Theater  of the  World:  is  it  only  an  idealistic  legacy
belonging  to  the  "as-if"  nature  of Kantian  morality  and
hypothetical  ethics?  Are  we  here  in the  midst  of muddy
waters that are residues of nineteenth-century  Romanti-
cism  and  the  nostalgia  of  its  WeJtcL„scfocb"w"g?   Is  this
Pantheon of Memory really a tomb which walls in history
as  it  does  the  light  of Venice  in  a  system  that  excludes
time? Or are we,  on the contrary,  in the very presence of
"modernity"-the concrete "thereness" of our time and its
"is" ?

We are no longer concerned with landmarks or even with
their absence. Neither are we describing the loss of mean-
ing  or  our  own  attempted  survival  vis-a-vis  the  uncer-
tainty  of the  present.  Past  architectures  do  not  survive



3 A!cZo f3oss¢,  Costruzione Sull'aqua,
1980.

here in their ``spirit" alone, as stages of some final solution
which is both mute  and inevitable.  Their ticket to "time-
lessness"  is  not  an  admission  to  an  immanence  of  con-
sciousness which would function as the museum of form.
Rather we  are  witness to  an  overall  endeavor which en-
dures both trust and foolishness and whose "madness" is
as much part of a historical legacy as it is of contemporary
poetics, understood in its original sense of a making which
reveals being itself.

The "autonomous" life of architecture which Rossi aims at
is not an imitation of nature-since nature is conceived by
him  to  be  a  simulacrum  of intelligible  forms  having  no
independent existence.  But neither is his work a mimesis
of existence, an outbreak of emotions. The Theater of the
World is  emblematic of his  entire  vision because both in
its  function  and  in  its  analogical  being  it  is  at  once  the
affirmation of the "boredom" of reproduction and a tuning
away from the passions involved in a self-determined di-
alectic.  This  theater  lives  off everything  which  happens
immanently,  yet it throws its own architectural stability
out  of kilter  by  transposing  it  into  a  scale  of universal
symbols and an order of language. There is no more sense
in judging the work by its analogical life than the life of
analogy by the reality of the work.

Without choosing between individual eccentric sources or
the social meaning of symbols,  we will turn in a circle of     3
interpretation and conception which is not in fact the vi-
cious  circle  of orthodox  logic  nor  its  progeny:  dogmatic
design.  This  inwardly  spiraling  circularity  which  delin-
eates  forms  without  recourse  to  an  established  history,
and  is  an  index  of resistance  in  respect  to  any  fictional
future,  is not to be equated with meaninglessness or ar-
bitrariness.  Verifiability through analysis,  the positivism
of "interest," the claims of objectivity, are in the Theater
of the World put out of play.  What is contrasted here to
the internal purism of architecture is not a socio-historical
determinism  of fo]rm  but  another  philosophy  which  this
time seeks a way out of the underlying despair associated
with  the  technical-scientific  alienation  of production.  We
are reminded in looking at this theater of Kierkegaard's
comment  that  the  "best  demonstration  of the  misery  of

J#pr",a
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4 Tecdro deb Mond,o, Verrice.  Al,d,o
Rossi,,198o`      Eleva;hon8, phas,
cuerial, vi,ew.
5 A!c!o J3oss6,  Teatro del Mondo,
1979 .
6 Tea,two deb Mondo, Venhee. Ald,o
Rossb,1980.  Sections.
7 A!do Z3oss€,  Teatro del Mondo,
1979 .



8  Aldo  Rossi„  skef,ch,1980.

civilization is given by the  contemplation of its marvels."
This  theater  appears  in  the. "prism"  of capitalism  as  an
episode  in which the  specter of the  Italian-style theater,
long dead for this world,  makes an appearance.  Without
going into the  specific complexities  of its history,  we can
say that Rossi's building seems to dissolve with the society
which comes to see itself mirrored on its stage and in its
edifice.  His forms elucidate a bourgeois philosophy which
is the product of its own history.  However, for Rossi this
material history has become a way of conceiving form-
that is,  an implicit philosophy of architecture.

The ``immorality"  of the spectacle,  already prefigured for
us  in  the  "conceptual"  panorama,  that  "consumption  of
humanity made natural by that glance which transforms
it into space''3  is here  doubly subverted,  both in relation
to the internal  organization  of space  and to the  external
relation of the theater to the city.  Here there is no facade
and internally no dress circles, lobbies, chandeliers, boxes
which  would  interpose  themselves  between  us  and  the
event and thus obscure the ``performance" of architecture.
But  the  reduction  of  architecture  at  no  point  becomes
magnified  into  a  stylized  architecture  of  reduction;  the
ruins  of classical  architecture  have  not  here  become  the
architecture of ruins.

We  are made  aware of a steep vertical section by means
of the tower which is its symbol.  There is a compression
taking  place  here  which  almost neutralizes the  "others":
both  people  and  places.  This  flattening  magnifies  all  ex-
teriority by thrusting it forward well beyond the detach-
ment  of  privileges  or  the  prerogatives  of  history.  The
theater  compresses  reality.  It  has  the  strength  to  press
its action like a pump, through its own hardness, and thus
results in a certain demystification of architecture,  a con-
sequence of the projective enlargement of meaning taking
place at the level of perception as much as of the mechan-
ics of distillation. A precise and intensely suggestive scene
unfolds,  which  touches  us  by  its  sudden  disturbing lyri-
cism.  The  appearance  of the  theater-a  familiar  "little"
world-gives way in this operation to another reality: the
alienated (w"faetmztcb)  associated with an existential con-
traction of space.



In their condition of being seen, these ``others" loom larger
than  life  or  stage.  The  "leveling"  of performance  means
that in this building there  is no  alienation  or  corruption
associated  with  distance:  it makes  no  difference  how  far
we  are  from  Sam  Marco  or  indeed  from  the  stage.  For
wherever we  are,  so  is, the  "other."  The  "other"  accom-
panies what is the ``same" like its shadow,  but this oper-
ation  is  no  longer  conceived  dialectically.  It  seems  that
the  obvious,  the  close,  the  "lived-through,"  has  become
the sole architectural possibility which is not concealed by
any "play'':  the  play  of dialectics  or the  dialectic of play.
In  other  words,  the  "principles"  of design  which  like  a
citadel  in  a barren  landscape  are  meant  to  guarantee,  cL
p7*ori,  all  of their  undertakings,  are  here  carried  to  a
paradoxical  point  which  is  "not  yet"  and  "already  after"
any dealings with space.

On this point the Theater of the World provides us with
two  complementary  "readings."  The  first  reveals  it  as  a
kind  of architecture by "proxy," which in terms of tech-
nique of both making and siting substitutes for the objec-
tivity  of space  a certain  embodiment  of places  and  thus
imparts  to  the  whole  the  aura  of  strange  concreteness
associated  with  a  name/place.  This  reading  endows  the
whole with a reality that links it with our own, seemingly
futile, efforts to place it into the context of some memory.

The second interpretation discloses in its traditional han-
dling  of  signs  a  familiarity  with  history,  a  composition
made  of countless  discrete  segments  and  interconnected
fragments which extract memory from its everyday con-
text,  in  the  sense  that  this  word  "memory"  is  used  to
denote  a  materialization  of essence.  This  meaning  is  al-
ways  a  shock  in  relation  to  the  habit-forming  drug  of
``objective"  time.

Both these readings are,  I feel, crucial to the understand-
ing  of Rossi's  work.  Yet  the  intimation  that  Rossi's  ar-
chitecture  has  no  dealings  with  space  but  is  rather  at-
tempting the reincarnation of places is perhaps the most
crucial for the interpretation of his work.

Yet is it not "axiomatic" that from space there can be no

further retreat to  anything else?  Does  it not follow that    9
space-brute space-is in this theater the ultimate refuge
of an architecture stripped of its former and glorious cov-
ering,  relegated now to a "souvenir" culture?  No indeed.
It suffices to look at those blue stripes (which here replace
by signs the absent nobilities of pediments) or to see the
"crossed-out"  windows  (which  are  in their reduction the

nefarious symbols of Christian forgetfulness)  in order to
sense  that  no  manipulation  of objects  or  presumption  of
innocence can here redeem architecture's history.

Rossi  denies  the  presupposition  that  the  objectivity  of
functional  space  is  the co7rd{€{o  8d72,e q"cL "o7a  of all archi-
tecture.  Such  a  denial-accomplished  without the  aban-
donment of geometry-appears problematic only when we
consider all space as an alteration or prefiguration of one
homogeneous and fixed domain. But it is neither necessary
nor sufficient to condemn all space to objectivity.  It is not
necessary,  since time becomes exclusive of space only on
the  condition  that  all  space  is  objectified  in  advance.  In
addition such an cb p7iori reification of architecture ignores
that primordial  space  whose  abstract  form is  our  camal
presence in the world.  Neither is it sufficient to condemn
the  "spatialization of time"  because  even if the transfor-
mation of time into space is assumed to be impossible, we
are not by virtue of that assumption in the midst of au-
thentic time.

Rossi's theater (like the rest of his work) is conceived in
the light Which reveals tfa{"gs tfaem8ezt;es aLs spec6aL! pzaces
and implies that the physical-technical domain is no longer
the   orienting  dimension  of  his   architecture.   In  other
words, the theater is not located in a pre-given space (an
a p?tio7i  system),  but looms out of a specific inner locale
through  which   space   subsequently   unfolds  itself.   The
Theater of the World is generated from within and is thus
limited, c!osed space: a space produced from inside itself-
from its own finitude-and not structured from an exter-
nal viewpoint which would be its surrogate or its invisible
alibi.  Thus  it would  be  useless  to  apply  the  language  of
volume and mass,  of object and function (terms as recent
as the Newtonian physical science which made them pop-
ular),  to  the interpretation of Rossi's work,  whose  very
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14    vividness  and  enigma are  tied  to the  concealment of ob-
jectivity.

These  termsutbject,  volume,  mass-in  extemally  de-
marcating spaces, a surface inside from a surface outside,
are only as relevant as the techniques which created them.
Yet  Rossi's theater is based on precedents which are at
once more original and more remote.  The fundamentally
closed  space  of original  representation  is  here  reconsti-
tuted in the  form of a self-presentation of architectul.e's
being and its visibility, an auto-presentation of meaning-
an auto-nomy.

Even the process by which this apparition is made visible
reminds us that space itself {s  an event tied to time and
manifesting  what  has  been  achieved  in  advance  on  the
level of pre-spatial meaning.  Does it not remind us of the
"ship  of fools"?  Is  it not towed  like  some  festive  effron-

tery, impelling the public to deck itself out with a greater
nakedness-as  if  it  were  celebrating  the  demise  of  its
former illusion  or ideal?  For what  is  astonishing here  is
the "concrete abstraction"-the materialization of the im-
aginary-invoked as a liturgy of amazement and thrown
as  an  obstacle  in  the  path  of ``common  sense"  and  "rea-
sonable" design.

But upon what ``picture" of reality or schema of order can
this Theater of the World,  like its ancestor, be projected
in order to reverberate with themes already prepared for
it  by  a  latent  and  remote  faith,  the  secret  longing  for
place? Is it even legitimate to think that today particular
forms  of architecture  can  still  be  used  to  symbolize  an
accepted  meaning  within  a  "language  of  architecture''?
Can they still be tools of revelation or means of commu-
nicating shared convictions? Surely architecture has long
ceased  to  utilize  the  presumed  correspondence  between
symbol and human body whose anatomical parts have in
the past served for such an analogy. In any case the world
has long ceased to be conceived as a cosmos-an orderly
structure where every being finds its rightful place;  and
architecture has lost its anthropomorphic concern.

While  Rossi's  theater makes  no  claim to  pl.oducing such

an  identity between meaning and  symbolic  form,  or be-
tween macrocosm and microcosm, it does invest an exist-
ing architectural  (theatrical)  type with certain indefinite
"cosmic" implications. Unlike its famous predecessor, Giu-

lio Camillo's "Theatrum Mundi," his Theater of the World
suggests that this can be  achieved even today,  but only
on the condition of allowing common spectators to partic-
ipate tautologically in such a representation. The space of
representation  and  the  experience  of participation  have
flattened themselves so that they can no longer be distin-
guished.  The  thing  has  become meaningful  only  because"meaning"  has  come  to  reside  in  things,  like  some  new

dispensation  of ``manna."  We  have  here  an  architecture
once  again  concerned  with  the  potency  of things  which
possess  a life  of their  own  despite  the  gradual  loss  that
has  befallen  them in  modem times.  Perhaps  today  any-
thing  can  become,  once  again,  divine:  one  has  only  to
decide that it is.

We   must   remember   that   the   traditional   "Theatruni
Mundi"   organized   an  encyclopedic  ritual  for  the   ben-
efit of a privileged  viewer,  one who occupied the  center,
of the stage, and the seats of a non-existent audience were
filled  by images  of his reflected glory.  However,  the  re-
ductive nature of Rossi's theater should not make us over-
look the  fact that it is a successor to this grand magical
tradition of "I.eflected" meaning which has resulted in so
many vain follies and has produced so many victims in the
process.  Like  Camillo's  theater,  it  is  much  more  than  a
system  of speculative  thought.  It  is  a 77ocbcfat7oci  or  appa-
ratus whose  very purpose  hinges on a secret message-
one  capable  of finding  its  place  in  the  heart  and  in  the
unprotesting mind  of the  spectator.  Its  ultimate  goal  is
not  merely  to  "expose"  reality but  to  reveal  a new  one
throug'h a different schema.  This ``schema" hinges on the
acceptance  of  the  tautological:  space  itself  has  become
redundant. In this manner the ``theater" hopes to redirect
man's  very will by showing him an image  capable  of re-
making memory itself, a memory in which time ceases to
be the  colorless medium  of events  and  becomes insepar-
able  from  their  content.  Thus  Rossi's  theater joins  the
tradition of architecture and magic,  perhaps even of the
Jesuits' Exercises.
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This theater reveals to us,  collectively,  what in the  past    15
was  only  hinted  to  a  singular witness,  namely,  that  the
corpus  of meaning  is  caught  in-between  the  object  and
perception;  that architecture manifests itself in the  still-
ness of a moment when its reflection (speculation)  in the
mirror of interiority gives place to a void between the real
and the unreal. We are asked by this ostructure to prepare
a "view," which by the  effort  of our own  understanding
would link the tourist's detached glance with those points
we have actually inhabited.  Required to bring together a
simulacrum of continuity between these  divergent expe-
riences,  we  become  the  cartographers  of  an  imaginary
topography at once functionally continuous yet unfamiliar.

While  Theaters  of the  World  have  often  been  actually
built-and  this  one  is  eminently  real-they  are  in  fact
nothing more  than  metaphors  promising a complete  yet
literary treatment of some aspect of reality. Made of wood
and  floating  on  water,  this  instrument  of  language-a
functional dream-becomes a veritable demon of analogy:
an architecture rooted in history and coITespondences that
are as unexpected as they are automatic. Ranging in spec-
trum from the figures of classical mythology to the Chris-
tian associations we mentioned before between signs and
symbols,  between water and purification,  between event
and its mythology,  these references resonate with possi-
bilities  which  propel  this- ark  past  its  own  literary  rich-
ness.

While  in  Camillo's  theater the  benches  were  left  empty
for displays of various sorts, the benches in Rossi's thea-
ter-when occupied by the audience-become a primary
locus  of  symbolization.   Presumably,  by  harnessing  the
public to an analogical presentation of this kind,  it seeks
to "suspend" the theater as an institution of privilege.  In
this  context,  the  significance  of its  reductive  power  de-
rives  from  the  idea of a community  no  longer requiring
the  mediation  and  support  of  privileged  institutions:  a
community  of autonomous  individuals.  The  extinction  of
magnificence  and  hierarchy  is  the tc!6e ¢#e  of modemity
in search  of a final realm  of freedom.  This reductive  yet
complex symbolism of architecture reaches for fulfillment,
through  its  own  immanent  ontology,   symbols  deriving
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18    from  the  Christian  idea  of  perfection  and  more  recent
speculation  which  would  bring  perfection  into  the  realm
of human  action.  The  variants  of retrospective  anticipa-
tion,  of reversal,  are  here  the  controlling  devices  of an
architecture tempted by the expression of "this-worldly"
(formal)  certainty,  which  is  only  the  subordination  of a
fundamental  doubt  that  seems  to  be  a  general  human
problem.

Within this framework a structure of the world appears;
we  perceive  an  intelligible  configuration  of  meaningful
forms-signs that beckon us. This time, however, we are
not  directed  to  look  for  planetary  circles  or  cabalistic
signs, for the regular and stratified order belonging to an
age long gone by.  Rather we  are to  see,  mirrored in all
its bareness,  the absent distance whose traditional pres-
ence  provided  a  possibility  of mediating  experience  and
its  representation.  But  here  there  is  no  openness  that
would  allow  the  transcendent  to  become  manifest.  This
"lack" of space, this suffocating absence which permits us

to read this building as neither a forgotten type nor a new
construction, is felt most strongly perhaps in the hovering
volumes:  the  whole,  inflated  and  precarious,  gliding  like
an apparition of a spaceless world.

Unlike the classical Theater of Memory-which displayed
coffers,  boxes,  and explanatory papers  hanging from its
walls, in the form of a mnemonic system-in Rossi's ``pre-
sentation" drama unfolds itself in the unremembered and
unrecollected   mirroring   of  tautologies.    If   everything
"other''  (i.e.,  that which is supposedly different) is really

the "same," then the difference between Santa Maria della
Salute  (its liturgy)  and  the  Theater (its  performance)  is
only a masquerade of surfaces external to the essence of
architecture.  Everything  has  become  a  place,  does  not
merely belong to a place.  Every appearance has become
substance.  For we  are  here  obliged  to  accept  a  location
that is not a part of some preconceived space (not even of
Venice) but which is disclosed in a movement which ``as-
sembles" places. Just as Venice unfolds itself by the gath-
ering  of diverse  places  and  by  obliterating  that  homo-
geneity  where  no  point  can  be  distinguished  from  any
other  possible  point,  so  this  place  too  by  a  paradoxical

twist now  requires  a  sensibility that  can  distinguish dif-
ferences even amidst "sameness."

Thus the Theater of the World belongs to Venice and yet
it does not:  it mirrors its  suIToundings yet denies them.
The architecture of this theater glows with that enchanted
inwardness which manages to offset the regularity of the
whole by a systematic lack of variation.  Yet one can also
detect in this building a mathematical-geometric trust,  a
"purposiveness without purpose," which shows an internal

coherence  without  any  factual  meaning.   It  would  then
seem that  without laying any claim to "space"  (whether
transcendent  or  phenomenal),   this  architect  has  with-
drawn from all ontological concerns. In this light the build-
ing  appears  as  a  "pattern,"  a  structure  which  without
describing anything at all is merely a "blank form" await-
ing  its  future  completion.  It  is,  then,  nothing  factual  in
the sense of figurative reality: only an abstraction waiting
to be sublimated.

These  different  ``readings"  suggest  a  preservation  of  a
realm  in  architecture  which  still  protects  its  authentic
possibilitiesueven while revealing places which the gods
have  deserted:  places which testify to the dep?iucL€to" o/
spcLce.  Perhaps  the  ``strangeness"  of this  architecture  is
that its forms prepare for something else by building emp-
tiness.  This "constructivism of emptiness"  is perhaps the
dominating theme which characterizes all of Rossi's work.
Yet in this  specific instance the density of the  history of
Venice and of its artifacts serves as an emptiness far more
concrete than those alienated localities we have all expe-
rienced.  It  is  the  "metaphysical  mass"  of Venice  which
forms the Archimedean point: for here in Venice there is
"o mo7.e spcLce. Everything-from its oriental architecture
to the vendors of postcar'ds and commercial knicknacks-
has  congealed  into  an` occupation.  Is  there  an  open  site
anywhere?

In this sense Venice is a paradigm of the lust for objects
and for space.  It incamates that almost demented obses-
sion  for demarcation  and  recognition that the  desire  for
luxury promotes.  It is an illustration of the preoccupation
with  things  as  things-with  all  that  can  be  seen  and
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touched.  The  "inner"  and  the  "outer,"  the  ejeucL€¢o"  and
the doou"/cLZ!  here  as nowhere else stand to lose most by
their reversibility.  This  city-the  "jewel of Europe"-is
perhaps  the  ultimate  achievement  of  concentration,  of
compaction  and  reconstitution.   In  this  sense  it  increas-
ingly challenges us to bring space under human control to
its  very limit.  Does  such  a city not fill us with  an irrev-
ocable  anxiety?  Is  it  not  a  prefiguration  of a  man-made
Nature where the city descends into its own subconscious,
forming a vast inarticulate dimension which is once again
outside  of history?  In  this  way  the  end  of Venice-the
crumbling  of the  precious  stone  secreted  by  technology
and the will to power-finds its symbolic embodiment in
the Theater of the World.

This  theater  has  become  a  hieroglyph,  a  cipher  of  the
advent  of  a  new  perception  in  architecture:  emp±{"ess
be!owgs  to  p!a)ces.   There  is  nothing  nihilistic  about  this
vision.  Likewise there  is here no  hint  of occult forces  or
dark ideologies,  nor of the  rhetoric seeking to  submerge
architecture in a polemic of "post-modernism." The Thea-
ter of the World discloses a meaning of architecture that
is  not  determined  by  manipulating  history  or  making
rooms;  it  becomes  responsible  for  guarding  something
other than this sphere.  It is concerned with a dimension
of reality untouched by objects themselves.  The existen-
tial presence which dislodges emptiness is evoked by this
structure, with a peculiar, material "thereness." The thea-
ter provides us with an insight into the fragile connection
that subsists between space and architecture,  between a    26
"body" and its "spirit." Through a sor.t of clairvoyance we

are made to feel that architecture is experienced in all its
profundity  when  it  is  only  tenuously  anchored  to  space;
that in this moment it approaches the mystery  of music
fi.eed from instrumental concerns or the enigma of speak-
ing itself.

This  sequence  of forms,  as  well  as  of thoughts,  links  up
the technical,  metaphysical,  one might even  say theolog-
ical implications,  into a nexus which obliterates the tran-
scendental  "eternities"  associated  with  the  "beyonds"  of
yesteryear.  In their place,  it  substitutes  a performance,
one which is no longer a mnemotechnic ritual but its re-



20    verse:  a technique  of forgetfulness  presented  for our as-
similation.  Yet this architecture is no phantom phenome-
non.  Its  utility  lies  in  a  subtly  attempted  bracketing  or
neutralization  of conventional  architectonic  methods  and
especially  of  classical  forms.   In  order  to  bring  about  a
primordial experience of place,  now so removed from the
frontiers  of consciousness,  Rossi contracts the  analogical
power of experience by multiplying referentiality beyond
the  power  of recall.  This  building,  so  different  from  its
neighbors,  so  alike,  so  rich,  and  still  so  hollow,  is  a  chi-
mera.  We  thus  see  it  shifting  from  some  Quattrocento
vision of our anonymity through the metaphysical terror-
ism of Ardaud to the meticulous and sublime intellectual-
ism of Roussel-and still farther to the things we cannot
remember,  things which are imagined without ever hav-
ing  been  experienced.   For  today  reality  has  far  out-
stripped what we can imagine it to be.

Far removed from the classical prosthetic of memory and
the anthropocentrism it embodied,  Rossi's work reverses
the tradition of allegory and the reliance  on the spiritual
and internal which together with modern machinery have
transformed  "self-activating"  things into  mere resources
that  are  in  themselves  dead.  In  the  classical  Theatrum
Mundi  the  spectator-orator  walked  through  a  familiar
building  placing  or  removing  salient  images  from  their
``seats" within the configuration of the building (columns,

gates, porticos, etc.), in this way retracing-in an imagina-
tive  anticipation of real experience-an equally "memor-
able" narrative.  Here,  however, the participant halts be-
fore an elusive image in order to forget what he has never
managed  to  assimilate.  The  memory  of things,  implicitly
giving  back  to  us  what  was  entrusted  to  places  on  our
behalf, has become a "trust fund" returning to places what
no longer justly belongs to us. Are not the coding systems
of    iconography,     semiological    devices,    morphological
games,  architectural  orders,  manuals  of types-like  the
Ciceronian  cLy.s  memo7ocL€{ucL   itself-symptoms  of  decay?
Are these not only delaying tactics,  strategies seeking to
forestall the inevitable  collapse of objective  space?

The radically  changed milieu of "modern architecture"  is
inextricably  tied  to  the  fate  of abstraction.  So  different

from  its  predecessors,  it resonates with the  premonition
of a, t,antologous being.. ow escape from th;ings by virtue Of
go{7og  c!eepe7.  t72,to  ±he77o.   This  condition  encloses   Rossi's
work with a mysterious  and  haunting clarity.  These  vol-
umes,  elusive  as  they  are  intriguing,  will  never  really
form a context for orientation. Even the pinnacle, its rigid
flag a messenger of some deflated and long-forgotten Bo-
reus,  is  only  a  shadow  of spatiality  that  now  refuses  to
become the locus of human concerns.  Rossi's concern with
"autonomous architecture" is closely related to the acts of

erasure  and  of concealment,  of release  and  clearing.  In
replacing  the  rambling  sojourn  through  the  colonnades
and spaces of contemplation by a kind of zodiac of concrete
redundancy,  a pleonasm of the  visible,  he comes close to
a  dangerous,  yet  intensely  hopeful  zone  which  is  well
beyond the aesthete's elegance of architecture-a remote
realm that rings only vaguely of promise and of a human-
ist's  longing.  Rossi's  profound  work,  his  Theater  of the
World,   has  dared  to  probe  the  fundamental  question:
whether the "no longer"  of modern architecture actually
bejo7ags  to its very own "not yet."
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Appendix

2;2   We she;Il a,sk future ckky plo/wniers to provide for a, con(ue-
tory  wi;thin the  coyrfu!Iaes  of i:he  al,ky, where the  d,ea,d wi:II
co'nkinue to be buried, or to plan for cL disturbing col,un-
barinm,  a  st:ructwre whose  style wall be  sirxple yet irrv-
p!ressive, cnd, cl,ose besi,d,e it, in its 8h,edouj so to spea,k, or
cunong the very  graNe8, the theatre witl be built.  Do you
see  what  I  ci;rm  d;riving  at?  Th,e  thecdre  u]tll  be  built  a,8
cl,ose ci,s po88thle to,  aetwalky  in the  gunrd;ivm shadow of
the phae where t,he bea,d ci;ire bwhed,, or the 8otttwu mo!n-
unend which digests therm.

Wh,ere  shAI1,I we  go from here?  To!u]a;nds what form?  The
theo,whcal stke , co!i!twining i:he stage and the cnd;itoriun?

The3 side.  I tol,d, a,in, Iwli,am who waruted to buind a theatre
whose el,emends would be iiniova,bl,e amid whose curchihect;are
frovi,ble, depending on what play wa,8 l]ei;in,g performed,-
even bofore he  had, frm;hehed, 1ds  sentence  I  scnd thak t,he
a;rchihecture  of t,he theo,tie  si;th rermiains to be  discovered,
bu;i that it must l]e stativnoury , i;mmobth%ed, 8.o that ck cam
be  hal,d, respoinsi,bze:  ck  shall be jud,ged, try  its  8ho;pe.  Its
too easy to p'iat one's t;"st in the mouabl,e . Lot a;nyo'ne who
wa;ruts to work t,owounds t,he perisha;bbe, but only  a,fter the
i;tteversi,tie  act, by  which we  shall be judged,  or,  if uou
`pirofer, the froed, a,ct which judges i±self h,cLs been accom-

pit8hedJ.

BecaM8e I  arm not bl,essed, with spiritacal pou]er8rfussurlin-
ing they evi,st-I do not reqwiife that the thea,incal side be
chosen,  a,fter  an cutemp±  at medikathon,  I)u  a, i'ram or  a
co'nrirmourwhry  capa,bze  Of  such  a,in,  effort;  a;nd  yct  the  fact
retltravin8 t]w;i t,he architect rrri;ust indeed, discover the sense
Of thro thecdre in t,he worl,d and,,  once hoMin,g understood,
it, go about fuds work with, a,in, al/rmost priestly cnd, s'rruling
solermkky.  If necessa;ny,  lct him be  sapporied, and, pro-
tected d;uring his and,erfuhim,g by a groap Of merrb who ciff e
capa,ble Of real d,a;rirng in the eff;ori of med;itathoyb, that ks
of toMgh;ing i;yiMjan.d,ky .

In todny'8  ckhes, the  only  place-u;nforiunately  stth  orrL
the  outshinds-where  a  thecdr`e  could  be  bwilt  bs  im, the
cemeheir'y . The chohoe wil,I be usef;ul for both cemehery a;nd,
tluea,tie a,I;the.  The curchii,eat Of the thecdre wall be uno,bl,e

to bean. the ina,ne construction wherein ficuntlhes bu;ny their
dead.

Ra,%e the cha;pets. Perha;ps keep a, few rwims:  a, piece of a
col,wrm, a pedj,mend, the wing Of am, ongeL, a broken w/rm,
to  suggest that  a, vengof;ul i;in,dig'nathon has wroiughi tlris
i;ndhal drcrma, so t,hat tlu3 vegctathon, perhaps some h,a;ndry
era,ss as wetl, born from all Of tlue rotting bod;has , can I,evel
thkj frold, Of the d,eo,d,.  If a, site bs reserved, for t,he t,hea,tie,
the p!u,blho, when ck a,rmive8 and l,eowe8, oughi to tche pouths
wh;hah,  skin  the  groves.  Imagine  for  a,  rliiio'miend  what  it
would be I,the for the cndhenee to leowe often a performance
Of Mozourds  Don G±ovauni, making i,±s way  cunongst t,he
deed lying in the ea;wih, bofore return;ing to i:he p'rofa;ne
world. Net,therr the corvroersathons nor the stlence would be
the 8cune ci,8 one generally experiences crfeer a performcaiiace
at some Pcwisi,cur, theo,the.

Dea,th would, be both cl,o8er and, itghier, the theoutre more
sol,erin.  There ciife  other Tea,sons.  They  ciffe more  swhtle.
It ks wp to you to discover them within eyourseives without
deftwimg or ncuning them.

The itrorvurnenhal theo,ire-whose style re!rrwims yct to be
discovered-ughi to be a,s brmporfuut a8 the Low Courts,
ci,s  the  morvouirrvend  to  i,he  war  d,eel,  the  cathedral,  the
Houses  Of Pa;wh,crmend, the wilttwli.q/  a,cedemhes,  the  seat
Of gouer'rrmend, tlue cl,cnd,estine place where bl,cuek i'nmkct
goods  a,nd  d;I!`ug8  ciife  bought  onnd  sold,  as  the  Observa,-
toryound its f;uncthon k8 to be cth these things at once , but,
in a, cerfuin way .. in cL ce'Iiruetetry , or cl,ose by a, oremchoriacm
oven, wi;th its stiff, oblfroue, cnd, phatthe chi;yruney .

To  search for the  origins  Of the thecdre in History,  anrd
I,he origin Of Hkstor'y in time, i,s stwpid, a waste Of i;ine.
Who;i would, we I,ose if we were to I,ose tlue theo,the?

Jea;in, GeryLct, "The Strange Word, Urb  .  .  ." from "Reflec-
tions on the Theater" and Other Writings, t7.cb"s. Rjchord
Seower (London: Fa,ben & Faber,1972).
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Avant-Garde and Continuity

Giorgio Grassi
Trcunsl,a,ti,on by Stephen Scurtwelit

This  discussion will  be  largely  focussed  about  two  basic
issues:  1) that avant-garde architecture itself is  of minor
importance.    It   is   always   marginal   to   any   decisive
changeulespite  the  fact  that  its  importance  has  been
exaggerated  to  an  absurd  degree  by  militant  criticism,
and  even  though  it  has  been  taken  seriously  by  many,
both in the past and today; 2) that the avant-garde position
in architecture contradicts the very definition of architec-
ture; that is to  say,  it is  contrary to  architecture's most
specific   characteristics;   factors  which  cannot  be   over-
looked  in  the  projection  of architecture,  not  even  when
the  contradiction  between  architecture  and  the  city,  or
between  humanity  and  the  reality  of its  product,  is  as
much in evidence as it is today.

And since we are talking about the avant-garde in archi-
tecture, we should also mention in passing something that
is often forgotten. We should remember that we are talk-
ing about owo7ofos, about concrete matters-not about ideas,
fantastic images,  or polemical issues.  The Schr6der house
and  the  Villa  Savoye  are  there  to  be  seen;  they  are  not
just  manifestos  or  ideal  models-they  are  ``houses,"  de-
signed  to  be  used;  they  are  connected  to  everyday  life.
And  even that which is  not yet built,  but  is  still  only  in
the planning stage, must be imagined in terms of its com-
pletion, for this is really architecture's only raison d'etre.
But the first thing we must do is rediscover an acceptable
frame of reference.

In referring to the "architects of the revolution,"  I point
to  the  various  experiments  of the  Modern  Movement's
canonical vanguard, as well as the greater part of contem-
porary experimentalism,  which share in common the sin-
gular aim of searching for "new form."

There  is  a  requirement,  as  shocking  as  it  is  terrifying,
that  Michelangelo  prescribed  for  sculpture,  which  goes
more  or less  like  this:  "A  becL"€t/wZ  sCcL£"e in"s€  be  a)b!e €o
rol,I  down from t,he  top  of a,  mounta;in,  without losing
aL7ogrtfot7og  o/ jmpo7tcb7tce. "  This  is  a  very powerful  image,
worthy  of Michelangelo,  charged  with  theoretical  impli-
cations, intended to create uproar-and a convincing edict
as well, because it tends to coincide with the law of nature.

To my  mind  this  law  establishes  above  all that in great    25
works  (in  sculpture  but  especially  in  architecture)  the
"monument" comes first.  In my opinion, the most general

and comprehensive conception of a work is always aimed
first of all at the reaffirmation of the specific nature of the
particular type  of representation,  be  it  sculpture  or  ar-
chitecture.   Of  primary  importance  is  the  ``monument,"
that is, the law of architecture.

All the rest is really secondary; that is,  it has no bearing
as  such  on  the  conception.   It  becomes  irrelevant  with
respect  to  the  ``work."  For this  reason  all  the  rest  may
easily become the object of the most obstinate and fanat-
ical experimentation,  or of the most sophisticated critical
revelation.  It may  even  have  a price,  as  it does.  It may
be  exhibited  in  galleries,  discussed  in  seminars,  offered
for the wonderment of a public-a public which has how-
ever been shrewdly turned away from the real object of
its perception and judgment.

Taking  the  whole  gamut  of forms  proposed  by the  van-
guards of the Modern Movement,  I believe that if we try
to imagine the exclusion of this "rest"  (that is,  of all that
which crumbles and disintegrates in the fall prescribed by
Michelangelo),  there remains indeed little,  if anything at
all, of all the various proposals made with regard to formal
transformation and innovation.

Of course  there  remains  the  excitement,  the  desire  for
change,  the  intensity of experimentation,  and  so  on,  the
concern for lifestyle,  the conflict of polemics,  factions,  or
"tendencies";  but  all  of this  exists  only  in  the  pages  of

books.

What I'm trying to say is that, if perchance one wants to
build  a  house,  one  should  certainly  not  look  for  the  ex-
emplar  among  those  strange  objects  which  awaken  our
sense of wonder! On the contrary one should be very wary
of them.

If we consider even for a moment the real changes-the
growth  and  transformation  of  cities,  of their  purposes,
and  of  their  forms,  the  modification  of  the  landscape,
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26    etc.-we readily realize that all of this always comes about
de8p¢te  the  contributions  of  the  so-called  avant-gardes,
and not because of them.

Here,  by  way  of  example,  I  should  like  to  oppose  the
transformations within the Neoclassical city to the designs
of the ``architects of the revolution," who are all too often
invoked in support of the experimentalism of modern ar-
chitectures.  I should like to go on to oppose the Hamburg
of Fritz Schumacher,  or the Frankfurd or Ernst May,  or
even the Viennese housing blocks  carried out under the
socialist  administration  of  the  twenties,   to  the  entire
avant-garde of the Modern Movement, to all of European
expressionism, to all the "isms" and their derivations.

In other words,  the real transformations brought about
by architecture have always begun with the specific pract-
ical and material conditions of the city and the structure
of its  elements-and always  as a denial of any ``!eaps o/
!og{c" that may be advanced.  And nowhere is it said that
architecture, for all this, has stayed on the right path! On
the contrary.

I ask myself what relation is there, for example, between
the arcfa¢tect"re parJowte  of a  Ledoux  and the transfor-
mations of the city that succeeded it?  I ask myself what
relation is there between these "new forms" and the NecL
classical city-which, apart from its presumption of polit-
ical restoration,  erected,  in  effect,  a "new  city'';  a revo-
1utionary  city  made   up   of  collective   elements,   a  city
capable of transforming its building fabric all at once? We
need to bear in mind the instance of the Restoration and
the new uses then made of Church property.  I ask myself
what relation there is between these "new forms" and the
European  Neoclassical  city's  notion  of  "Civic  Architec-
ture."

The  avant-garde  of architecture  seems  to  be  stuck  in  a
permanent condition of trying to solve /cizse probzerms  (or
in any case of trying to solve problems that have nothing
to  do  with  transformation);  and  of  starting  from  these
"problems"  as  motives  and justifications  for  their  "new

forms," as though in this pl.ocess the meaning (and there-

fore the recognizability) of the forms themselves could be
exhausted.

Ledoux's anxiety over clear and untainted symbols, Boul-
16e's research oriented toward the establishment of new,
open scenic spaces in the city-what role do such contri-
butions  play  in the  history  of architectural forms,  other
than that of an inconsequential ``sidestepping'' ? Moreover,
what meaning can Boull6e's overemphatic "research" have
when compared to the Neoclassical city's public buildings
and their ``meaning' ?

That  a  public  building  should  have  the  "exact"  appear-
ance  of  a  public  building  is  an  idiocy  that  comes  to  be
accepted as correct when the city no longer seems capable
of giving expression to collective meanings-that is, when
the  process  of privatization  has  begun.  This  was  never
before a problem in itself, but rather primarily a practical
problem of truthfulness and of necessity (I an thinking of
the great assembly halls that have always been the same
throughout history).

The finest buildings in the  constructed  city,  those which
overcome this  emphasis on tfoeme,  call attention to their
own "truth," and therefore their recognizability, with the
result that  they  are  always  far ahead  of any  glamorous
designs.  I am thinking of Soane, for example, or Schinkel,
for whom architecture is primarily a matter of technique.

The process common to all artistic avant-gardes is that of
borrowing slogans,  or inventing their own, and then as it
were rebuilding their world upon these, according to their
own representation of it.  But although this may be com-
patible with the representation characteristic of the figu-
rative  arts  (precisely  because  of  the  characteristic  dis-
tance that always exists between the representation and
the  object  represented),  it  certainly  has  no  meaning  in
architecture.  This is especially true in that as far as the
vanguards of the Modern Movement are concerned, they
invariably follow in the wake of the figurative arts.

What has  happened to  the  permanent preeminence that
Michelangelo granted to architecture over the other arts?



Didn't this preeminence derive from the fact of its being
``construction,"  that  is,  "composition"  par  excellence,  in

that it was subject to the fixed laws of nature?

Cubism,  Suprematism,  Neoplasticism,  etc.,  are all forms
of investigation  born  and  developed  in  the  realm  of the
figurative arts, and only as a second thought carried over
into architecture as well.  It is actually pathetic to see the
architects  of  that  "heroic"  period,  and  the  best  among
them,  trying with  difficulty  to  accommodate  themselves
to  these  "isms";  experimenting  in  a  perplexed  manner
because of their fascination with the new doctrines, mea-
suring themselves against them, only later to realize their
ineffectuality.  This  is  the  case  of Oud  when  faced  with
``De Stijl." It is the same for Mies.  Few are immune to it:

Loos, Tessenow, Hilberseimer.  I emphasize this point be-
cause  it  seems to  me that today,  amid  all  the  confusion,
a strong ar/¢"€-gcbrde out?rd is again blowing our way!

The ``isms"  of the Modern Movement have certainly pro-
duced  a  bulk  of material  impressive  for  its  variety  and
novelty.  We  must  recognize  that  for  the  most part  con-
temporary  architecture  still  bases  its  formal  choices  on
this material. Hardly a reassuring sign! But how else does
one explain for example the recent fortunes of a Terragni,
studied  today  in  the  United  States  as  though  he  were
Vitruvius?  The  illusion,  the  myth  of the  "new"  persists.
And it renews itself in the most negligible,  the most idi-
otic,  historicist paLs€{cfaes.

Here I do not intend to go into the historical and ideolog-
ical motives behind the "formalistic" choices of the modern
vanguards.  But in the face of the new definitive rupture
between architecture and the contemporary city, can any-
one  still think that the  option  of denunciation  or protest
is a valid one in itself?

Moreover,  the  situation  today  is  this:  the  dominant  cul-
tural superstructure  is  incapable  of expressing collective
meanings.  It  is  therefore  incapable  of creating  architec-
ture,  since  architecture  is  always the  expression  of such
meanings.  In this sense,  architecture in itself is in a state
of perpetual denunciation, as it were, as a consequence of

the  unequivocally  "formalistic"  nature  of  the  dominant    27
superstructure.

This  nature  is  made  manifest  whenever  the  superstruc-
ture  shows  itself to  be  open to,  that is,  ready to  appro-
priate  and  include  within  its  own  expressive  horizons,
those  formal  experiments  in  the  realm  of  architecture
whose  values  are  posited  only  in  formal  terms.  In  this
light,  is  not  the  search  for a ``new  form"  the  most para-
doxical  choice  of  all,  even  if it  be  the  most  obstinately
pursued?

A  superstructure which tends to the  reactionary always
approves  of everything that  conforms to  its  own  charac-
teristic  stylistic  preferences,  that  is,  to  everything that
serves  to  dissimulate  contradictions  rather  than  expose
them: such as formal experimentation as an end in itself,
innocuous  heresies,  autobiographism,  etc.  Such  a  super-
structure  seems  to  have  a particular  predilection  for  all
that  is  expressed  ambiguously,  or  in  an  incomplete  or
provisional way-one need only think of the success of the
so-called "paper architecture." For this reason, it is in my
opinion all the more absurd to give credence to or to get
involved  with  that  area  of architectural  research  which
more  or  less  openly  makes  ambiguity  its  program,  or
focuses  on  experimentation  as  a  search  for  unusual  and
peculiar connections, nuances, abnormalities, and so forth.

Therefore,  any  choice  made  in  full  consciousness  of  its
opposition  to  the  state  of  the  contemporary  city  today
must first of all be evaluated in light of this specific prob-
lem.  It must take stock of architecture in itself,  as a real
and positive alternative: that is, architecture as an instru-
ment with which to probe contradiction.

I  believe  that  for  architecture  today  to  enter,  in  a  real
sense,  into  conflict  with  the  cultural  superstructure  ac-
cording to which it is judged,  it must be unambiguous, to
the  point  of didacticism,  and  not  vague  or  indistinct.  I
believe  that research,  especially  at the present moment,
must  be  concentrated  on  proposing  forms  that  can  be
interpreted  in only one  sense.  And this "sense"  must be
consistent with the object of representation.
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30    And,  since  this  object  is  to  a great  extent  architecture
itself (that is,  the history of its forms and their constant
connections with everyday life and with the uninterrupted
thread of hope and progress), and given that we want the
problems  of architecture  to  be  seen  in  a  different  way
from  that  in  which  they  are  presented,  then  we  must
demonstrate  this  in  terms  of the  specificity  inherent  in
the problems themselves,  by bringing to  light their real
content  and  by  measuring  ourselves  concretely  against
the specific goals of our work.

Besides,  isn't this  perhaps  the  same  path  chosen  by the
best of the so-called "masters" of the Modern Movement?
Doesn't  Loos's  appeal  to  tradition,  Tessenow's  sense  of
``craft," and Oud's so-called "betrayal" still constitute the

only chances for survival? They are surely the only ones
capable of preserving architecture's dignity and sense of
responsibility. I am thinking of architecture as it has been
realized over the centuries in the context of everyday life.

With  regard  to  what  has  been  said  so  far,  I  believe  it
might be worthwhile to go back to architecture's historical
experience;  to  return  to  those  elements  which define  its
specificity; that is, to go back to architecture as practical
activity  and  as  cultural  specialization.  It  is  useful to  re-
member first of all the "realism" implicit in the very clef-
inition of architecture: the indispensable, dramatic realism
of architecture.  Here  I  am referring to the fact that the
specific nature  of architectural  space  is precisely its "re-
ality"ueven if it be a unique reality arising from its par-
ticular  evocative  quality;  and  to  the  fact that this  same
evocative  quality  (since  there  is  no  separation  between
representation and object represented) can never in fact
express itself through form as a negation of an open con-
tradiction.

Only those  who  are  able to  imagine  a built  architecture
capable  of simultaneously  negating itself (a  useless,  dis-
connected  architecture,  which  cannot  stand  on  its  feet)
can  hypothesize  an  architecture  of denunciation  or  pro-
test-that is, an "expressionistic" architecture, in the cur-
rent  sense  of  the  term;  moreover,  the  architecture  of
expressionism always derives its characteristics from out-

side  elements,  whether  scenographic,  decorative,  picto-
rial, etc. It is for this reason that architecture must always
be  not  only  stable  and  necessary,  that is,  affirmative  of
itself,  but also essentially approbative.

Gyorgy Lukacs has given us a rather precise definition of
what is particular to architecture.  He says, roughly: ``Ar-
clwhecture area,has cL real a;in,d, const,stead space , d,estgned, to
uts"cLZ!y  ecJo¢e fl±7aess. "  The  "realism,"  materiality,   and
concreteness  of  architecture  are  obviously  inherent  in
both of these characteristics indicated by Lukacs; for this
reason these  characteristics  are  inseparable,  in that the
one  can  only  define  itself  through  the  other,  and  vice-
versa.  For  example,  the  "realism"  of a pillar  consists  of
course in its function,  but also in the relation which from
the moment of the pillar's appearance is established with
that  form  in  time;  and  included  in  this  relation  is  the
pillar's function of support.  All this means that in an ar-
chitectural work,  the definition of "fitting space" will de-
pend greatly upon the degree to which the notion of "fit-
ness" comes to be  elaborated.  Such an elaboration is the
specific  object  of evocation.  From  this  notion  derive  the
inevitable  reciprocal  relationships  which  link  various  ar-
chitectures across  history.  And from this notion also de-
rive  the  relations  which  unite  successive  building  tech-
niques,  various functional connotations,  and so on.

From  the  standpoint  of the  architectural work,  the  eye
that wants to evoke,  and therefore share-the euoc¢t€t;e
e"e-has  its  own  particular way  of looking  at  historical
experience. And it does not imagine the future otherwise.
It judges,  searches for the truth and the necessity of the
object;  it  recognizes what  is  stable  in it.  And  unlike  the
nostalgic eye which likes to linger upon things, it eschews
models,  it  does  not  trust  first  evidence;  because  of  its
``analytical"  nature  it  primarily  seeks  confirmations,  at-

tentive only to the  strong thread uniting the various ar-
chitectures in history.

In  this  light  it  becomes  rather  difficult  t.o  restrict  the
notion of /"7tc£€o7o  to the narrow limits of immediate  ne-
cessity  (cf.  Functionalism).  The  same  should  be  said  for.
the tecfa7}{ccL! aLspect.  The task of the technical element has



always  been to  prove  its  own necessity,  as  is  evident in
works which are firmly planted in the ground:  that is,  it
places  most  importance  on  the  total,  characteristic s€cbt-
{c72,ess  of architecture.  Technical solutions,  even the most
future-oriented,  must  always  conform  to  this  condition,
which is one of architecture's most basic principles.

To speak of evocation in the particular world of architec-
tural  representation  is  to  speak  of /o?'.7'}'as.  The  notion  of
fitness must therefore always include that which intercon-
nects  the  forms  themselves  in  history:  that  is,  the  gen-
eralizing  tension  which  characterizes  architecture's  his-
torical experience (the good sense common to all solutions
of  a  given  practical  problem:  the  house,  the  road,  the
public  place,  etc.).  This  is  the  realm  of the tgrp{ccb! /o?'y)'as
of architecture:  of those  forms which,  more than  others,
manifest themselves as definitive solutions.

Certainly,  calling  attention  to  the  specific  conditions  of
architecture does not fully explain the notion of fitness-
but  it  indicates  in  any  case  a  definite  choice  of method
with regard to the project. The remainder belongs to the
realm of the 7wecL7®t7&gs  of forms.  The constructed city, the
arrangement of the rural landscape, and in general every-
thing that tells of man's domination of the natural element
express  co!!ecttue  77becL7o¢7ogs.   Architecture  is  to  a  great
extent the mirror of such meanings,  and it is in this way
that its forms acquire stable meanings.

The  notion  of  fitness  is  therefore  able  to  include  very
broad  and  general  questions,  questions  involving  archi-
tecture's  correspondence  to  and  harmony with  collective
life and its objectives: it is like the mirroring of collective
circumstances  which,  however  they  may  present  them-
selves at the moment,  are  all points on a Z{7t,e o/p7.ogress
toward these same objectives.  And if it is rather difficult
to speck about this,  it is nevertheless true that we have
at our disposal its most evident manifestation in the form
of its analytical representation, so to speak: the history of
forms,  which  is  nothing  less  than  the  history,  through
images,  of the search for the evidence and truth of these
objectives. And it is this that we should be concerned with
in the architectural work.

Now the world of possible forms, the domain of the work    31
of architecture,  reveals  its  innumerable  ties  to  the  past
through images constructed over time; it is able to explain
itself only through  a confrontation with this  past;  and  it
becomes  reality  only  by  means  of  a  concrete,  positive
tm€tcLt{ow.  Such imitation is to  be  understood not as nos-
talgic re-evocation, but as the inclusion and surpassing, as
the  continuation  and  unification,  of the most general  ob-
jectives-and  as  the  ideal  circumstances  for  a  positive
transmittal of the elements of the c7'cLfi.

As it is necessary to reckon with architecture's particular
characteristics, it is in the same way necessary to consider
as well the specifro cond,itwhs of the orcLft, beca,use these
latter incarnate,  so to speak, the very transmissibility of
architecture. La Bruyere said, "Writing a book is as much
a  trade  as  making  a  pendulum-clock!"  Naturally  these
conditions depend directly upon their "product," with the
result that  they  have  become  fixed  in time;  but because
we are able to recognize them from their long application
to  an  object  which  is  always  the  same,  they  offer  the
security of fitting means and resolutions,  born out of un-
changing necessities  (somewhat like  a too!,  which repre-
sents the form undisputed but established by its use).

Any  sort  of work implies learning,  familiarity,  technical
proficiency,  acquired  mastery;  but  it also  always  implies
a sympathy  and an appreciation for how much has been
studied,  learned,  prechosen,  and  an  appreciation  of the
standards by which one measures oneself so that one may
more thoroughly come to know a work's reason for being;
and finally it implies a full awareness of the limits of that
particular sort of work.

But does the fanatical desire of the  avant-garde,  old and
new, to "start fi.om scratch" have anything to do with all
of this? To what state would architecture be reduced (es-
pecially as labor) if it were diverted from its search for-its
very raison d'etre, its "truth'' ?

Once  again,  especially  when  confronted  with  the  avant-
gardc!`s  options,  we  must  not  forget  the  particular bond
that exists between the work of architecture and the p"b-



32     !tc.  Besides,  architecture  is  a "public  matter''  par excel-
lence.

In fact,  architecture must first of all come to terms with
itself,  that is,  with its specific characteristics;  but at the
same time it must also come to terms with its particular
social responsibility.  And in this light the question of its
rapport with the public becomes impossible to ignore.  For
this reason the language of architecture is-or should be-
an accessible  language!  Moreover,  since  architecture  en-
ters directly into everyday life (for example,  through its
extra-artistic functionality),  it creates a permanent bond
that provides a firm critical base fi.om which to pass judg-
ment upon many "good intentions."

But  this  bond  also  has  another  aspect,  less  evident  but
just as important,  which relates to  architecture's partic-
ular evocative purpose.  It is the bond between individual
aspirations  and  the grecLt  coJ!ecttue  gocL!s;  it  is  this  char-
acteristic  tension  of ideas  which  animates  the  most  im-
portant passages of history; it is finally the bond of stey!e,
destined to incarnate these goals.

This tension is recognizable in all the great architecture
of the past: in the most significant moments in the history
of  cities,   in  the  buildings  of  these  cities,  and  in  their
predominant forms. Nor does it abate with changes in the
historical conditions.  And this is  so not only because the
forms become part of the coZ!ec€tue 77oe772,orgy,  but also and
above  all  because  these  forms  interpret goals that have
existed  for  a  very  long  time.  A"d  €he /o7'was  €fae77Lsezues
d,o  rn,Of  in  i;ine  l,ose  t,heir  effiA;any  wi;th  respect  to  these
goals.

This  is  precisely  the  meaning  behind  the  question  that
Hannes  Meyer  asks  at  the  end  of his  1942  work,  "The
Soviet Architect" ("La Realidad Sovi6tica:  Los Arquitec-
tos," Arq"dtectq47.ci  no.  9,  1942):  "Will  we,  the  architects
of the  democratic  countries,  be  prepared  to  entrust the
pyramids to the society of the future? " In this work Meyer
affirms that the historicity of architecture has its base in
its  most  decisive  and  profound  formal  problems;  he  also
goes beyond  the  symbolic meaning imputed to the pyra-

mids  as  forms  to  vindicate  the  destiny  of architectural
forms  in  general  to  serve  as  concrete,  perennial  testi-
mony.

Moreover, architecture has always been, even in respond-
ing to immediate needs,  part of that "world" which most
directly  bears  witness  to  the  collective  desire  to  leave
traces for the future.  In this sense architecture,  even at
the  moment  of  its  appearance,  always  finds  itself  in  a
situation of constantly surpassing present actuality in the
attempt to be a collective choice in the broadest sense.

As a matter of fact, the medieval city (in its rationale and
economy), the cathedral together with the elements of the
monarchical or the  Neoclassical city,  the palaces and the
town squares,  are always in their forms something more
than  the  7.ecLZ  city,  even  as  they  constitute  it  in  fact.  I
mean  that  these  forms-these  irreplaceable  passages  in
the history of cities-in their response to the expectations
of the present always interpret the "topt¢ of this present
as well (that is to say they simultaneously evoke a sense
of fitness).

Architecture cannot fail to come to terms with the partic-
ular purpose of its forms-that of testifying, bearing wit-
ness.  Moreover,  if architecture neglects this task,  it fails
in  the  very  sense  of its  !cls±{"g7oess,  its 7yacLte7.jcL!  sol{djtey
(which is  also  a pl.inciple  in  itself).  And this  also  applies
to even the most personal research.  For this reason it is
difficult to  accept a great deal of the current experimen-
talism, even when it takes place within a hypothesis that
is affirmative of architecture.  Architecture cannot escape
the  fate  of being  collective  work  in  the  broadest  sense,
not even at a time when historical conditions seem to offer
no  way  out.   Only  by  measuring  itself  against  its  own
historical experience can architecture reasonably hope to
match this experience, and again become a concrete point
of reference in everyday life.

Figure Credits
li,  5,  6 From Giorgio Grassi and Antonio Monestiroli, Ca;sa,
c!e!Zo  St"c!e7ote  cb  Cfa€ett  (Rome:  Edizioni  Kappa,  1980).
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Designing for the Motor Age:
Richard Neutra and the Automobile

Thomas S.  Hines

The idea of the motor age was important to Richard Neu-     35
tra and to most of his contemporaries in the early Modern
Movement.  Like them,  Neutra not only designed drive-in
structures-buildings  built  for  and  around  the  automo-
bile-but  also  an  actual  motor  vehicle.  Unlike  Gropius's
Adler Cabriolet, Neutra's motor bus project for the White
Motors/Alcoa group was ultimately never produced.  His
series of drive-in structures,  however,  constitutes a par-
adigm of the  evolution of his own work as well as of the
development of the larger Modern Movement.

Neutra's fascination with the car as a symbol of modernity
was  celebrated  in the  use  of his  own  Los Angeles house
of 1933  as  the  background  for  a  1936  0ldsmobile  adver-
tisement  (fig.  1).  ``Modern  to  the  minute,"  the  ad  read,
suggesting  some  of the  images  that  modernists  of  the
thirties  hoped  their  buildings  would  convey:  "From  its
freshly  streamlined  styling  .  .  .  down to the finest detail
of its quality construction, 01dsmobile is thoroughly mod-
em  .   .   .   Modern  in  all  the  appointments  of  its  newly
enriched  interiors  .   .   .  Modern  in  performance  that  is
smoother, livelier and more economical .  .  .  Modern in its
riding quality and its  features for extra safety  .  .  .  And
modern too in leading the trend to greater value at a new
low price."

Neutra  liked  the  messages  automobiles   conveyed.   He
never parodied the name of a car as Le Corbusier did in
his  Citrohan  houses  of the  1920s,  but was  pleased when
in  1936  John  Nicholas  Brown  gave  his  Fisher's  Island
house,   designed   by   Neutra,   the   suggestive   name   of
"Windshield" (fig. 2). He also used cars whenever possible

in the drawings and photographs of his buildings (figs.  3,
4).  He liked to  photograph his buildings with new model
cars beside them to demonstrate how "up to the minute
modern" they were, and he took equal relish in the show-
ing and publishing of old photographs of his buildings with
quaintly  dated  carsutontrasted  with  what  he  liked  to
think of as the  ageless and timeless quality of the build-
ings.

However  "exclusive"  the  Modern  Movement  may  have
been in other ways,  it never seemed to feel the need to
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exclude  automobiles.  It  helped,  of course,  if they  were
clean and polished.  In fact, they were seen as epitomizing
in  their  styling  and  appointments  the  ambience  of  the
International,  and  related,  styles.  It  is  hard  to  imagine
more compatible companions.

Neutra and his generation were not born in the motor age
but came to  their maturity  as the auto developed into a
universal mode of transport. Thus, they were party to the
excitement  about its novelty  and  promise.  Born in  1892,
Neutra grew up in a world of horses,  carriages, and rail-
roads. Among the first buildings that caught his attention
were  the  interurban  train  stations  of the  Vienna  Stadt-
bahn,  designed  by  his  hero  Otto  Wagner.  Even  later,
when he discovered the buildings of Frank Lloyd Wright
in  the  Wasmuth  publications  of  1910-1911,  Neutra  saw
them  being  served  by  horses  and  wagons.  The  machine
age metaphors he used to describe these wondrous build-
ings  evoked  not  only  the  automobile  but  the  nineteenth
century train: Wright, he wrote, "was creating low build-
ings with tremendous shading roofs and long ribbon win-
dows like those of the venturesome transcontinental trains
which looked out on a free breezy landscape." I

But if Wright was  Neutra's first  American hero,  Henry
Ford  was  certainly  his  second.   "It  would  not  be  far-
fetched,"  Neutra's  student  Harwell  Harris  has  written,
"to think Neutra came to America because America was

the  home  of  Henry  Ford.   Ford  was  more  amazing  to
Europeans than to us  who  saw in him our own features
.  .  .  Europeans were prepared to worship the machine''-
especially the car-and "Fordissimus" became a European
phenomenon.2   What   Neutra   appreciated   most   about
Henry Ford was not so much the styling of his cars as the
way he put them together in prefabricated, assembly-line
mass production-a method, a process, an effect that Neu-
tra strove to translate into architecture.  In the partially
prefabricated  Lovell  House  of 1929  (fig.  6),  Neutra paid
homage  to  Ford  by  using  as  stairway  light fixtures the
headlights  of Ford's  Model  T  (fig.  7).  In  1923,  the  year
that Neutra left Europe for America, Le Corbusier wrote
in Ve7.s  "7te  Arcfattect"re  words  to  which  Neutra  would
have  eagerly  subscribed:  houses,  argued  Le  Corbusier,
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"must  go  up  all  of a  piece,  made  by  machine  tools  in  a

factory,  assembled as Ford assembles cars."

Neutra himself did not learn to drive until  1925 when he
moved to Los Angeles, where even then, despite the then
superb  intra-urban  train  system,  a  car  was  essential  to
real mobility.  He did not own a car until the next year, a
modest second-hand Franklin of which he was very proud
(fig.  5).  The  car he  later  settled  on  as best  suited  to  his
needs  was  the  Nash,  which  he  valued  for  its  operating
efficiency  and  especially  its  reclining  front  seat.  He  en-
joyed taking naps while being chauffeured about and also
liked to tell how he frequently lowered the seat and looked
at the sky to keep from having to see so much objection-
able  architecture.  The  most  beautiful  car,  he  believed,
was the  Lincoln Continental of the  1940s-the luxurious
Ford  descendant  of the  simple  Model  T.  This  was  also
Frank Lloyd Wright's favorite car, a notorious gas guzzler
admired  unabashedly  by  both  architects  for  its  elegant
design.3

Neutra never designed  an automobile,  but he  did design
a  bus  in  1931  for  Homer  H.  Johnson  of  Cleveland,  the
father of Philip. Homer Johnson was a corporate attorney
and large shareholder in the young but growing Aluminum
Corporation of Alnerica, and he planned for Alcoa to par-
ticipate with the White Motors Company in the design of
a  new  aluminum  bus.  By  this  time  Philip  Johnson  was
already  working  with  Henry  Russell  Hitchcock  for  the
Museum of Modern Art's epochal 1932 "Modern Architec-
tune"  exhibition,  a  show  that  included  Richard  Neutra,
and when asked  by  his father to  suggest  a designer for
his new bus, Philip Johnson recommended Neutra. Neutra
admitted that he knew nothing about bus design,  but he
knew he  could learn and was both flattered by the  offer
and delighted with what during the early Depression was
an  extravagant fee.  He was  housed in  Homer Johnson's
private club in  Cleveland  and for his work and  other ex-
penses paid $150 a day.  He hobnobbed with the Johnsons
and  the  ClevJeland  establishment  in  a rented  tuxedo  but
when he was not being entertained by his hosts, he would
save  his  salary  by  sneaking around  the  corner from  the
elegant Union Club and eating in a diner.4

Homer Johnson had thought  it  important to  bring in an     39
outside  desigrier  to  confront  the  relatively  conservative
in-house designers at White Motors, who, jealous of Neu-
tra's  invasion  of  their  territory,  tried  to  resist  him  in
every  way  possible.  "I  have  drawn  up  beautiful  buses"
(figs.  8-11),  Neutra wrote,  against  "the  involved  special
interests  of the  various  bureau  chiefs  .  .   .  The  chassis
specialist  advises  me  to  round  out,  make  the  rear  more
exotic,  that affects  only the body designer,  and not him,
but the radiator cannot be tampered with under any cir-
cumstances  .  .  .  I have discussions with the bumper spe-
cialists, the aluminum seat and upholstery experts"-and
on  and  on.5  Yet  Neutra also  understood  that  it was  im-
portant that  his  new  Pullman  of the  Highway not be  so
structurally or stylistically radical or so far ahead of cur-
rent taste that White  Motors or future customers would
resist it as unsuitable or unrealistic. Therefore his designs
were  only  slightly  more  "streamlined"  and  sophisticated
than other actual buses  of the  periodutonsiderably less
futuristic, for example, than the slightly later unbuilt de-
signs  of Norman  Bel  Geddes  (fig.  12).  Still,  for the  time,
Neutra's designs were advanced in their relatively "clean"
lines, their upswept rear ends, and the wavy streamlining
of the front cab roof.

While  Neutra produced  several  different  variations,  the
bus was never manufactured.  This was owing in part to
the foot-dragging resistance of the White Motors produc-
tion  chiefs,  the  steadily worsening  Depression,  and  var-
ious  other  factors  that  militated  against  a  single,  stan-
dardized,  prefabricated  design.  The  critic Arthur Millier
summed  them  up  in  the Los  A7oge!es  rtmes:  "The  diffi-
culties,"  he  wrote,  "that  must  be  overcome  before  any
form of standardized, prefabricated foowse can be success-
fully  put  into  quantity  production  are  graphically  illus-
trated by a consideration of the difficulties which prevent
the standardization of so inherently mechanical a contriv-
ance  as  the  inter-city  motor  bus.  Most  of us  take  it  for
granted  that  motor  buses  are  already  highly  standard-
ized," but when architect Richard Neutra "was invited to
the main plant of the country's biggest producer of motor
buses to design a standard,  all-metal bus suitable for use
in all parts of the  U.S.A ....  he found that this one bus
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42    factory had over two hundred models for inter-city traffic
alone,  the differences in type being caused by the differ-
ences  in  types  of travelers  throughout  the  country.  An
ideal bus, he says, would have a light upper structure and
all  baggage  would  be  carried  underfoot,  reducing  the
needed motor and braking power.  But in one part of the
country the people carry farm products, chickens in coops
and other cumbrous baggage which can only be housed on
the  roof.  This  necessitates  heavy  posts,  therefore  more
engine and brake power ....  If, says architect Neutra, it
is so difficult to build a bus that will work for all comers,
imagine  how  hard  it  will  be  to  design  a  standard  home
which  will  suit  enough  people  to  make  standardization
profitable.  But,  he believes it will ultimately be done."6

But the ill-fated bus project was not without its tangible
results.  It allowed Neutra and his family to live for more
than  a year on the  amount he  saved  from his  Cleveland
salary. It also allowed him to think about and experiment
with the problems and possibilities of prefabrication and
of automobile imagery for architecture,  as borne out fre-
quently in his buildings of the thirties, some of which took
on the  actual "look"  of buses:  the  Mosk  House,  Los  An-

:Ledsot]s9:3g.i°3r),eaxnadmhp£]se;wwn]thho#::£`nL8ogaAnnd:efefsr(£[bgb3°3;
with its bus-like  folding doors  and its  shiny,  metallic sil-
ver-gray trim (figs.  1,  14).

The White-Alcoa episode was the one and only time Neu-
tra designed an actual vehicle,  but throughout his career
he delighted in experimenting with drive-in architecture.
The  progression  of drive-in  structures  he  designed  sug-
gests  much  about his  developing work  and  the  rise  and
deliquescence of the Mod.ern Movement.  His first encoun-
ter with the  drive-in pr'oblem occurred in  1924,  the year
before he leaned to drive, during a three month appren-
ticeship with Frank Eloyd Wright at Taliesin. The project
was an automobile observatory for the entrepeneur Gor-
don  Strong,  planned  for  Sugarloaf Mountain,  Maryland,
between Baltimore and Washington (figs.  15-18).  Appar-
ently  conceived  by Wright with  input from  Neutra,  the
circular recreational  Sugarloaf structure  contained  bars,
restaurants,  shops,  dance floors,  and  service  areas.  En-

veloping the building were ascending and descending ve-
hicular  and  pedestrian  ramps  and  parking  slots  where
motorists could  leave  their cars while  using the  various
facilities or observation platforms.  Somewhat unrealistic,
even by  1920s standards,  in its provisions for auto traffic
and storage, the building evoked through its streamlined
styling  the  age  and  the  idea  of the  automobile.  Neutra
drew  renderings,   floor  plans,   sections,   and   elevations
while Wright was aw`ay in California during December of
1924.   Later,   in  1925,   after  Neutra  had  moved  to  Los
Angeles,  Wright  added  a  planetarium  to  the  building's
collection of diversions, but retained the basic concepts of
the early studies.  Nothing in Wright's oe"uye before that
time would have predicted the obser.vatory's streamlined
circular forms-features and qualities of a decidedly Men-
delsohnian  stamp,  which  Neutra,  a  recent  Mendelsohn
apprentice,  may well have  imparted to the scheme.  The
circle and spiral would play an increasingly important role
in Wright's  subsequent work.  Neutra would  later enjoy
pointing out the obvious similarities between the  Sugar-
loaf Observatory  of the  mid-1920s  and  the  Guggenheim
Museum of the late  1950s.7

Another  unexecuted  project,  the  Coulton  Theater  and
Commercial  Center  of 1927,  was to have  been built  in a
suburb  of  Los  Angeles.  It  was  designed  by  Neutra  in
collaboration with Rudolph Schindler in their tenuous as-
sociation called the Architecture Group for Industry and
Commerce (AGIC) (fig.  22).  Conceived in a style closer to
Wright's  work  of the  early  twenties,  the  drawings,  in
Neutra's hand, suggest the popular style that would come
to  be  called  Deco.  The  building was  a "drive-in"  only  in
the  sense  that  more  than  usual `attention  was  given  to
internal  underground  parking  facilities,  the  cars  in  the
rendering lined up to enter a clearly marked drive-in por-
tal.

AGIC had relatively little work in the late twenties, how-
ever,  and  with  time  on  his  hands,  Neutra  continued  to
work  on  his  ideal metropolis.  "Rush  City  Reformed"  he
called it after the boom towns of legend and the fast pace
of American life (fig.  20).  With its vast spaces and mono-
lithic apartment slabs,  it recalled the exciting,  prescient .,-.
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and frequently frightening urban designs of the Futurists,
Le  Corbusier,  and  Ludwig Hilberseimer.  Great elevated
superhighways cut through the rows of towers and across
the  grid  of the  slower moving city.  Strategically located
"off ramps"  connected the freeways with surface  streets

and rail facilities.  Neutra's verbal explanations of his new
metropolis were less poetic than Le Corbusier's or Mari-
netti's,  but  the  graphic  delineation  of  the  long,  wide,
straight traffic corridors clearly evoked the mood  of the
Futurists:  "We  declare,"  Marinetti  had  written  in  1909,
``that  the  splendor  of the  world  has  been  enriched  by  a

new beauty-the beauty of speed.  A racing car .  .  .  rat-
tling along like a machine gun. is more beautiful than the
winged  victory  of Samothrace."  "We  want  an  architec-
ture,"  Gropius  echoed  in  1923,  ``shaped  to  our  world  of
machines,  radios,  and fast cars.''8

Yet  beside  and  beyond  the  great  freeways  for fast  cars
were  smaller buildings at which slower cars could pull in
and  stop  for  shopping  and  services.  Neutra's  drawings
showed  drive-through  areas,  where  motorists  could  pick
up  quickly  bundled  bags  and.  packages  of fruit  (fig  19).
More conventional parking spaces nearby allowed them to
leave their cars and stop for longer periods in a variety of
shops  (fig.  21).

"A completely  new  architectural  form has been ushered
into  service,"  the  critic  Willard  Morgan  announced  in
A"erzccb" B"¢!de7. in  1929,  "with the building of drive-in
markets to serve  modern motor-driven America.  Such a
development has been the direct result of the increasing
traffic  congestion  which  is  clogging  up  the  main  metro-
politan  centers  of our larger cities.  With this  increasing
confusion  during  the  business  hours,  thousands  of  pro-
spective customers are going to the subu'rban marketing
centers to do their shopping.  Such a trend in the buying
centers  is  only  natural  as  thousands  of new  automobiles
are placed on the highways every month.
"As  a  result  of new  motoring  demands  in  every  traffic

congested area throughout America, Richard J. Neutra of
Los Angeles has just completed the plans for a new mar-
ket  which  embodies  the  most  revolutionary  features  in
modem merchandising. The new markets .  .  . will fit into

the modem traffic whirl as completely as the latest  1929     45
streamline  motor  car."  Recalling  the  Vesnin  brothers'
Pravda  building  of  1923,  and  unconsciously  anticip.ating
Robert Venturi, Morgan announced that Neutra had "de-
signed  a market which is  really  a living billboard which
will attract the attention of the thousands of passing mo-
torists long before they actually drive  into the market."
In designing the markets, Neutra explained, "I have been
able to incorporate a number of important features which
are  of direct appeal to the busy motorist who is anxious
to make his purchases in attractive surroundings and with
the greatest speed .... This fact becomes more important
during  the  traffic  congested  hours  along  the  main  out-
bound arterials of the city .... "

"Practically every display," insisted Neutra, "may be seen

long before the motorist actually swings in to the motor-
in market .... " A filling station and service garage were
provided  where  customers  could  leave  their  cars  while
shopping in the market.  The  second-story offices opened
out  onto  a  roof garden  where  customers  could  stop  for
refreshments.  "Around the front of the market," Neutra
explained,  "will  be  a  continuous  illuminated  band  of at-
tractively  lettered  signs  which  will  direct  the  incoming
motorists  to  the  different  departments.  All  the  lighting
fixtures will be  concealed  behind panelled mirrors which
extend around the open market above the display count-
ers. These mirrors will pick up the display colors and give
greater    depth     and     attractiveness    to    the    entire
market ....  A central rotating beacon with changing col-
ors will sweep back and forth along the band of illuminated
signs.  Inasmuch  as  the  heaviest  sales  come  during  the
late afternoon and evening hours, this lighting feature has
been designed to key in with this development ....  Even
the  green  lawns  in  front  will  take  on  the  curved  forms
which follow the traffic lines."9

The   Dixie-Drive-In  Market  of  1929,   commissioned  for
Lexington,  Kentucky,  embodied  most  of those  elements
though  on  a  greatly  enlarged  scale  (fig.  23).  The  main
building there was  to be  several  stories  high with  office
spaces above the shops. Across the parking lot stood open
fruit and vegetable market stalls.  Neither the Rush City
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46 nor Dixie-Drive-In Markets were ever built as such,  but
their publication  and  explication by  Morgan  and  Neutra
helped  confirm  and  suggest  further  development  of the
inexorable,  frequently anti-urban trend to drive-in shop-
ping centers.

Like  other  modernist  architects,  Neutra  was  intrigued
with the possibilities of the automobile  service  station-
indeed the original auto structure.  Schindler had designed
an unbuilt prototype for the  Union Oil Company in  1933.
Stations were actually built by Bertram Goldberg in Chi-
cago  in  1938  and  by  Frank  Lloyd  Wright  in  Cloquet,
Minnesota,  in  1956.  But  Wright,  Goldberg,  and  Neutra
seem to have been the only major modernist architects to
get  beyond  the  planning  and  designing  stages.  Neutra
himself had  designed  an  unbuilt  station garage  in  1931.
This  so-called  Auto  Haven  was  drawn  in  a  softer,  more
conventional,  flower-bedecked  style than the more  stark
and ``modepr" Rush City markets.  It was, in fact, an early
``motor hotel,"  obviously  catering to travelers,  with  din-

ing,  sleeping,  and recreational facilities in addition to the
auto  service  functions.  It appears relatively 7.e€ci7.c!cbtcL{re,
however, when compared to a design of the mid-1940s for
a station that was actually built (figs.  25,  26).

Neutra designed the  Norwalk station for a client named
Frank Davis in Bakersfield,  California,  for whom he had
already designed a house in  1938 (fig.  24).  Davis was the
area distributor for Norwalk gasoline and decided to build
this station for lease as an investment.  He got from Neu-
tra a crisp emphatic design with two overlapping slightly
pitched roof slabs surging and "floating' above the glass
and open spaces.  It was a rare example for the time of a
gas station built in the high International Style as opposed
to the numerous Deco and  streamlined "ode?'`?'ae  stations
of the day.  It was published in the trade journals and in
the next decades became a pervasive image of gas station
architecture.  The International Style and kindred modes
seemed  perfect  for  the  gas  station-aesthetically,  func-
tionally,  symbolically.  They  seemed  to  signify  "gas  sta-
tion," to stick in the mind as €fae generic style, tfoe  appro-
priate type. Edward Ruscha confirmed this typology with
his noted gas station paintings of the 1960s (fig. 27). When
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48 Norwalk Gas was consumed by one of the larger oil con-
glomerates  with  a  differently  named  product,  the  large
Norvalk  sign,  carefully  designed  by  Neutra,  had  unfor-
tunately to be removed. It had been important to the scale
and the whole  design  of the  building as  signs frequently
were to modernist structures.  The Norwalk station later
became bowdlerized as a body shop.

The  drive-in markets  and  the  Nolwalk station were de-
signed  in  the  twenties,  thirties,  and  forties  when  both
Neutra and  the  Modern  Movement were  in their  ascen-
dancy.  Neutra's largest,  most ambitious and most poten-
tially  interesting  drive-in  structure,  on  the  other  hand,
the Garden Grove Drive-In Church, was built in the mid-
sixties when he and the Movement were obviously getting
tired and defensive. Longstanding criticism that "modem"
architecture was too hard, cold, austere, and abstract led
to work that seemed,  by comparison,  soft,  confused,  and
lacking  in  conviction.  This  was  occasionally  true  of the
work of both Neutra and Gropius,  especially their large,
late public buildings.

Neutra's   Garden  Grove   Church  was  the  world's  first
drive-in church and was based on the idea of the drive-in
movie.  When  the  Reverend  Robert  Schuller  began  his
church near Los Angeles in fast-growing Orange County
in the early  1950s on virtually no money, he held his first
services in a drive-in movie lot which he rented on Sunday
mornings.  He delivered his  sermons from the top of the
concession  stand  using  the  theater's  sound  equipment
wired to each car.  He did this partially because he could
rent the lot  cheaply when he could not afford a hall,  but
as  a  smart  operator and  a concerned  minister,  he  knew
he could get an instant congregation of auto-bound inva-
lids  and  indolents,  who  as  good  Angelenos  were  most
comfortable in their cars and who could not or would not
come  to  a regular  service.  In  response  to  his  advertise-
ment of these  special new services,  he quickly developed
enough of a following to construct a modest church build-
ing  for  administrative  needs  and  indoor  services.  Con-
vinced,  however,  of the need  and validity of the drive-in
option,  he  continued  to  hold  a  second  service  outside  on
the new church's parking lot.  But the two remained sep-
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5o    arate; there was no interaction. And so in the early 1960s,
with a greatly increased membership, Schuller decided he
needed a building that would serve both functions at the
same time. And, always thinking ``big," he called on Rich-
ard Neutra, the best-known architect in California.10

The resulting church was built in several stages: the main
building first in the early 1960s, the "Tower of Power" I tin
the late 1960s, and Sunday schools and v.irious offices con-
structed throughout the decade (figs.  28ng2).  Neutra de-
signed  an indoor/outdoor pulpit on which  Schuller would
stand   to   deliver   his   sermons,   speaking  to   the   well-
groomed,  able-bodied,  traditional  churchgoers  inside,  as
well as to those outside in the "pews from Detroit," each
parked on a slight incline so as to allow maximum view of
Schuller and the nearby choir.  One major difference be-
tween this and the original drive-in movie church was that
Neutra  dispensed  here  with  the  individual  sound  boxes
hooked  onto  the  car door and for sound relied  solely on
individual car radios carrying the broadcast of the service
inside.  This  would,  of course,  discriminate  against  cars
without  radios,  whose  owners  would  have  to  sit  as  if
watching a silent movie.

Certainly  when  viewed  from  a  traditional  perspective,
this was a most unusual building program, and it furnished
a number  of rich possibilities,  which  Neutra's  design  in
fact somehow failed to meet. On the whole, it came off as
rather tired and lifeless, falling prey to what would come
to seem the most banal clich6s of ``late modem" architec-
ture.  The attempts to "warm it up" with such materials
as  natural  rock  were  incompatible  with  the  automotive
ambience-unless   Neutra   derived   them   unconsciously
from  Detroit's  flabby,  flossed-up  confections  of the  late
fifties and  early  sixties.  Except for Neutra's  indoor-out-
door pulpit, the building's obvious juxtaposition with the
parking lot, and the streamlined automotive motifs in the
campanile, there was little apparent effort or intention to
relate  the  building  to  the  car  in  form,  in  materials,  in
symbolic or iconographic ways.  Where,  for example, was
the  chrome  so beloved by the modernists?  Reyner  Ban-
ham  has  noted  the  similarity  between  the  form  of the
campanile  and  automobile  car-wash  standards, £2  though

it is  questionable  how  conscious  Neutra was  of this con-
nection. In any case, one wishes there had been more such
allusions.13  If Neutra had only brought to this church the
talent and imagination reflected in the signs, forms, sym-
bols,  and materials that he had used in the Norwalk gas
station and the  drive-in markets,  for example,  he might
have  achieved  a  more  convincing  and  memorable  work.
This,  after  all,  was  not  a  traditional  or  tradition-bound
congregation with a traditional church building program.
Both  Schuller  and  Neutra were  men  of verve,  imagina-
tion,  and even wit and irony.  In using and exploiting the
idea of the car and the drive-in motor age, could they not
have achieved more-for themselves and for architecture?

The symbols, the forms, the imagery, the materials, were
all present already both in automobile culture and in the
Modern Movement, a movement which from the very be-
ginning had welcomed,  celebrated,  and exploited the car.
In fact, functionally, structurally, aesthetically, and sym-
bolically it had  already proved itself the ideal companion
for the early motor age.
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The Idea of the Don-KommwJia
and the Dilemma of the Soviet Avant-Garde

Barbara Kreis
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"The  real emancipation  of women,  real communism,  will     53

begin only where and when an all-out straggle begins (led
by the proletariat wielding the state power) against this
petty housekeeping,  or rather when its  wholesale  trams-
formation  into  a  large-scale  socialist  economy  begins." I
Lenin's  statement  of  1919  became  the  keynote  for  the
avant-garde architects in their designs of do77t-feormow""cb
(housing  communes)  which  appeared  in  the  late  1920s.
Underdeveloped Russia was the country in which the con-
cepts of an egalitarian life were supposed to be material-
ized  in  architectural terms without becoming unrealistic
like the earlier Utopian Socialist plans.

The  Russian avant-garde saw themselves as  serving the
new social situation, and used the instruments which sym-
bolized  the  advancement  of the new  society.  In order to
create new forms for the new contents,  they proclaimed
in  their  projects  a  scientific  rational  organization,  con-
struction  and  building  materials  that  were  functionally
and technically highly developed,  and a collectivized sys-
tern  of living.  However,  in  their  search  for  new  forms
they  neglected  to  consider  certain  conditions,  and  their
own demands were their undoing. Most of the projects for
the collective life in a do77o-foo77omw72,cL never left the draw-
ing board.  The designs were rejected in  Russia as being
too left,  while in the West they were  interpreted either
as  proof  of repression,  or  as  evidence  of a  progressive
force  in  a  socially  emancipated  movement,  or  finally  as
the betrayal of a revolutionary idea through Stalin's influ-
ence on all spheres of life.

The  development  of the  czom-feom77?"7acL  exemplifies  the

general discussion centered around architecture: it accom-
panies the decline of the avant-garde in the late twenties
and the `functionalization' of architecture in the early thir-
ties  with  regard  to  overall  social  aims.   Parallels  with
Western (especially German) development seem obvious,
if only because the apparent conditions are very compar-
able; but this comparison overlooks the differences in the
given historical context.

A_.new s.p?rd in ol,d, build;ings..  8oal,al,i,st ch,anges
Through its revolution,  Russia,  as one of the most under-
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developed countries in Europe, was to take a transitional
step away from its traditional archaic agricultural form of
production toward socialism.  Russia had virtually no dem-
ocratic tradition and prior to 1917 had been characterized
by  a  ruinous  economy  and  by  low  levels  of science  and
technology.  Meanwhile the housing problem in the major
cities was comparable to that of nineteenth-century west-
ern  Europe.  However,  although  agriculture  before  1917
still retained strong feudal chracteristics,  the cities,  with
the  help  of the  State,  had  developed  into  big industrial
centers. The consequence of this development, as in West-
ern industrial centers, was the mass migration of workers
from rural areas to the cities, causing major housing short-
ages.

Of Moscow's  1912 population of 1.8 million, 300,000 inhab-
itants lived in basements and cellars.  Though a bourgeois
apartment normally provided shelter for three to five peo-
ple,  an  average  of 8.7  people  lived  in  a  typical  Moscow
flat.  The death rate was 27.5 per 1000 citizens each year,
as compared with Berlin of the same time where the death
rate was  15.4.2

The  basis  for  socialist  city  planning was  created  on  the
day  after the  revolution,  October  26,  1917,  through  the
Decree  on  Nationalization  of  Land  (fig.  5).  The  country
stood on the brink of ruin because of the civil war and the
international  economic  blockade.   Measures  which  could
lead to an improvement in the housing situation remained
largely organizational in the early years following the rev-
olution while more important political and economic prob-
lems had priority.  One of the first steps to be undertaken
after  the  revolution  was  the  transfer  of  slum  dwellers
from the outskirts to centrally located bourgeois flats (fig.
4) which, according to law,  were to house one person per
8.2 square meters (fig. 2).3 Through this communalization,
the  percentage  of workers  living  in  central  areas  grew
from between three and five percent of the population to
forty  percent.  The  result  of this  was  communal  flats  in
which  families  shared  common  kitchens  and  bathrooms,
and  frequently,  because  of  space  shortage,  had  to  use
curtains  as  make-shift  room  dividers.  Even  today  such
shared communal households, which existed even prior to
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1917,  have  not  entirely  disappeared  and  remain  a night-
mare in terms of family living (fig.  3).

Simultaneous  with  this  communalization  of housing  and
with the intention of creating a new socialist form of life,
the first voluntary attempts at collective living were be-
gun.  The  Ivew  Wo7ozd  Z3eutew4  in  1920  described  one  of
these  communes  (fig.  5),  which  consisted  of twenty five-
story  buildings  and  was  assigned  to  the  Bakers'  Union.
Adhering to Communist principles the inhabitants ran the
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ing for its continuation had already founded the first com-   `?i£¥
munes during the  reign of the czars,  in anticipation of a
socialist form of social organization.  After the  revolution
these  collective  principles  of  work  and  life  were  pro-
claimed  and  put  into  effect  through  the  organization  of
factories,  unions, and committees.

The don-A;o"77ow72,cL  was described  in the  Party program
at the Eighth Party Day, 1919, as a means of emancipating
women  and  giving  them  equal  rights.  The  program  de-
clared "the Party strives to free women from the burden
of outmoded  housekeeping  through  the  establishment  of
the c!om-¢ommc4"c},  public dining halls,  central laundries,
and nurseries .... "

Legal  support for the don-¢o77}77ow"c}  is  found  in the  de-
cree  of May  23,1921  (fig.  5),5  ``Toward.an  upgrading  of
workers'  living  conditions  and  measures  against  the  de-
struction of housing." This decree provided that all inhab-
itable buildings on factory property be turned over to the
employees  for  use  as  communal  housing,  and  called  for
the acquisition of additional living space through the rep-
aration of damaged buildings and the completion of unfin-
ished ones. Workers who lived in miserable quarters such
as  cellars  or  attics  and  who  lived  farther  than  3.2  kilo-
meters from the factory would have first claim on housing
thus  provided.  In  the  interest  of building  preservation
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56 and improvement, the assignment and repair of commune
houses  would  be  turned  over  to  company  management,
and all movable furnishings would belong to the company.
A general assembly of inhabitants would  select the  com-
mune's steering committee, which, among other activities,
could  call  for  the   organization  of  nurseries  and   play-
grounds.

After  this  decree  was  announced,  a  circular  concerning
the  construction  of housing  communes  for  the  new  gen-
eration of workers was published. Young men and women
working in a variety of factories and businesses scattered
throughout the  city would  benefit,  it was  suggested,  by
living  among their peers  and  further would  be  afforded
the possibility of both group interaction and personal sol-
itude. The first step called for the construction of buildings
each  to  house  fifty  youths,  with  provisions  for  4.5  to  8
square meters per person.  Well-lighted,  wholesome bed-
rooms,  a communal dining hall with a kitchen,  and a spa-
cious  library  were  envisioned,  while  a  laundry  could  be
provided if desired.

These  early  communes  stemmed  largely  from  organiza-
tional  measures  to  improve  living  conditions  and  were
introduced either through administrative channels for the
purpose of creating factory housing or on a voluntary and
ideological   basis  through   population   resettlement  pro-
grams. These post-revolution provisions for housing were
the  fulfillment  of a  social  task  which  the  new  conditions
had  created.  They  were  concerned  more  with  providing
greater  living  space,  derived  from  new  societal require-
ments  and  realized  through  the  available  means,  rather
than with seeking the `correct' socialist way of life.

Id,ea,s and, off;oris towaff d, a, prolewha;n cult;are
In light of the devastatingly poor sanitary conditions, the
population density, and the extreme poverty, the essential
demand  was  for  hygienic  and  economic  new  buildings;
plenty of free space, fresh air, and green areas were also
desired.   In  this  spirit  Jzues€¢cl  reported  on  August  15,
1918,  on  the  measures  for  Moscow's  reconstruction.   It
advised  architects  that  in  designing new  and  renovated
city quarters special attention should be given to sanitary
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installations in housing for the poor and to the placement
of polluting factories outside  of residential areas.  In  1919
a  program  was  proposed  for  the  construction  of model
quarters  which  consisted  of  eight  to  twelve  residential
buildings with community utilities and was to serve as an
experiment  for  the  city  of the  future.6  However,  poor
economic conditions caused construction to come to a vir-
tual  halt,  so  that  such  plans  for  model  cities  remained
largely a theoretical expression of architectural city plan-
ning  programs.  Parallel  to  this  battle  for  necessities,  a
discussion carried on with revolutionary fervor continued
concerning the creation of a proletarian culture.

Artistic  societies  were  formed.  Determined  by  the  new
social  consciousness,  they  called  for radical  change  in  all
areas  of social living and wanted to revolutionize artistic
means.  Avant-garde  artists  found  a  new  social  basis  for
their ideas and formed the Free State Art Studios in 1918,
which in 1920 became the State Higher Art and Technical
Studios (V¢fowte77tcLs). This institution, which shared many
ideas with the Bauhaus, made it its task to place art in the
service  of mass  production,  with the  intent  of producing     7
useful articles  capable  of giving satisfaction to  all rather
than to a few individuals.  It sought to free art from the
ballast of bourgeois aesthetics and to adapt it through the
Ive"e  ScLchztcfa¢ett  (the  new  objectivity)  to  the  modern
technical possibilities of the industrial present.

Vladimir Tatlin dealt in  his  introductory  course  on crea-      .
tive work with the structure of materials.  His Monument
to the  Third  International of 1919 clarified his  view that
expressive  power  should  be  sought  entirely  in  construc-
tion,  as  did  EI  Lissitzky's  Lenin  Tribune  project (fig.  6)     8
and the Vesnin brothers' project for the Leningrad Pravda
building.  Nikolai  Ladovsky gave  lectures  on problems of
visual perception and the laws of perspectivally distorted
forms;  his  1920 desigri for a housing commune  (figs.  7,  8)
exemplifies his  experiments with space  and motion stud-
ies.  After the basic courses there was instruction in spe-
cialized workshops.

Yet the transition from handicraft to industrial production
was  frequently  impossible,  so  that  many  products,  such
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as furniture, clothing, and the like, remained only symbols
of the new life. The designs remained more as a stimulus,
as daring ideas,  than as blueprints  for actual realization.
Lenin's position on the new cultural movement was clear
from the start.  He warned and reproached those intellec-
tual  dreamers  who  reveled  in  the  so-called  "proletarian
culture"   and  neglected  to  consider  the  actual  cultural
level,  the  current  exigencies,  and  the  need  for  massive
programs in cultural education.

From trcrdi,ti,onal forms of life in trcrditj,onal arch;itectwre
to new forms Of Lrfe in tradi±honal curch;itecture
After the revolution,  through the immediate socialization
of all capital goods,  the  State had attempted to take cen-
tral control over all factors of production and distribution.
In  1921,  however,  after the civil war,  this `War Commu-
nism'  lost  its  political  significance,  and  its  organizational
potential  was  seriously  called  into  question  in  light  of
widespread  famine.   With  the  introduction  of  the  New
Economic  Policy  (NEP)  of  1921,  private  trade  obtained
greater  freedom  again.  It  was  believed  that  capitalistic
trade methods could better assuage the economic misery
and encourage cultural development.

The  first  major housing projects  were  begun.  Of special
importance was the 1922 competition which called for the
planning of model workers' quarters to be constructed in
Moscow's downtown.  Hygienic and wholesome living and
enough  light  and  fresh  air were  the  main demands.  The
desirable  masonry building would  be  two  to  four stories
high and would cover thirty percent of the available area.
Seventy-five percent of the apartments would be provided
with child-care centers,  nurseries,  and libraries for fami-
lies  (these  were  two-room  apartments  of  54.62  square
meters  and  three-room  apartments  of 68.28  square  me-
ters),   while   the   remaining  twenty-five   percent  would
house single persons (13.6 to 20.5 square meters per two
individuals).  Under the competition conditions community
facilities had to be provided.  In addition, provision had to
be  made  for  management,  maintenance,  housekeeping,
and accounting rooms,  as well as a pharmacy and accom-
modation for an ambulance.7 In many of the projects (no-
tably those of Leonid Vesnin, Sergei Chemyshev, and Ilia

and  Pantaleimon  Golosov)  the  apartments  were  planned     59
as three-story houses with community utilities located in
single  buildings.  Only  in  Kons.tantin  Melnikov's  extraor-
dinary design (fig.  9) were the apartments planned in fan-
shaped blocks and linked with the community building at
the second floor level by a passage.8 The first settlement
projects often aimed for a combination of the Russian {zbcL
(farm  hut)  with  the  comforts  and  amenities  of the  new
English Garden City cottages (as in the  Sokol project by
N.  Markovnikov, fig.  14), but block planning was increas-
ingly  regarded  as  being most  suitable  for  mass  housing
projects.

The  Moscow  Soviet  showed  a  similar  orientation  in  its
announcement  of  the  "First  Competition  for  Workers'
Housing' in  1925.  Planning and execution were to corre-
spond to living conditions and climatic circumstances.  Ra-
tional   selection  of  building  materials   and  construction
were to lead to economical building units of optimum com-
fort and  sanitary  installations appropriate to the  limited
space.   For  residential  space  there  were  provided  fifty
percent two-room apartments, thirty percent three-rooin
apartments,  and twenty percent larger apartments, with
6.75  square meters living space per person.  All competi-
tion entries were to present a less  expensive alternative
to earlier plans and were to conside.r local building mate-
rials  and production capabilities.  These requirements re-
veal  the   primary  importance   placed   on  economic   and
technical considerations. 9

The  Moscow  Soviet's  second  competition,  announced  in
late  1925,  for proposed  communal  house  types,  was  ori-
ented  in  its  program  toward  a  new  form  of life;  but  in
construction  and  design  the  expectations  were  based  on
earlier pl`ojects.  The  complex  specified was to  house  750
to 800 individuals,  allotting six square meters per person
and with a private kitchen; ten percent of the living space
was  designed  for  single  individuals,  thirty  percent  for
childless couples,  and sixty percent for families.  Commu-
nity  services  would  be  provided  by  a  central  kitchen,
dining  hall,  laundry,  kindergarten,  and  nursery.  Three-
or  four-story  building  complexes  were  envisioned,  con-
struction materials were to be locally available,  and con-
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struction time was to relate to depreciation time. [°

The  first  prize  (figs.   10-12),   awarded  to  architects  G.
Volfenson,  S.  Aizikovich,  and  E.  Volkov,  and  realized in
a  slightly  changed  form  between  1926  and  1928,  placed
the apartments and community rooms on different levels
in  a  single  building;  in  later descriptions  this  residential
project  was  deemed  to  be  the  first  c!oow-A;o772,772,"72,a.   In
1928  the  central  housing  office  (rse"trozfo{Zsot"z)  issued
an ordinance describing the goals and organization of com-
munal life. The major articles of this document concerned
education  and  medical   care  and  were   to  be   achieved
through  collectivization  of  education,   food  preparation,
laundering,   and  cultural  organization.   The  inhabitants
were  required  to  take  active  part  in  social  and  cultural
activities, while the aim was to wipe out illiteracy within
one  year.  Vestiges  of the  old way of life were not to  be
tolerated in the new society-neither drunken rowdiness
nor religious  icons.  At  the  same  time,  eighty percent  of
the workers'  salaries was to be turned  over to the com-
munity.

The bulk of the projects announced by the Moscow Soviet
were to reflect local methods and experience in construe-
tion materials, while for their design they were dependent
on Western settlement projects as well as on traditional
forms   (fig.   13).   An   upgrading   of  housing   was   to   be
achieved through  sanitary  living quarters,  the provision
of adequate green areas, and adjoining community service
Spaces.

Yet  the  housing  shortage  could  scarcely  be  alleviated
through construction of new buildings. I I The new housing
allocated for approximately 270,000 people between 1923
and  1928 was inconsequential in relation to the additional
880,000 migrants who came to Moscow during those years.
In  addition,  improved  nutritional  and  health  conditions
led not only to a drop in the death rate, but also to a rise
in  the  birth  rate;  thus  to  an  overall  national  growth  in
population which in  urban  areas was  augmented  by  the
influx from rural areas. The average living space per per-
son dropped from 5.8 square meters in 1926 to 4.54 square
meters in 1928,  although statistics vary greatly and give



13  Design for a housing com:rn;une.
L. Vesnin,  1924.  El,ova,tion am,d,
plom.
14 Bl,ockh,ouse within the Sokol
affea, Moscow. N .  Markovrn,thou,
1923 .  Elevouti,on cnd, plcun.
15 Design for the Leningrad, Pro,vd,a
bulldimg,  Moscow.  L.  cnd, V.
Vesrvin,1924.

only a rough idea of the misery involved. Many businesses
could provide little or no living space for their employees
in  either  dormitories  or  barracks,  so  that  workers  and
their  children  often  slept  on  the  floor  of  workshops.12
Despite  the  misery,  it  was  not  possible  to  convert  com-
pany  buildings  into  communal  houses  as  had  originally
been   intended.   Of  the   471   company-owned   communal
houses  registered  in  1921,  only  seventy-seven were  still
in existence  several years later,t3  and  a similar fate  had
befallen communes in the  collectivized flats.  The housing
shortage  remained  so  acute  that  even  the  newly  built
housing communes  became  overcrowded.  Whole  families
lived in single rooms originally designed for one individual
and  still  cooked with their own  gas  burner,  while  rooms
designated for central service  and community use had to
be reorganized for living space.

The irxpcut Of t,eclunalogy on soct,ahi,sin
The  deep  discrepancy between the  pressing necessity to
build and the  desire to  view construction as an architec-
tural statement was particularly noticeable at this time in
the  Soviet  Union.  On the  one hand there was  a need for
the quick and inexpensive production of living space, while
on the other there was  an intention to  create  a new  so-
cialist  architecture.   In  the  project  description  for  the
above-mentioned  competition,   the  journal  of  Moscow's
Association  of Architects  (MAO), Arcfot€eA;t"7.a),  declared
in  1923  that  besides  economic  and  sanitary  conditions,
social ideological components existed which had yet to find
their  organizational  formi  and  specific  solution.  For  this
reason  enthusiastic  reformers  remained  dissatisfied  with
the building projects.  The journal argued,  however,  that
"The challenge cannot be worked out immediately; it must

be met through life and practical experience." 14

Various  groups  soon  formed,  each  of which  embraced  a
different  opinion  concerning  the  new  socialist  architec-
ture.  In  the  meantime  the  older  generation  of academic
architects devoted  themselves  more  to  practice  than po-
lemical   discussion.   Nikolai  Ladovsky  founded  the   AS-
NOVA  (Association  of  New  Architects)  in  1923,  which
stressed   functionalism,   rationalism,   and   autonomy   of
forms. The Constructivist Moisei Ginsburg and the Vesnin
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16 Design for a, residentwJ, complete
with comrmunal fa,ctlitie8 .  I .
Sobolev , 1927 . She plow cund, typical
oro8s-section. Atto'u]ed limes 8ho!w
brid,ge circulation at t,hind floor
I,evez.

62    brothers formed the  OSA  (Association of Contemporary
Architects)  in  1925,  which maintained  close  contact with
developments in Western functionalist architecture. They
took up social architectural tasks, and their method aimed
for integrity in terms of material and construction.

In  their  synthesis  of technical  and  artistic  elements  the
avant-garde architects sought to achieve an outward form
for  a new  social  content;  aesthetic  measures  that  would
depend on technical functionality.  Practicality was consid-
ered  the  highest  and only  characteristic  criterion  of the
machine.  The  architects  felt  that  this  was  the  formal
source of a new beauty.  But with the singular orientation
toward  progressive  technology  and  science,  certain  rna-
terial  economic  realities  were  overlooked.  EI  Lissitzky's
comments  on  the  Vesnin  brothers'  design  for  the  new
Pravda building of 1924 (fig.  15) exemplify the enthusiasm
for the symbol of the new age: "The building is character-
istic for an age which is  aching for glass,  iron,  and  rein-
forced concrete." 15

The enthusiasm for machinery and technology was symp-
tomatic of the importance attached to industrialization in
the country. From a Marxist standpoint, the social system
of the  youthful  Soviet  Union  was  the  most  advanced  in
the world, yet technologically it lay far behind capitalism.
According to  Lenin the  economy had to  be raised  to the
same  level as the  political  structure by bypassing devel-
opmental stages through the utilization of new technology.
In  this  way  the  fight  for  a  new  technology  became  the
fight for socialism.  According to the slogan "Either catch
up  economically  with  advanced  countries  or perish,"  the
Soviet  Union industrialized in  order to  become  economi-
cally independent and capable of preventing Western in-
tervention.

At  the  Fourteenth  Party  Day  in  December  1925  (also
called  the  Party  Day  for  Industrialization),  intensively
forced  development  of industry  was  decided  upon  since
sympathetic  proletarian  revolutions  in  highly  developed
industrial  countries  were  no  longer  anticipated.  By  pro-
claiming  ``the  building  of  socialism  in  o7oe  country,"  the
Soviets demonstrated their determination to become eco-

J6
nomically  and  politically  self-sufficient.   In  a  country  in
which the rapid development of productive methods was
a question of survival,  the  appearance  of intensive prop-
aganda on behalf of machines and motors was hardly sur-
prising, and general enthusiasm for technological advance-
ment naturally became a political issue. Western industry
served  as  a  model;  since  as  yet  no  alternative  socialist
strategies had been developed,  the goal was "a combina-
tion of Soviet social order and American technology."

Now form and, new contend
The fascination with technological advancement and social
change  was  concentrated  in  the  new  projects  for  com-
munal  houses  (fig.  20).  Discussions  and  suggestions  for
new  socialist housing were introduced between  1925 and
1926 by the j ournal Sot/reme7t7®¢eycL A7.cfottefotw7.cL (Contem-

porary Architecture),  the publication of the  OSA group.
This magazine organized a survey of specialists and soci-
ety members in order to clarify certain questions.  A fi.a-
ternal competition was organized for members dedicated
to the theme of the "New Living." This was announced in
1927 and the  various entries were displayed  at the exhi-
bition  ``Contemporary  Architecture"  (fig.  19).  The  major
trend among competitors was to propose solutions which
would allow for the gradual dissolution of individual house-
holds.  To  this  end  most  schemes  projected  small  apart-
ments with kitchenettes and baths,  though it was hoped
these would later be abandoned by the occupants in favor
of the communal services. The word "c!o77}-A;o7»m"7®cL" was
consciously omitted,  since this term,  as one architect de-
clared  in  his  project  description,  would  only  serve  to
arouse prejudices and negative associations.16

0SA took a stand against those workers who, backed by
the Moscow Soviet,  advocated the retention of individual
apartments  with  separate  kitchens.  In  the  light  of the
new  social  situation,  the cZoow-foo772,772,"7}cb  provided  for the
broadest  and  most  stable  form  of  living  while  simulta-
neously  serving  an  educational  function  and  affording  a
certain emancipation fi.om the single household.

Moisei Ginsburg's entry for the competition projected mai-
sonette apartments along one side of a long corridor with
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the  common  space  paralleling  the  living  units.   On  the
topmost  story,  pairs of buildings would be  connected  by
community rooms,  while child-care centers and nurseries
were  planned  as  additions  to  the  dwelling  units  on  the
ground   floor.   Ivan   Sobolev,   also   a   member   of  OSA,
planned  a residential  quarter in which duplex  units,  as-
sembled into seven-story slab blocks, would be connected
to  neighborhood  communal  facilities  by  covered  pa)ss¢-
rezjes  at the  third floor level (fig.  16).  In  Viacheslav Vla-
dimirov's  plan  (figs.   17,   18),   six  two-room  apartments
were  grouped  in  various  T-shaped  combinations  about
common  access  staircases  while  the  communal  service
areas  were  located  on  the  ground  floor.  The  economic
aspects  of the  project  were  seen  as  the  economizing  of
living  space  in  order  to  provide  more  generous  public
facilities.  On  the  basis  of experience  gleaned  from tech-
nology-"In machine construction, one attempts to reduce
single parts and mechanisms to a minimum of space, some-
thing which is not yet considered in architecture" 17-var-
ious suggestions were made within OSA for efficient cen-
tralization   and   rationalization.   The   creation   of  large
buildings for housing was justified, both economically and
ideologically, in light of the housing shortage.  In 1928 and
1929, the Division for Standardization within the Building
Committee  of the  Economic  Council  of the  R.S.F.S.R.
devoted  itself to  the  problem  of scientifically  organizing
daily life.  A team  of architects  under  Ginsburg's  leader-
ship (which included M.  Barshch,  A.  Pastermak,  G.  Sum-
Schik,  and V.  Vladimirov) began with a study of old ten-
ement houses. They went on to analyze various proposals
for the rational planning and equipping of buildings,  and
undertook extensive circulation studies.  "A motion study
and an equipment scheme worked out with as much care
as Henry Ford had used indeed led to a scientific picture
of the production process." I 8 According to Ginsburg, such
scientific procedures would prove to be equally useful for
the  division  and  classification  of  overall  life  processes.
Ginsburg's team, working for the Building Committee of
the  Economic Council  of the  R.S.F.S.R.,  eventually pro-
duced a series of typical apartments (see figs.  21-25,  28-
32,  34ng7,  41,  42).  The type F  apartment was finally re-
alized by Ginsburg in the Narkomfin block of 1929.

The  maisonette  apartment type  F  consisted  of virtually    65
single room apartments which varied in area from twenty-
seven  to  thirty-one  square  meters.   These  units  were
stacked  above  each  other  on  a  split-level  system.  This
arrangement  provided  for  a  3.5  meter  ceiling  height  in
the main living space and for a 2.25 meter ceiling height
in the auxiliary living space of one of the units.  Each unit
had a built-in kitchenette (fig. 21), wash-basin and shower
stall  with  WC's  on  the  corridor  level.  The  units  were
conceived as transitional apartments.  They were ranged
along  a  well-lighted  corridor  leading  to  common  rooms.
The apartment type E (see fig.  37) was a slightly smaller
variation on the same par±{ with 18.2 square meter living
space instead of thirty square meters serving two to three
people.  Type F was used together with other maisonette
apartments  (fig.  22)  in  the  experimental  building known
as  Narkomfin which Ginsburg designed with Ignatii Mil-
inis  (figs.  21-25).  Narkomfin  was  an  experiment  at  the
level of social organization, architecture , and construction.
The project was considered by the Building Committee to
be an important step in the direction of a dom-A;o"""7ocb.
The `removable' kitchenettes, which were also included in
this `transitional' project, were seen as eventually becom-
ing superfluous since the adjoining community center in-
corporated  a  central  kitchen  and  dining  hall.  The  glass
loggia which linked  the  apartments was conceived  as an
internal  communication  street.  The  building,  which was
executed  in  reinforced  concrete,  was  based  on  Le  Cor-
busier's Five Points of a New Architecture (that is to say,
the p{jot{s,  the roof garden, the flexible plan, the horizon-
tal window,  and the non-supporting free facade).19

Glass,  steel,  and concrete were  also used in many other
projects  to  be  dedicated  to  creating  the  new  collective
lifestyle.  Such projects were  largely justified in terms of
construction  and  form.  The combination of rational plan-
ning with collectivization and centralization was defended
on economic grounds.  However, the socialist content was
mainly explained as a search for new forms and modes of
construction: "we can no longer force our new content into
old  forms."  This  development  took place  in  close  liaison
with  the  Western  architectural  avant-garde  which  was
proclaiming  the Ive"e  Sach!€c%e€t.   In  the  OSA journal
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27
Sou7.eme7t"cL2/cb A7.cfo{te¢€wrc}  Pastemak argued that mod-
em architecture should free itself of bourgeois bric-a-brac
since such ornamented forms would only bestow on work-
ers' housing the surface illusions of a comfortable villa.20
However,  at the  same tine,  the journal featured exten-
sive  ovations  praising  Le  Corbusier's  villa projects  built
for  the  capitalistic  bourgeoisie.  This  criticial  attitude  to
traditional  bourgeois  architecture-which  demonstrated
the very superficial ties linking form and content-led to
somewhat false  conclusions;  above  all because outwardly
modem  architecture  seemed  to  be  an  equally  functional
representative of both socialist and bourgeois life.

W orker adjust;meat t,o the architect;ural-f ;unchonal scheme
The  first  five-year plan  of centralized  economic  planning
(1928Lthe beginning of the collectivization of the agrar-
ian economy and the simultaneous development of heavy
industry throughout the entire country-gave rise to de-
bates over the planning of settlement projects.  The two
rival factions, who were respectively for urbanization and
disurbanization,  left  their  respective  marks  on  the cZo77a-
foo77t77ow?'a¢  projects.  The  technical  aspects  of collectiviza-
tion    and    industrialization   influenced    architecture   so
greatly that many architects began to consider themselves
as designing instructions for the entire operation of life,
and  their  architectural  designs  resembled  industrial  op-
erational plans; particularly in their use of time and motion
studies, as these were influenced by Taylor's principles of
scientific management and by the methodology of the con-
veyor belt. Avant-garde architects criticized existing com-
munal houses on the grounds that they scarcely differed
from bourgeois homes.

The   discussion  eventually  became   extremely  removed
from reality, particularly after the "Taylorized" attempts
at communal housing had so evidently failed.

Vitalii Lavrov's 1929 proposal for communal living utilized
a  concept  based  on  division  and  classification  of human
functions.  He suggested an organization based on the fol-
lowing functions:  1) rest,  sleep; 2) recreation, silence, iso-
lation; 3) recreation, movement, noise; 4) individual work,
silence,  isolation;  5)  collective  work;  6)  child  rearing;  7)

eating; 8) community concerns. From these elements Lav-67
rov formed respective groups and created a cross-shaped
structure 200 by 200 meters.  The  structure was built of
Steel and concrete and located throughout the city.21

Ivan Nikolaiev's project for a student cZo77o-foommw"cb was
realized  as  a model communal type  in  1930 (fig.  26).  His
basic  ideas  were  1)  to  divide  rooms  according  to  their
function,  and  2)  to  provide  for  their `sterilization'  in  ac-
cordance  with  the  physical  conditions  and  habits  of the
inhabitants.  The  mechanically  ventilated,  six-square-me-
ter sleeping cabinets contained bacteria-free furniture and
a sanitary `sluice'  for washing.  'Itwo beds,  symmetrically
placed in relationship to the  door,  two  stools,  and a con-
crete window sill offered the  only furnishings necessary,
since  the  only  functions  assigned  to  the  bedroom  were
preparatory  washing,  showering,  changing  of clothing,
and  sleeping.   Along  the  two  hundred-meter  corridor,
small balconies were provided for early moming exercise.
The eight-story and 7.8 meter wide building had to house
two   thousand   students.   Nearby   community   build`ings
housed  a dining hall,  reading room,  lecture hall,  gymna-
sium, nursery,  laundry, and workshop.22

Ilia  Golosov's plan was  structured  in  a very  similar way
(fig.  27).  Sleeping cabinets were arranged along one side
of a 546-meter hallway with bathrooms  regularly placed
along the opposite side.  Community areas were housed in
a structure parallel to sleeping quarters and c/tnnected to
them by a glass corridor.

Mikhail  Barshch  and  Viacheslav  Vladimirov's  design  for
a c!om-fao77am"7acL,  presented  to  the  Building  Committee
of the  Economic  Council of the  R.S.F.S.R.  (figs.  28132),
was to`advance the idea of functional differentiation to its
ultimate  extent,  with  special  rooms  or groups  of rooms
being planned for each function. The complex consisted of
three separate building forms  linked by pa)sserez!e8,  etc.
The six-story nursery building and the five-story building
for school children were attached to the major ten-story
structure for adults. The lower four stories of the adults'
building contained community  facilities,  while  the  upper
stories along both sides of a central corridor consisted of
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33  Dom-kommuna co"p!e#.
I . Kuzrmin,1930.  a,)  Attonorriieinc of
tryout, b) Ptom Of apa;ndmenk towers.

two-person bedrooms each comprising six square meters.
The nursery building's upper levels provided twelve large
rooms for thirty children each, and open verandas on each
floor offered plenty of fresh air.  The ground floor housed
entry and reception halls.  Meals were cooked in the cen-
tral kitchen and transported in thermos containers to the
various parts of the building. The building for school chil-
dren included entry halls and workshops on the lower two
stories while the upper stories provided eight classrooms
for forty pupils each and bedrooms for twenty-eight chil-
dren each.  Pupils were to be fed in the main dining hall,
though  separately  from  the  adults.   The  cZo77}-A;omow"?'2¢
would be designed to house 1,680 people and was to have
been  situated  on  a  200  by  230  meter  area site  thereby
producing  a  density  of 350  people  per  hectare.  Seventy
percent of the area within the structure was appropriated
for communal use.23

L. M. Sabsovich, a leading member of the Economic Coun-
cil's planning division,  focused on the untapped reservoir
of manpower  in  society  when  making  his  proposal  for
collectivization  in  his  book rfae Soc{cij¢st  C¢€ey  (1930).  Ac-
cording  to  him,   the  chaotic  petit  bourgeois  household
wasted thirty-six million work hours  a day in  food prep-
aration   alone.   Sabsovich   thus   designed   the  do77t,-A;om-
mc47oaL   capable  of  housing  from  two  to  three  thousand
people,   each  of whom  would  be  assigned  a  3.5  by  2.3
meter room.  He rejected the idea that husband and wife
should live together and, along similar lines, he considered
the problems of the relationship between parents and chil-
dren  as  nothing  but  petit  bourgeois  sentimentalism.  He
regarded the well-being of the overall society as the only
reference point.  In his theory the transition time for the    ci
shift  from  individual  to  collective  life  was  to  vary  from
five to eight years.24

This  utopian  vision  of  collective  life  went  so  far  as  to
propose  that  individual  regeneration  and  development
could  only be  allowed  for during sleep,  since  personality
could  only  truly  develop  within  the  community.  Yet  in
Konstantin Melnikov's "Green City" plan,  even sleep was
to  be  regarded  as  socialistic.   He  was  to  project  huge
communal sleep pavilions, where the workers' sleep would     a
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be accompanied by orchestral music throughout the night.
The  goal,  again,  was  a scientifically ordered life and the
model  being  used  corresponded  to  Taylorized  manage-
ment, with its functional and rational division of labor.

Ivan  Kuzmin  interpreted  all  life  functions  as  forms  of
work,  and wrote  in  1930 in regard to the  scientific orga-
nization of life that emotion was a consequence of intensive
labor, since man `works' even while sleeping. As far as he
was concerned, there was no absolute recreation.  He de-
manded  a clear differentiation of the working process as
a prerequisite for the planning of housing since the pres-
ent chaos of individual households did not allow any single
human  function  to  be  satisfactorily  fulfilled.  Because  of
this,  he wrote,  recreation was impossible  for women be-
cause they had to devote all their strength and health to
the  fanily.  In addition,  he  argued that  scientific organi-
zation of meals was impossible and that disorganized sex-
ual relationships  led  to  social-sexual burdens  and  to  dis-
ease.  Cultural  development,  child  rearing,  and  sanitary
and hygienic care were generally controlled by this chaos.
Kuzmin  proposed  instead  the  strict  division  of the  day-
time routine  into  precise minute-by-minute `time frames'
according to which workers would lead their daily lives.25
They  would  start  their  day  by  being  awakened  by  the
central radio  station,  then they would proceed with  five
minutes of exercise.  The day would end at ten p.in.  after
allowing precisely ten minutes of preparation for sleep.  In
accordance  with  this  timetable,   Kuzmin  attempted  tp
make  his  architectural  designs  assume  a  clockwise  fo]rm
(fig.  33).26

The first programs for workers' housing addressed them-
selves primarily to hygienic equipment,  open space,  con-
structional materials,  and the like, while in later designs
the architectural plan became the guideline for its use by
the  inhabitants.  The  architect had in fact become an or-
ganizer  of  daily  life.  In  the  new  housing  machines  the
workers were to  be  lined up in the `conveyor-belt'  corri-
dors,  and the  successful practice of living was measured
in  terms  of its  functionality.  The  housing  program  was
thus to imitate production cycles, and the inhabitant func-
tioned as part of it.
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rlz    Adyu8inend of progra;ms to really
In  1929  a  commission  considered  the  possibility  of inte-
grating communal housing into the  already existing city
structures.  Interdisciplinary studies examined population
make-up of the communes.  They gathered data on infi.a-
structural  services,  on  property  boundaries  (most  com-
munes required very large  areas),  and constructional is-
sues.   During  the   preparation   of  the   earlier   designs,
architects had failed to consider the relationship between
socialized  organizations  and  existing  housing  forms.  In-
stead they planned the community facilities in such a way
as  to  make  them  capable  of serving only  the  communal
building  itself.   The  cZo772,-feom77ow72,cb   was   not  integrated
into  the  production  and  reproduction  processes  taking
place  in  the  city  but  functioned  instead  as  self-sufficient
complexes functioning in accordance with their own prin-
ciples  or operating instructions.  On  the  other hand,  the
workers'  clubs,  which  also  appeared  in  the  1920s,  were
affiliated with the factories and provided a general place,
open to all,  for political and cultural interaction and edu-
cation.

Even before architects had become involved with the de-
sigri of the don-ho77377ow"cb,  the earliest communes dating
from  the  initial  housing crisis  had  failed.  Later,  various
suggestions  were  made   to   speed   up  the   population's
change of lifestyle.  It was suggested that the building of
individual apartments be stopped,  and that incentives be
provided to attract people to the housing communes. Fur-
thermore, credit was given for alteration of housing. This
was accompanied by other social measures aiding employ-
ment placement,  lightening tax  burdens,  and  increasing
food rations.  Such measures were used despite the hous-
ing  shortage  since  people  were  reluctant  to  accept  the
communal  houses  and  their  highly  organized  programs.
In fact, because of this shortage they were not even able
to make use of such communal areas as had been provided,
since all available space was needed to house people.

As  long as  the giant-sized  projects  consisted  of no  more
than  discussion and  sketches,  there was  no  limit to  fan-
tasy.   Gradually,   however,   doubts  arose.   G.   Volfenson
complained that not a single project had presented a sat-

is factory solution;  the fault lay not in a lack of creativity
but  in  false  goals  and  unreal  programs,  the  results  of
which   were   abstract   representations   and   theoretical
sc,homes.  rThe  Jo'uni.nat  for  Munwipal  Af:fairs  warmed,
``One must  be careful that this type  of architecture  does

not fall into disfavor with the workers." Bruno Taut, who
made several trips to the Soviet Union, was aware of the
situation; he wrote that "architects are attempting to re-
form workers' housing according to their own ideas,  and
in  doing  so  they  have  to  construct  the  `new'  inhabitant
for it.„ 27 '

An article  addressing the ``socialist change in life" which
appeared  in  P7.or/dcL  on  January  2,   1930,  discussed  the
interaction between the growth of industry and the new
life. The scale of collectivization of the communal projects
was in total disproportion to the status of industry in 1930
inside the  Soviet Union.  Given the level of production at
the  time,  where  were  the  requisite  washing  machines,
clothes dryers, and special culinary instruments to be had?
The  production  of  dishes  a.nd  furniture  was  impossibly
backward.  The  cost  of outfitting  a  central  kitchen  for  a
do77o-foom772,w7®cL  was  thus  made  inordinately  expensive-
110 rubles per person, then about the same as one square
meter of floor space.  The ProwdcL  author wrote: "As long
as  there  is no  industrial provision  for widespread  public
services,  petroleum stoves will still be needed in individ-
ual households."

The machine tool industry largely remained dependent on
foreign countries. How else could a country suffering from
starvation  obtain  elevators  and  air  conditioning for  ven-
tilated housing projects? From whence could it obtain the
necessary energy for ventilating and heating glass corri-
dors at a time when famine was raging? In a country with
over  sixty  percent  illiterate,  where  would  one  find  the
specialists  to  man the  machine  rooms,  the  libraries,  and
the clinics (figs. 3440)? During the late 1920s, the period
when the  Soviet Union had greatest need for specialists,
the economic depression was also to hit hard in the West.
Many engineers and architects clearly preferred the pros-
/pects of working in the  Soviet Union to unemployment at
home (see fig.  1);  fourteen hundred experts applied for a
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job when Emst May was invited to develop hnge settle-
ment  projects  in  the  Soviet  Union.  Eventually  May  as-
sembled a team of sixteen people.

There were also problems with construction materials and
methods. Architects had envisioned the realization of their
commune projects in glass,  steel,  and concrete, along the
lines of Western models which were evidently dependent
on highly developed industry.  Research and experiments
concerning the  use  of such materials  along with  cost  es-
timates and comparisons frequently appeared in journals
around 1930.  Pages were filled with discussions about the
use of concrete during winter months, about the efficient
employment of cement and the rational utilization of steel.
There were elaborate analyses of the depreciation of var-
ious materials over time and experiments were made  as
to the  intrinsic  economy of horizontal windows,  etc.  The
correct  use  of  steel  presupposed  conditions  which  were
evidently  lacking.   Meanwhile,   expensive  steel  was  re-
quired for the building up of industry and for production
of machines  and  tractors.  Sufficient  cranes  would  have
had to have been available before the  housing complexes
could be built.  The unproductive habit of basing plans on
the use of unavailable materials like steel and the visions
of gigantic glass facades show the tendency of many ar-
chitects  to  base  their ideas  on  unrealistic  standards  and
to disregard the real demands of the normative consumer.
For a country that was still catching up with other indus-
trial  nations,   the   projects  depicted  luxury  and  waste
rather than progress.

In  1930  the  Narkomfin  project  was  criticized  for its  un-
critical acceptance of Western capitalistic architecture and
for its formal transference of Western constructional and
aesthetic  methods.  The  demand  situation  in  capitalistic
society  was  not  connected  to  the  basis  of living  in  the
Soviet  Union,  and  the  technical  and  economic  conditions
were also different.

The  People's  Committee on  Labor (IVcb7.foom€?'i4cZ)  allotted
its  entire  1930  budget  for  experimental  buildings  to  the
construction   of  six   experimental  c!o77}-foo77t,mw7ocb   which
were  later  to  serve  as  models.28  Since  clear  ideas  con-
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74    ceming space utilization had yet to be developed, a certain
high  flexibility  was  demanded.  At  the  same  time,  in  an
effort   to   rationalize   construction,   standard   types   for
apartment  buildings,  schools,  child-care  centers,  dining
halls,  and  communal  houses  were  developed.  The  first
plans were published by 1931, but work on standardization
of the don-A;ormmw7}cb  was discontinued  since  criteria for
the standardization did not exist.29

Adapt,cthon of ar.clwhecture to thra soctal plan
The  end  of the  commune  projects  was  heralded  on  May
16, 1930, when the Communist Party's Central Committee
announced its conclusion ``Concerning Work for the Alter-
ation  of Life."  In  a  single  sentence  the  Committee  dis-
missed those semi-fantastic architectural projects that had
attempted  to  bypass  evident  problems  concerning  social
change. The Committee's comments partly focused on the
current need for maximum concentration of resources for
fast industrialization of the  country,  which they thought
to be  an absolute prerequisite  for social change.  Yet the
country's economic and cultural backwardness and its un-
prepared  population  also  helped  shape  the  Committee's
decision.  Specific proposals were made for the setting up
of standards for workers' settlements and apartments and.
these  were  to  be  followed  quickly  by  actual  realization.
The major goal was to provide both old and new residen-
tial  areas with public buildings,  including child-care cen-
ters, nurseries, laundries, dining halls, kitchens, and bath
houses.  Production was to be accelerated for equipping of
these   buildings.   In  housing   construction,   expectations
concerning the building's future use were no longer to be
taken into consideration; instead, a concern for immediate
utilization by the masses was stressed. A quote of Lenin's
was now recalled: "The workers build a new society with-
out themselves having changed into new people, free from
the filth of the past: they are still up to their knees in it.
To free oneself of the filth is still a dream today.  It would
be an insane utopia to believe that it can happen from one
day to the next." 30

As  a  result  of the  entire  economic  plan  and  its  uniform
goals,  solutions proposed by individuals were replaced by
integrated  tasks.  Segregated,  self-sufficient  projects  for

a do"-foo"77}ww were rejected in favor of the organiza-
tion and ,working out of city-wide socialized public service
systems.

After the  centralization  and  consolidation  of power,  and
after a united set of economic goals had been agreed upon,
architects  assumed  their  proper  place  in  the  hierarchy.
They were  to  use  their specialized training for the  real-
ization of the new social and economic plan.

The owand-garde'8 drl,emma or the other way
In  light  of unsatisfactory  social  conditions,  the  Western
bourgeois avant-garde, with whom we are more familiar,
saw its duty as the production of ideologically based proj-
ects. They attempted to carry out this function by means
of progressive aims in architecture and urban planning, or
else  saw  themselves  as  artistic  revolutionaries,  isolated
from the  social conditions.  In contrast,  the  Soviet avant-
garde acted on the basis of their belief in a transformed
society,  but  nevertheless  projected  an  unavailable  tech-
nology. They attempted to anticipate socialist architecture
without  taking  into  consideration  still  prevailing  social
habits and material exigencies.  In this way they remained
just as divorced from their society as the bourgeois avant-
garde.  They seemed to think themselves capable of tele-
scoping  the  lengthy  process  of re-educating  the  society
and of predetermining the development of `socialist archi-
tecture.'  In  short,  they  tried  to  curtail  a  process  which
could  only  emerge  from  the  experience  of  socialist  life
itself.  During a period of social upheaval and change, the
superstructural  systems  of society  invariably  lag behind
the  newly  established  order;  the  arts  live  on  for  many
generations sustained by past forms. The new ruling class,
the  proletariat,  as  yet  unable  to  formulate  its  own  aes-
thetic precepts, delights in appropriating the taste of the
previou.s regime.  In theoretical terms it is only after "pos-
sessing"  and  conquering  the  old  aesthetic  that  the  new
leaders  become  able  to  formulate  and  enact  their  own
intentions.  In this way aesthetic ideas and lifestyles from
a previous eraTueven together with the social classes they
serve-survive  during the  transitional period.  This may
account  for  the   Russian  people's  aversion  to  an  oma-
mentless  architecture,  which  seemed  to  them  to  be  for-



mally as poor as the huts from which they came.  Instead
of the abolished czar's palaces, they wished for their own
workers' palaces.  The Soviet avant-garde architects, who
were largely drawn fi.om the pre-revolutionary bourgeois
class,  felt themselves to  be  in  a position to  question the
value of that class. Their consciousness permitted them to
postulate a transition to a new aesthetic and a new way
of life.  Their  goal  was  to  demolish  old  ideas  and  values
and to break with the past in order to further new modes
of thought. Thus the bourgeois avant-garde's cultural aims
were  entirely opposed  to those  of the  masses.  Their de-
mands for new cultural forms were always ahead of their
time  and  the  immediate  desires  of the  populace.  The  di-
lemma of the  Soviet avant-garde was clearly formulated
by Maxim Gorki in his rfao"gfats 0"± o/SecLso" o7® C"Ztc47.e :
"Because of their history, the Russian people are a weak

gigantic body ....  The Russian intelligentsia is a diseased
bloated swollen head, which has taken on too many foreign
ideas; it is not joined to the body by the strong backbone
of common  goals  and  desires,  but  by  a  scarcely  visible,
thread-like nerve. Our intelligentsia is rich in book knowl-
edge  but  poor  in  knowledge  of  the  Russian  reality."3l
After the  revolution  the  avant-garde  went  out  to  serve
the  masses  with  a blind  messianic  sense  of mission,  but
without questioning their own ideas of what was beneficial
to the people.

Another major problem lay in the discrepancy, heightened
by the  economic poverty of the time,  between utilitarian
necessity  in  architecture  and  artistic  significance.  Bruno
Taut wrote in 1926, even before the more utopian projects
had  been projected,  "The  difference between  actual con-
struction and construction in the intellectual minds of ar-
chitects  is  more  noticeable  in  Russia  than  in  any  other
country.   That  is,   buildings  quickly  constructed  out  of
bricks and other materials as the result of desperate need
cannot be considered true architecture, while on the other
hand, the architectural power which is hidden in the coun-
try is very  difficult to  actualize because  of the daily mis-
e;ry .„ 32

The  experience  of this  epoch clearly poses the  question,
how can an avant-garde orient itself to the people's tastes

and necessities without abolishing its capacity to dream?     75
Such a renunciation could lead to an impass,  since history
has  shown  that  "castles  in  the  air"  sometimes  become
reality.  The  danger  of an  avant-garde  with  an  idealistic
sense  of mission  resides  in  its  tendency  to  remain  self-
sufficient, to be more interested in its own wishes than in
the  creative  potential  residing  in  the  imagination  of the
people.

Despite  its  utopianism,   the   Soviet  avant-garde  of  the
twenties  fulfilled  a  social function  by  challenging the  re-
ceived  wisdom  of the  then  current  social  and  economic
policies.   The   avant-garde's  provocative   projects   called
forth  discussion,  and  the  entire  country  became  a  labo-
ratory  for  social  experimentation.  To  what  degree  the
avant-garde  influenced  the  reaction  which  followed  re-
mains unclear, but their utopian proposals unquestionably
initiated research into function experimentation in build-
ing,  the testing of materials,  and techno-economic analy-
sis.  The architects desired to accelerate the development
of a  socialism  through  a  functional  and  scientifically  or-
ganized architecture and were in themselves functionally
organized so as to make their professional contribution to
the  overall  social  reconstruction.   But  while  the  avant-
garde's conceptions remained in the realm of the fantastic,
the  housing shortage  of the masses was intolerable.  One
could not afford to wait until the perfect `socialist' apart-
ment type had been `discovered' before tackling the hous-
ing  problem.  Architects  and  other  specialists  were  des-
perately  needed  for  construction.  As  Ginsburg was  well
aware in the conclusion to his book Ho"s{"g of 1934,  "To
solve  the  housing  problem  today  means  to  be  able  to
respond to the varied forms of life which taken together
sum  up  today's  realities.  The  solution  of housing  today
will be found in the barracks of migrant workers, in tem-
porary and in permanent housing units,  and in commune
houses.  In  other words,  the  solution will  be  found  in  all
types  of housing  whose  necessity  has  not  vanished  and
which will not vanish in the near future. The difficulty lies
in  the  architect's  duty  to  develop  maximum  social,  hy-
genic,  and  architectural quality  in each housing type,  so
that all may express a universal striving to higher forms
of life and to social and economic services." 33
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Modern Architecture and Industry:
Peter Behrens, the AEG, and Industrial Design

Stan ford Anderson

1 Cover Of brocfuure for Peter
B eluren8' s " F I,ourm!rneco"  i,ndustinal,
tighi fittings for t,h,e AEG , Decermber
1913.

Early and repeated claims for the innovative role of peter     79
Behrens in the field of industrial design may serve as an
instructive point of departure from which to examine tra-
ditional German concepts of the relationship between ar-
tistic fo]rm and technique.

Nikolaus Pevsner summed up and most successfully pro-
pagandized these claims for Behrens (figs.  2-9):"The  importance  of  Germany  in  the  early  years  of  the

twentieth century lies altogether in the shift from craft to
industrial  design  and  concurrently  in  the  discovery  by
architects (and  engineers)  of the  aesthetic possibilities of
industrial architecture ....  The most important architect
was Peter Behrens,  the most important organization the
Deutscher  Werkbund  founded  in  1907  and  dedicated  to
the cause of good functional form in the crafts and soon in
industry too.  Peter Behrens was made  consultant to the
AEG,   the  Berlin  manufacturers  of  electrical  products,
both  for these  products  and  for their buildings-a  com-
pletely new and highly influential job.  His tea kettles, his
street lamps,  his notepaper and invoices,  his  shop interi-
ors  and  his  large  factories  have  all  the  same  functional
directness.  Art Nouveau which  had  been  Behrens's  own
point  of  departure  about  1900  was  left  leagues  behind.
The style and the spiritual attitude of the twentieth cen-
tury had indeed been achieved." I

Pevsner  remained  loath  to  abandon  this  position,  first
expressed  in  his  Pioneers  Of the  Modern  Movement  o£
1936, even when he felt compelled to recognize that others
did  not  share  his  view.2  An  attempt  at  a  better  under-
standing of Behrens's  contribution  might well  staid with
an examination of his design of an arc lamp (fig. 4) for the
large  German  electrical  corporation,  the  AEG.  Though
this lamp was his first work in industrial design, it quickly
became-and  has remained-the touchstone for his rep-
utation as the first industrial designer. 3

AEG publicity and internal histories  misdirect the inter-
pretation  of  Behrens's  role  in  the  origins  of  industrial
design.  In two publications,4  only the ornate "late Victo-
rian"  arc lamp  (fig.  2)  and  Behrens's most renowned  de-
sign (fig. 4), both produced by the AEG, were shown. The



2 Decorated arc loump, d,esigned, late
rvineteendh century but in condinwing
production af.tor the cinval Of Peter
Belurens al, AEG.
3  Undecorcded, oH.c lajmp , preced,end
f;or the d,estgn by  BeJurens.
4 Arc lcunp housing as redesbgned
by  Behoens,1907.
5 -7  Porfubl,e el,ectric hea,itmg units
by i,he AEG.  Peter Belurens.1909.



8 El,ectric tea kethe8 by t,he AEG.
Peter Behoens,1909.
9  Porfubl,e rod;ha;nd el,ectric heater by
the AEG.  Pat,er Behoen8, ca,.1907-
1908 .

former was labeled "ows de77o Jc}fore Z906, " the latter dated
1908.  The  implication  seems to be that Behrens  came  in
and,  with  one  fell  swoop,  swept  out  nineteenth-century
abuses  and  achieved  "the  spiritual  attitude  of the  twen-
tieth  century."  The  situation was  not that  simple;  while
honoring  Behrens's  achievement,   such  comparisons  ob-
scure the facts.

The ``Victorian" lamp was composed of two basically sim-
ple parts: a spherical globe shielding the arc and diffusing
its light,  and a cylindrical tube housing the regulator and
the feed mechanism for the  carbon electrodes.  The floral
decoration  was  literally  "applied  art"  intended  to  make
the lamp acceptable in rooms in which similar decoration
was prevalent. This applied art would have been supplied
by the Fcbb7ifozetcfa"e7® (the factory draftsman),  one of the
predecessors of the industrial designer.  According to Ar-
nold  Schiirer,5  this  lamp  was  in  production  in  the  late
nineteenth century and was still represented in AEG ca-
talogues  after  Behrens's  arrival.  It  was  always  offered
not as tfoe  arc lamp model,  but as an alternative to unor-
namented  models.  An  AEG  catalogue  of  1901  shows  a    9
very   handsome,   unomamented   lamp,   literally  just   a
sphere  and  a  cylinder  with  a  short  cylindrical  collar  at
their juncture.6 The lamp in the center of our illustrations
(fig. 3) was another model available prior to the arrival of
Behrens  at  the  AEG.  In  such  a  lamp,  one  recognizes  a
fundamental,  engineered  form.  One  should  not  imagine
that such fo]m is achieved automatically nor that it is the
best  solution.  However,  successive  AEG  catalogues  re-
veal  increasing  recognition  of  the  problems  addressed,
mastery  of the technology employed,  and  articulation of
these factors in the changing forms of the products.7

When Behrens turned to the problem of industrial design,
he could accept neither the loose application of ornament
nor  the  simple  refinement  of "functionally  direct"  form.
Rather,   he  sought  to  give  such  technological  products
their place within the greater synthesis of A"Z€"7.:
``it is true that the works of engineers are not without a

certain beauty. One need only think of the great iron halls,
the broad-spanning roofs which definitely give an impres-
sion  of grandeur.  We  cannot  deny that  the  simple  utili-
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82    tarian  buildings  built  by  engineers,  still  more  their  rna-
chimes,  achieve  a  certain  aesthetic  impression  by  means
of their often bold and logical construction.  This effect is
achieved  despite  the  fact  that  no  conception  derived  ac-
cording to artistic principles prevailed in these examples
and  that the  aesthetic result is  accidental.  This phenom-
enon can be explained in that these works possess a pseu-
do-aesthetic embodied in a certain lawfulness, that of me-
chanical  construction.  This  is  the  lawfulness  of  organic
development which Nature also reveals in all her works.
But just  as  Nature  is  not A"Zt"7o,  so  the  purely  human
fulfillment of functional and material needs cannot create
K"Jtc4r.  Despite all this genuinely enthusiastic recognition
of the  accomplishments  of technology  and  transport,  no-
thing could be more natural than that the desire for ab-
solute  beauty  should be  awakened  in us.  Quite  naturally
we will not believe that from this time on the satisfactions
called  forth  by  exactitude  and  utmost  functionalism  will
take the place of those values that have formerly delighted
and elevated us."8

For   Behrens,   then,   the   engineer's   "pseudo-aesthetic"
achievement was not art.  Far from  allowing these prod-
ucts to be formed in accordance with the dictates of pur-
pose,  material,  and technique,  he insisted that art was a
response to human expectations and psychic pressures.  It
must therefore be free to fulfill itself unhindered by (and
perhaps even in contradiction to) material conditions. This
was  an  explicit  instance  of Behrens's  resistance  to what
he saw as the materialism of Semperian thought and his
acceptance,  via Riegl,  of the dominance of artistic will.9

In Behrens's formulation, it was the artist's role to accept
the  imperatives  of technological  civilization  and  then  to
overcome  them  in  the  interests  of a  holistic  culture.  In
redesigning the  arc lamp,  he saw his problem as the for-
mulation of an aesthetic which accepted the blunt, prosaic
power  of the  machine,  of engineering,  and  of industry,
but which also raised this power to an electric, economical
poesy expressive  of a suprapersonal and  modern K""st-
wo!Ze".  Behrens's lamp,10 at the right of our illustrations
(fig.  4),  did not tamper with the mechanics of the lamp; it
was the housing that he reformed. Without any apparent
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coercion,  the  silhouette  of the  lamp  became  simple  and
harmonious.  A strong,  central  shaft replaced the jointed
and  molded  midsection  of the  earlier lamp.  The  absence
of these moldings allowed the cap unit of the new lamp to
be  easily  distinguished;  the  reflector,  now  achieved  in  a
pair  of graceful  and  repeated  curves,  was  then  comple-
mented  in  the  similar  but  reversed  curves  of the  globe
below.  Even the  operable  hardware,  though  still rather
flat,  asserted itself as a set of bolder strokes in interplay
with  the  massive  fo]rm  of the  housing.  Beyond  the  calli-
graphic  elegance  of  silhouette,  this  new  simplicity  sug-
gested that the lamp was made of a few solid parts.  The
handling  of the  sheet metal  enhanced  this  effect;  rather
than expose the sharp edge of this light material, Behrens
had  each  exposed  edge  turned  down  and  then  given  a
bronze  edging in order to  `portray'  the  termination  of a
sturdy material. In contrast to the engineered design (fig.
3),  which  was  perfectly  frank  in  its  jointing,  assembly,
and  character  of material,  Behrens's  design  was  sculp-
tural,  almost  Egyptian  in  both  its  line  and  weightiness.
The engineered lamp was admirably direct, and yet Beh-
rens's design offered, in this instance, the more compelling
image  of technical  efficiency.]]  Wolf  Dohm  records  the
anecdote that salesmen for the AEG were so pleased with
the new form of the housing that they requested a similar
redesign of the working parts.12

Through Behrens,  the AEG lamp received  a form which
was  to  serve  as  an  aesthetic  reformulation  of the  ``new
nature" of industrialization and thus as an indirect testi-
mony of the  underlying technical  efficiency.  This compa-
ratively  small  artistic  form  drawn  from  the  new  nature
also implied a new architecture, for Behrens's flower-like
lamp[3  would have been as out of place in a work of raw
engineering construction as the florally ornamented lamp
had been.  Behrens's arc lamp and his AEG Turbine Fac-
tory,  for example, are complementary designs.

A deeper understanding of Behrens's approach to indus-
trial design and of his opposition to Semper emerges from
a consideration of the German concept of rekto"jfo. £4 The
late  Schinkelesque  classicist  Karl  86tticher  wrote  a  de-
tailed  study  of  ancient  Greek  architecture  entitled Dte
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red;€oy}€fo der He!Ze"e". 15 The motto for his book indicates
the immanence of meaning in form to which Tefoto"¢k was
to refer:
"Des Kbr.pers Fon'.in kst sei,res Wesens Spiegel!

DurcJulrimgst dr si,elbst sj,ch de8 Rdih8el,s Siegel."
On  his  first  page,   86tticher  explained  that  "Fefoto"{fe"
referred not just to the activity of making the materially
requisite construction that answers to certain needs, but
rather to the  activity that raises this  construction to  an
art form. That is, every element of a building-a column,
for  example-has  an  actual  technical  function,  but  this
function may not be fully apparent.  The functionally ad-
equate form must be adapted so as to give expression to
its function.  The sense of bearing provided by the entasis
of Greek columns became  the touchstone  of this  concept
of Fe¢to"¢A;.  Under this interpretation, the Greek temple
became  a  composite  of functionally  expressive  members
relying on organic analogies, a kind of mosaic of functions.
According to  86tticher,  in the  Hellenistic  tectonic,  as  in
nature, the form of a body was the embodiment or plastic
representation of its essence.  Fo]m gave to the construe-
tion material the expression of its fulfillment of function.17

Gottfried   Semper   shared   86tticher's   belief   that   the
Greeks had achieved the highest tectonic expression and
that this achievement bore a relation to the forms of na-
ture. Semper was convinced ``that every art form must be
the expression of a definite law of the innermost necessity,
just  as  this  is  certainly  the  case  with  natural  forms."18
However,  Semper also stressed that plans,  sections,  ele-
vations, and all laws of beauty developed from them were
artificial and fell short of the organic tectonic forms of the
Greeks, which were not constructed, turned, or cast, but
organically developed.  He specifically chastised 86tticher
for  his  St7'`e4fot"rscfae77}ew  and  his  applied  symbolic  oma-
ment.  Rather, in Greek art "the forms in themselves are
such as are brought forth when the organic energies are
thrust into conflict with ponderous matter." Semper drew
a lesson from this:  "the more the works of our hands ap-
pear as though they were the resultant of a similar con-
flict  between  elemental  energies  and  vital  energies,  the
higher these works stand on the ladder of artistic fulfill-
ment." 19



The  book  quoted  here  is  Semper's  small  study  of Greek
lead shot for slings (fig.  10),  in which he questioned why
these missiles should have been almond-shaped.  In giving
his answer,  Semper offers a general study of objects mov-
ing in a resistant medium.  The  book demonstrates to us
Semper's submission of an ancient "industrial" product to
a  theoretical  study  conceived  to  elucidate  both  timeless
artistic problems and production-related concerns such as
those  of boat or missile  design.  In his  own  statement of
purpose,  Semper removes some concern about what may
have appeared to be a simplistic naturalism:
"I have been driven to the following study by the desire

to  demonstrate,  by means of a simple example,  that the
Greeks  did  not  merely  observe  natural  laws  and  then
strive to imitate the forms that resulted from the opera-
tion  of these  laws.  Rather,  I  would  like  to  demonstrate
that the Greeks actually researched these laws and out of
these laws, independent of all imitation, created their own
forms. These new forms relate to those of Nature only in
the commonality of the underlying natural laws." 20

As Figure 11 indicates, Semper's aerodynamic studies sat-
isfied  him  that  the  "almond-shaped"  missiles  of the  an-
cients  were  the  expression  of a  definite  natural  law.  In

`      the  final  section  (§21),  he  returns  to  more  conventional
aesthetic concerns. Noting that in his study of forms mov-
ing  in   a  resisting  medium  all  the   curves  .exhibited   a
``spring-powered resistance" to the straight line,  tending

to  bend  into  a  curve,  he  also  remarks  that  it  is  such
contours and expansions that characterize the Greek tec-
tonic profile in strong differentiation from all other styles
of architecture.  Finally,  he  claims  not  "that  the  Greeks
constructed  their  forms  according  to  mathematical  for-
mulas,  which  would  be  absurd  in  the  arts.  On  the  con-
trary,  the  Greeks  did not merely  sense,  but clearly rec-
ognized  a  law  of  nature:  in  achieving  form  in  objects
extreme  limits  are  observed  and  energy  controls every-
thing.„2l

I am here concerned not to verify the historiographical or
scientific  adequacy  of Semper's  study  but  rather to  ex-
amine the theoretical insight that it offered to his contem-
poraries.  Discovering the  form  that  answered  to  all  the
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86    demands  of  its  context  (the  complexity  of  the  context
varying  with  the  problem),  Semper  asserted  a  relation
between the process of "streamlining' and the formi of the
Parthenon.  Two generations later Le Corbusier wrote:
"The  airplane  is  indubitably  one  of the  products  of the

most intense selection in the range of modern industry.
"The War was an insatiable `client', never satisfied, always

demanding better. The orders were to succeed at all costs
and death followed a mistake remorselessly. We may then
affirm that the airplane mobilized invention,  intelligence,
and  daring:  ¢77ta}g¢"cbtto"  and  cold  7.ecbso7t.   It  is  the  same
spirit that built the Parthenon.
"Let us look at things from the point of view of architec-

ture, but in the state of mind of the inventor of airplanes.
``The  lesson  of the  airplane  is not primarily in the  forms

it has  created,  and  above  all  we  must learn to  see  in  an
airplane not a bird or a dragonfly, but a machine for flying;
the lesson of the airplane lies in the logic which governed
the  enunciation  of the  problem  and  which led to  its  sue-
cessful realization.  When a problem is properly stated,  in
our epoch,  it inevitably finds its solution.
"The problem of the  house has not yet been stated."22

refo€o"{fo  was,  then,  a complex and  evolving concept that
attempted  to  establish  a relationship  between  form  and
technical  considerations.  According  to  86tticher,  such  a
concept was necessary because what was technically func-
tional might not be  sensed as such.  This implied demand
that  the  artist  assert  himself in  giving  fomi  to  objects
was,  then,  in  the  interest  of  giving  expression  to  the
function of the  object.  The artist must be brought in not
for  his cL p7^€ori  personal  sensibility  but  for  his  ability  to
give expression to what was objective in a situation. Sem-
per sought to give a still more reasoned interpretation of
good form by demonstrating the necessity of considering
all the conditions which the environmental context placed
upon  the  object.  refoto72,¢fo  thus received  a still more pre-
cise functional interpretation.

Such concepts of bringing function to expression through
carefully  considered  form  were  overt  in  much  Art  Nou-
veau  and  Jugendstil  work-notably  with  van  de  Velde
(figs.  12,  13)  and  Riemerschmid  (fig.  15),  but  also  in  the

early Behrens (chairs in fig.  14) and others.  The polemics
of the time referred to such works as "functionalist." Men
as seemingly different as 86tticher and van de Velde were
committed   to   this   inferentially   functional,   organismic
world   of  forms   associated  with   Greek  classicism  (and
Gothic  architecture).23  Semper  went  on  to  describe  an
alternative-an  abstract,   non-organic  formal  world  la-
beled Ste7.eo€om¢e,  associated  with the  Renaissance  (and
Romanesque architecture).

The  terms  refo€o"{fo  and Stet.eotoowte,  as  well  as  the  ar-
chitectures with which they were associated, indicate that
these were,  respectively,  distinctions between constructs
of articulated  elements  (elastic  skeletal  structures,  e.g.,
timber  or metal  frames)  and  comparatively  inert  assem-
blies (intractile masses,  e.g.,  masonry walls).

Successive  sections of Semper's principal work, I)e7® St{!,
are  titled  `Tefo€o"tfo"  (carpentry)  and  "Ste7.eo€orm{e"  (ma-
sonry,  etc.).24  The  Greek  temple  remained  the  highest
form25  even  though,  as  a  tectonic  assembly  in  stone,  it
was  a  heterogeneous  combination  of  the  form  allied  to
refo€o72,{A;   and  the  material  allied  to  Ste7.eotoow{e. 26  The
major  distinction  between  the  types  was  that  tectonic
structures  were  composed  of members;  stereotomic  as-
semblies  of  identical  or  similar  pieces.  These  pieces  all
had  the  same  function,  the  absolutely  mechanical  one  of
compression  and  resistance  to  compression.  In  contrast,
the  members  of the tectonic structure  (even  if executed
in stone) were differentiated in their action,  in their po-
sition in the frame,  and consequently "could, by means of
art, be brought to life as organisms." In opposition to this
functionally expressive and organic quality of the tectonic
structure,  the  stone mass  had  a lifeless,  crystalline min-
eral  quality which built up  into totalities  of a crystalline
or  eurhythmic  character  and  which  could  only  be  con-
ceived in terms of a regular,  closed form.27

Behrens's own development reflects a shift from function-
ally expressive  to crystalline form as he passed from his
Jugendstil  work  in  Darmstadt  (fig.  `17)  to  the  post-Ju-
gendstil work of his Dtisseldorf period (fig. 16). Four years
later, beginning work for the AEG in Berlin, he was faced
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88    with  problems  that  encouraged  a  less  absolute  division
between  refeto"¢fo  and  Ste7.eotom6e.   His  post-Jugendstil
preference  for Stereotomde  came  into  confrontation with
the tectonic qualities of metal-framed factory structures.
While a new  conception of space  assisted  Behrens in re-
solving  the  contradiction  between  these  two  structural
principles, this understanding held little reference for the
design of industrial objects.

The  translation  of the  ideas  behind red;to"€fo  into  indus-
trial machine  construction  and machine products  had  al-
ready been made in Semper's time by the noted mechan-
ical   engineer   Franz   Reuleaux.28   As   the   head   of  the
German delegation and a judge in the mechanical section
of the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876,  Reu-
1eaux wrote periodic letters to the IVcLt{o7®cL!ze€t""g which
caused a great stir in Germany.  Reuleaux found that the
Americans  were  evolving  good  forln  in  their  machines
(fig.  18),  a fact which he both appreciated and found tec-
tonically sigriificant:
"Certain  details  of the  steam-engine  have  been  further

developed,  and  they  [the  Americans]  have  been  able  to
give  it an external finish and appearance which is really
admirable.  This is a significant sign.  For when beauty of
form  has  been  developed  as  the  object  of especial  care,
the  difficulties  of the  purely  utilitarian  design  must  al-
ready have been overcome."
Going so far as to refer to German industrial production
exhibited  at  Philadelphia  as  ``bd!Z€g  ""d  scfazecfa€"  (cheap
and  nasty),  Reuleaux  made  a  point  that  anticipates  the
advocacy of the Deutscher Werkbund around 1910:
"German  industry must  relinquish the  principle  of com-

petition in price  alone  and  must  decide whether to turn
instead  to  competition  in  quality  or  value.  Nevertheless
.  .  .  German  industry  must  adopt  machines  .  .  .  when
bodily effort  can thereby  be  abolished  or lightened  .  .  .;
on  the  other  hand,  industry  must  use  the  intellectual
power and the  skill of the worker to refine the product,
and  this  to  a greater  degree  the  more  it  approaches  to
art.„29

We may now consider this traditional problem of ``good"
form and use in relation to Behrens's work for industry.

The  early nineteenth-century Neoclassical architect 86t-
ticher  and  the  late  nineteenth  century  mechanical  engi-
neer Reuleaux held a similar view that there was such a
thing as  an  excellent utilitarian design that was  not yet
necessarily good form.  Good form was a further develop-
ment.  For both these men, good form would express the
utility of the object; but, as expression, it had as much or
more to do with the perception and psyche of the user or
viewer as it did with its actual function.

Semper did not hold the mechanically deterministic view
that  the  satisfaction  of  utilitarian  demands  insured  an
ideal form.3° But his example of the lead shot would seem
to  indicate  that  he  would  go  further  than  86tticher  or
Reuleaux in claiming a symbiosis between utility and good
form.  One senses, for example, that 86tticher's acknowl-
edgrnent of good form in a column would be conservative,
insisting on the fulfillment of certain traditional expecta-
tions.  The thrust of Semper's argument suggests that he
would  be  more  prepared  to  alter his  understanding and
acceptance  of conventions  in  accord  with  his  analysis  of
the practical problem.

Semper's  analysis  would  appeal  to  Behrens,  one  might
think,  since  Behrens was  willing to  work with  industry
and to alter traditional expectations; but we have already
recorded his antagonism toward Semper.  Behrens stands
in  the  classical  tradition  of 86tticher,  although  his mod-
ern, broadly cultural, and more psychological understand-
ing of Hellenism led him to conceive an even weaker bond
between good form and technique.

Like  86tticher  and  Reuleaux,  Behrens accepted the  ex-
cellence  of a  utilitarian  design;  he  did  little  to  alter the
technical design of AEG products. But whereas 86tticher
attempted to rationalize the excellence of Hellenic classi-
ci.sin  as  a  mosaic  of  expressed  functions,  Behrens  was
persuaded  by  the  more  complex  psychological  and  sym-
bolic interpretations that evoked the "spirit of the time"
and the collective and individual wills of a civilization and
its artists.  Consequently,  Behrens's own work had other
more abstract sources than functional expression.



In his designs for industrially produced objects of domes-
tic use,  Behrens was  often quite  conservative.  Certainly
there had been predilections based now on tradition, now
on an ideal geometry, that contributed to the form of the
Behrens-AEG  electrical  heating  units  (see  figs.  5-7,  9).
These objects suggest the spirit of Carolingian reliquaries
more  strongly than the  qualities  of a revolutionary  new
heating system.  In accord with Behrens's design concep-
tions,  many  of the  details  of these  objects  derived  from
other sources than a strict analysis of functional expres-
sion.

Similarly,  his  electric tea kettles  (see fig.  8)  relied  more
on late eighteenth-century cfa{"otse7ie than on a new func-
tional analysis.  Or, to make the same point differently,  if
the handsome  Behrens teapots  had relied for their form
on  the  expression  of function,  they  would  not  have  ap-
peared simultaneously in three different forms and several
finishes (including two "machine-hammered" ones).

In  domestic  or luxury  objects,  and  in  domestic  or  insti-
tutional  architecture,  Behrens was prepared to have  es-
tablished expectations influence the form.  Even if electri-
fied,  a teapot or a source of warmth in the home had to
participate   in   human   expectations   beyond   functional
expression.  He  stated  specifically that manufactured  ob-
jects  which  would  come  into  close  contact  with  people
permitted  a richer  forming,  better  materials,  and  orna-
mentation-though the ornamentation should be econom-
ical and ``impersonal" as is the case with simple geometric
figures.3l

Only in a secondary sense were the non-domestic arc lamp
(fig.  4) or even the simplest tea kettles (fig.  8) or electric
fans more functionally direct than their predecessors (fig.
2);  fans with  similarly  ornamented  motor housings  were
also  produced.  Both Walther  Rathenau of the  AEG and
Behrens  accepted  the  role  of science  and  technology  in
modem society with a pessimistic resignation. Where tra-
ditional forces were not dominant,  Behrens felt a histori-
cist  compulsion to  use  his  artistry to  create  an  image  of
technological efficiency and perfection beyond that which
the  engineered  object  would  have  provided.  That  is,  he

sought  such  an  image  because  he  believed  his  place  in     89
history compelled him to do so.  It is a curious position of
an individual human will dominant over material matters
but  subject  to  the  collective  spirit  of  a  people  and  its
history. Thus Behrens was willing to seek new forms; but
as the theoretical discussion of Part I  of this article (Op-
pos¢t€o"s JZ ) suggests, he sought the conventions of a new
sensibility    which    encompassed    functional    expression
rather than being determined by it.

Within this context we may return to question Behrens's
precedence in the field of industrial design.  One aspect of
industrial design is surely the design of capital goods and
major machinery for public works and for industry itself.
The turbines and large equipment of the AEG were prom-
inent  items  in  this  category,  but  there  is  still  no  hard
evidence  that  Behrens  had  any  more  than  an  indirect
influence on the design of these products.32 That indirect
influence stemmed from his well-known designs for mass-
produced objects.

If "industrial  design"  means  design  of mass-production,
mass-distribution  goods,  certain  of  the  potential  candi-
dates for precedence in the field can be eliminated on the
grounds that they were designing for handicraft produc-
tion  or,  at most,  for machine-augmented  handicraft pro-
duction.  In the late  nineteenth century,  first in England
and then on the continent,  artists and craftsmen banded
together to  form  workshops  where  they  might  produce
and  market objects meeting their own standards.  These
workshops were too closely tied to the handicraft tradition
to lay claim to an innovative position in design for indus-
try.  In  1908, J.  A.  Lux went so far as to compliment the
Wiener  Werkstatte  as  one  of the  few  remaining  shops
where the worker could devote a labor of love to a single
object.33 At times,  much has been made  of the "machine
furniture" of Bruno Paul or that of Richard Riemerschmid
designed for the Deutsche Werkstatten of Hellerau, near
Dresden.  The Werkstatten published Riemerschmid's de-
signs in  a book in which they were at pains to designate
themselves as a workshop rather than a factory,  and de-
voted to careful handwork.34
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In point of fact, the Dresden Workshops were quite large,
and might have some claim to serial production of furni-
ture.  However,  that  claim  could  be  pressed  earlier  and
more convincingly for certain other industries, e.g. , glass,
ceramics,  wallpaper,  linoleum,  and the like.  Many of the
Art  Nouveau  and Jugendstil  artists,  including  Behrens,
had  created  designs for firms  engaged  in such manufac-
tures.  Sevres in ceramics, Wedgwood in china, Boulton in
iron  casting,35  and  the  English  Arts  and  Crafts  Move-
ment36  provide  earlier  instances  of designers  for  large-
scale  production  working  both  within  industry  and  as
"consultants.'' 37 In such industries as ceramics, glass, and

weaponry,  the  existence  of ``design  for  industry"  must
trace back to antiquity. Clearly, there is ample precedent
for the  design  of objects  for mass  production  and  mass
distribution.   The   question,   then,   would   seem   to   be
whether the twentieth century, and Behrens in particular,
developed  an  innovative  approach  which  can  be  called
"industrial design.» 38

An attempt might be made to distinguish Behrens's con-
tribution by the modemity  of the  industry for which he
worked.  But the  electrical  industry was  not totally new
in  1907;  and  the  Industrial  Revolution  had  introduced
other technologies, such as steam power, which had posed
the full range of industrial design problems.  These prob-
lems  had  brought  forth  the  sometimes  functional  and
sometimes  rather loosely  conceived  design  contributions
of  engineers  and  Fcbb7tfoze{cfa"er,   as  we  saw  in  the  in-
stance of the AEG arc lamps.

Nor was the  scale  of mass production of the AEG a dis-
tinguishing characteristic.  The  bentwood  furniture man-
ufacture  of  Michael  Thonet  may  be  cited  as  an  earlier
example of design for large-scale production; this example
also  demonstrates  a  methodology  in  contrast  with  Beh-
rens's  industrial  design.  The  furniture  that  Thonet  pro-
duced  in  Boppard  in  1836-1840  (fig.  20)  represented  a
study  of his  new  technique  and  the  reminiscences  that
came  to  him  in  his  role  as  his  own  "factory  draftsman."
Had Thonet  stopped there,  he might be  viewed as little
more than another Fcbbr£¢ze{cfa7ce7.; but in Austria, Thonet
and  his  sons  went  on  revising  their  designs  until  they
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92    achieved  the  still  admired  bentwood  chairs  with  wicker
seats,  one version of which appears at the upper right of
Figure  19.  In the researching of their material and tech-
nique,  and of the  more general problems  of seating and
furniture,  the  Thonets  achieved  a  variety  of seemingly
timeless  designs.  This  furniture  was  made  in  such mum-
bers (approximately forty million chairs of the basic style
No.   14  [fig.   21]   between   1859  and   1896)  as  to  clearly
establish the Thonets as mass-producers.39

A chair,  as a traditional object,  contrasts with the tech-
nical objects of the electrical industry.  But the important
difference  between Thonet's design and that of Behrens
is in method,  not in the type of object or scale of produc-
tion.   Generations  have  now  taken  pleasure  in  Thonet
chairs, the design, development, and production of which
suggest  comparison with  Semper's idea of reA;€o7o{fo.  For
Thonet, as for Semper, there was no conception of a tech-
n`ical form that an artist should improve.  The fully devel-
oped and beautiful form was to be achieved along with the
refinement of the material and technique-and this need
not  imply a deterministic,  one-way path  from technique
to form.  According to this conception it was the  oneness
of  technical  and  visual  excellence  that  was  important,
whether the man who achieved it was labeled engineer or
artist.  Under this interpretation, design for industry was
not  new  with the  twentieth  century,  certainly  not  with
Behrens.

As  we  have  seen  repeatedly,  Behrens  made  a  definite
distinction between technique and art. Behrens was influ-
ential in diminishing the aloofriess of early twentieth cen-
tury  artists  to  industry;  but  his  acceptance  of industry
was  fatalistic  rather  than  optimistic  or  wholehearted.
Even the  best products  of the  engineer,  whether mass-
production  or  capital  goods,  were  eliminated  from  the
canon of good form on the basis that they participated in
a pseudo-aesthetic.  These  products  or machines,  accord-
ing to Behrens, had an "organic" lawfulness just as nature
does;  but just  as  nature  is  not yet  art,  so  neither is  an
"organic"  machine yet good design,  art,  or culture.  The

work of the engineer is a given of modern Western civi-
lization,  but  an  independent Kw"s€wo!Je7o  must  operate

upon it if there is to be a modern Western culture.40

It comes as no surprise, then, that one of the early claims
for  Behrens's  contribution  to  design  for  industry  was
based on the dualism of technique and art,  the engineer
and  the  artisLand  on  Behrens's  desire  to  aggregate
these  parts  rather  than  to  conceive  of a  single  creative
process.  Wolf Dohrp,  in speaking of the AEG arc lamps,
considered Behrens's method to be a model for the future
development of German industry.  His lamp designs were
the result of a cooperation in which the engineer became
half an artist and the artist half an engineer. Behrens was
the first, Dohrn said, to put his capability in the service of
industry; the AEG had innovated in an exemplary fashion
in achieving the cooperation of engineer and artist. It was
widely recognized that the AEG had shown the greatest
capacity to employ the results of German science for eco-
nomic  benefit,  so  it  was  no  accident,  Dohrn  concluded,
that this same industry had understood how to adapt the
artistic capabilities of the time to its economic life.41

In summary, Behrens was not the first person to contrib-
ute designs (even ``good" designs) for the fabrication (even
by mass production) of products (even peculiarly modem
industrial products) by others.

Nevertheless,  Behrens was the first artist to devote spe-
cial  care to  the  beauty  of form of peculiarly modern in-
dustrial products in terms of some larger cultural concep-
tion e%te?'7ocL! €o tire {"77oed€cbfe p`rocesses  of production and
use. Industry, the machine, and industrial production had
to be accepted because at this point in history they were
inevitable.  The only remaining opportunity was to bridle
this great force of technological civilization under expres-
sive,  reductionist artistic forms.42 The belief that had be-
gun with men like Reuleaux-that a process of technical
refinement of a particular machine should be accompanied
by a refinement of form-was in danger of subversion. An
alternative  belief,  rooted  in  a  historical  determinist  ac-
count,  that the twentieth century was generally  charac-
terized  by  technical  refinement,  called  for  the  design  of
forms that were beautiful, precise and expressive-forms
that were often independent of the machines they housed.



Much,  perhaps even the greatest part,  of what has been
known  as  industrial  design  in  this  century  has  assumed
the  separateness  of technique  and  art,  and  the  need  to
give  a sympathetic,  yet independent,  artistic  expression
to  a  technical  civilization.  The  broad  acceptance  of this
particular conception  of design  for industry  may  indeed
be traced back to Behrens and give him precedence within
that interpretation of industrial design.

Before  going  on  to  Behrens's  industrial  architecture  in
Part  Ill of this essay,  it will be well to review the task
Behrens and the AEG established for the designer.  Beh-
rens was not hired  as  an  engineer with a  sensitive  eye.
He was retained as an artist who could provide the signs
of technical  perfection  through beauty  of form,  whether
this  involved a well-formed housing for the electrodes of
an  arc  lamp,  a  well-formed  factory  building  for  a  work
force which the  AEG was  proud to say operated  almost
militaristically, or an elegant letterhead for an intelligent
and complex executive staff.

The extensive adoption of Behrens's expressive design by
the  AEG served  to  create  a corporate  image,43  a prece-
dent for such mid-twentieth century firms as Olivetti and
IBM.  IBM  in  particular  has  used  reductionist  forms  in
graphics,  industrial  design,  and  architecture  to  express
technological efficiency and to establish an image.  It may
be the desire for such an "image" that has made Behrens's
conception of industrial design dominant.  The fruits of an
inexorable  search  for  the  best  solution  to  each  problem
(in the manner of the Thonet chair)  would relate to one
another only in terms  of excellence and process,  but the
application of a dominant artistic will can assure a constant
image through a great range of problems (the white plastic
boxes of Braun electrical appliances, for example).

In  Germany,  industrial  design  is  known  as Fo?'7')'agebw"g
and Peter Behrens is generally acknowledged as the first
of these  "form-givers."  Industrial  design may be  said to
range  from  product  engineering to  sales  cosmetics.  It is
significant that Behrens was not engaged to work at either
of the poles  of this  spectrum where engineers or drafts-
men had already worked.  Behrens was the first Fo?'`77'}ge-

ber  through  his  being  engaged  in  exploring  the  rather    93
elusive concept of the "giving of forms" which would signal
technical perfection,  corporate image,  and something still
more obscure.  Beyond the sign language of technique and
of corporateness, Behrens was still more interested in find-
ing  the  symbols,  proportions,  and  constructs  which  he
believed would accord with and reveal the "rhythm of the
time."  There  was  also  the  further,  self-imposed  demand
that  this  whole  endeavor  should  achieve  its  ``classical"
form.  Since  steel,  electricity,  rapid  transportation,  mod-
em  industry,  and  modem  enterprise  were  regarded  as
the  sources  of  this  rhythm,  and  therefore  of  the  new
culture,    Behrens's   cultural   ambitions   found   support
among his employers.
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the  discussion  on p.  46 misidentifies these  as lamps for indirect
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Didier Lenz and the Beuron School of Religious Art

Charles Chass6
Trcunsl,cti,on by  Steph,en Scwha;rellk

In;trodMcthon by Kermeth Frarmof,om,
One of the underground myths of the early history of the
Modern Movement is unquestionably the Beuron school of
religious  art  and  its  apparent  influence  on  the  work  of
Peter Behrens fi.om 1905 onward, an influence that is first
declared  in  Behrens's  Oldenberg  Pavilions  of that  year.
Behrens in fact came into contact with this `school' in the
previous year when,  as director of the  School of Applied
Arts  in  Ddsseldorf  (to  which  he  had  been  appointed  in
1903),  he  invited  the  Dutch  architect,  theosophist,  and
aesthetic  theorist J.L.M.  Lauweriks  to join  the  faculty.
The extent of Lauweriks's influence in Diisseldorf is fur-
ther indicated in certain early designs by Adolf Meyer-
particularly a house projected by him in 1911, which pat-
ently  was  based  on  Lauweriks's gwcLd7.ot  system  of pro-
poitional planning.

Although Chass6 never mentions it,  Didier Lenz wrote a
book entitled Z"r Aestfaet{fo c!er Be"ro"ce-Scha!e,  and we
have  evidence that  Lauweriks  already knew of this book
by  1899  since  he  mentions  it  many  times  in  his  article
"Schoonheidsleer'' written for the magazine Arcfo{tect"rcb

in  that  year.  This  confirms  that  it  was  Lauweriks  who
made Behrens aware of Lenz's aesthetic theories in 1904.
Lauweriks was himself profoundly influenced by Lenz and
he was to adopt Lenz's proportional system as his own in
his   g"cLcZ7.cL€e47.e   proportional   method,   published   in   the
j3¢"g magazine in  1909.

The  stripped  neo-Quattrocento  Beuronic  aesthetic,  with
its emphasis on the structuring of a surface by an austere
network  of  lines,  first  became  manifest  in  the  Beuron
chapel built  under  Lenz's  supervision  in  1868 and  in the
decorations he also carried out at Monte Cassino in 1877.
These works appear to have been the point of departure
for  Behrens's  "crystallized"  atectonic  style  which  lasted
from    1904   to    1909.    Behrens's   Quattrocento   manner
reaches a height in the "sacred style" that he adopted for
the  crematorium built  at  Hagen,  Westphalia,  in  1907.  It
says something for the discredited theory of the Zettge€st
that Behrens should have gone to Dtisseldorf in 1903, that
is,  in  the  very  same  year  as  Kaiser  Wilhelm  11  visited
Monte  Cassino in  order to  congratulate  Lenz  on his  "in-

vention" ofa new sacred style. Fouryears laterthe Kaiser     99
opened Behrens's AEG Pavilion which had been designed
expressly for the  Berlin Shipbuilding Exhibition of 1907.
This  structure,  inspired in part by the eleventh century
baptistry and lady chapel in Aachen,  seems to have been
conceived  by  Behrens  as  a vehicle  for the  secularization
of the Beuronic style.

It is interesting to note in passing that the whole of the
Dutch geometrical school, that is to say, P. J. H. Cuijpers,
H.  P.  Berlage,  J.  H.  de  Groot, J.  L.  M.  Lauweriks,  and
K.  P.  C.  de Bazel,  were all preoccupied with the revital-
ization of Christian art, Lauweriks designing an exhibition
on this theme for K.  E.  Osthaus in  1909.
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2 Portrait Of Father De8ideriAIs
Lena.

The  Beuron  school  of religious  art  did  not  arise  from  a
collective,   spontaneous   movement   within   a   mid-nine-
teenth century Benedictine monastery.  It was the result
of the  energetic determination  of a single  individual,  Di-
dier  Lenz  (later  called  Father  Desiderius),  who  entered
the  order for the  sole purpose  of spreading an idea that
had  possessed  him  for  a  long  time  and  which  he  knew
could only be realized through this channel.  This idea did
not conform to the artistic tendencies of the Benedictines
of his group, who on the contrary had a preference for the
Baroque and did not support Lenz's tenets even after his
death.

Although  granted  the  respect  of everyone  around  him,
Lenz was often in conflict with his superiors through the
entire course of his long life (he died in 1928 at the age of
ninety-six).  They  repeatedly  forbade  him  to  fully  apply
his  pictorial  principles  and,  not  considering  his  ideas  on
the Canon of Human Forms and the Holy Measurements
to be wholly orthodox,  they prevented him from publish-
ing them  in their entirety.  For many years,  despite  his
respectfully admired asceticism,  Lenz did not rise  above
the  level  of brother  and,  even  though  he  eventually  be-
came a father, he never got higher than a sub-deaconship.
This is all the more surprising as considerable tasks were
entrusted him and as the Papacy highly praised his accom-
plishments at Monte Cassino with messages addressed to
all  of Christendom.  Apparently  the  Holy  See  considered
Lenz to be the only man with enough talent and personal
authority  to  impose  a  collective  work project  on  his  col-
laborators who themselves, whether it was Father Gabriel
Wtiger or Father Willibrod Verkade,  entertained artistic
conceptions far different from his own.  It even happened
that  certain  monk-painters  of  Lenz's  crew  openly  pro-
tested  against  his  theories,  and  when  this  happened  his
superiors generally did not hide  the fact that they were
not displeased  to  see  his  ardor thus checked  by his  sub-
ordinates.

The reason that none of Lenz's story has been brought to
light by  French  art criticism to this day is that most  of
the documents concerning the activity of Father Desider-
ius were  drafted in  German,  including the  detailed  biog-



raphy of Lenz published in  1932 for the  abbey of Beuron
by  Father Gallus  Schwind,  who knew the  deceased  very
well, and whom I have had the pleasure of meeting at the
Beuron monastery in Hohenzollern.  Much valuable infor-
mation  about  Lenz may  also  be  found  in  the  writings  of
Father  Verkade,  particularly  in  his  memoirs  of a monk-
painter, De7. A7ot7ieb t7ts Vo!foo772,77®e"e  ("the Drive to Per-
fection"),  a work which has  not yet been translated  into
French.  But  Father  Verkade's  impressions  of  Lenz  are
even more clearly stated in his correspondence, in French
this  time,  with  Maurice  Denis,  parts  of which the  latter
cites in his posthumous Jow7'.7'LCL! (Editions de la Colombe).
There is also valuable information to be gleaned from the
letters  of Paul  S6rusier which  Mine.  S6rusier  and  Mlle.
Boutaric have published in the preface to the most recent
edition  (Floury)  of the  ABC  of  S6rusier.  Both  S6rusier
and  Maurice  Denis did in fact go to  Beuron,  and  kept  in
constant touch with Father Lenz as well as Verkade who,
before embracing a monastic career, had been a Nabi and
a disciple of Gauguin.

I have  spoken of the doctrines of Father Lenz as unique
to  him;  it  is,  however,  useful  to  mention  that,  when  a
layman, he had been strongly influenced by the mysticism
of  Overbeck   and  more   importantly  of  Cornelius,   who
helped  him  obtain  a  scholarship  to  study  in  Rome.  But
Lenz was quickly to break free from the rather confused
doctrines of the  German Pre-Raphaelites and soon estab-
lish a body of his own doctrines.  In his wake would follow
a  companion  of  his,  Wiiger,  who,  although  of  Calvinist
origins,  would  also  become  a monk  at  Beuron  under the
name of Father Gabriel.

One  idea  of  particular  importance  to  Lenz  was  that  of
transposing into the domain of plastic art the  admiration
he  felt for the  Gregorian chants,  which the  Benedictines
had revived.  He wished to complement their musical sim-
plicity with a simplicity of line and tone.  For Lenz,  Chris-
tian art had taken the wrong path in the Middle Ages in
orienting itself toward  the  Gothic  style  and  in  depicting
an all-too-human sensuality in its figures.

But it was not only against Raphael that he rebelled;  he

also  reproached  Fra Angelico  for the  softness  of his fig-     101
ures.  Above  all  he  disapproved  of the  artists  of the  Re-
naissance-whom he considered to be pagans-for having
applied the laws of perspective (a method of optical illusion
which forgoes  absolute  truth)  and for having taken their
models  from  nature,  whereas  man's  duty  was  to  devote
himself to the glorification of God, who was much greater
than nature.

Strangely  enough,   Lenz's  uncompromising  Christianity
did not look to the  art  of the  first  Christians for inspira-
tion, as one might expect; instead, he drew from Egyptian
art,  because  it was  clearly  architectural  in  its principles
and  because  he  saw  a profound  religious  sentiment  con-
tained  in  it,  a  sentiment  even  stronger than that  of the
first  Christians,  even though the  Egyptians had not had
the true God revealed to them.

Apparently, the Benedictines did not accept this art with-
out certain reservations. What convinced them, however,
was  Lenz's  intention  to  place  its  realization  under  the
supervision of the monastery,  thus leaving no freedom of
expression to the monk-painters working under the com-
mand  of a single  master,  the  conductor of this new  Gre-
gorian chant.  Instead of using models, Lenz proposed that
the  figures represented in the work be  made to  conform
to  a  geometric  "Canon"  inspired  by  the  Scriptures  and
always  having  the  same  proportions.   Since  God  at  the
beginning of time created man in his own image,  symbols
of the  Trinity would  appear at  various points within the
idealized  contours painted  on the  walls,  and  at the  same
time would  appear the measurements that  Yahweh pre-
scribed for the construction of the temple at Jerusalem.

It was in 1864 that Lenz's convictions began to take shape
definitively.   He  addressed  many  prayers  to  the  Virgin
asking  her  to  let  him  know  if he  was  not  committing  a
heresy by  granting  such a  considerable  place  in  his  doc-
trines to the Egypt of the Pharaohs; but little by little, he
forever  convinced  himself  that  only  Egyptian  art,  pro-
vided  that  it  be  enriched  with  Christian  beliefs,  could
serve  as  the  indispensable  foundation  for  his  work.  On
Christmas Eve,  1864, he draft,ed the statutes for a frater-
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nity,  at  this  point  still  half-secular,  of men  and  women
who  would   devote  their  talents  to  the  service   of  the
Church, for the purpose of founding a religious art worthy
of it.  Shortly thereafter he would proclaim that,  as there
can  be  only  one true  dogma,  there must be  only one  art
to express this dogma.  Among other reproaches,  he cen-
sured  Gothic art  for having allowed itself to  be  contami-
nated  by  medieval  Germanic  art  building  towers  above
the churches, the tower being an element of military con-
struction.  In  1868,  Lenz  entered  into  conversation  with
the  Prior of the  Beuron Abbey,  who entrusted him with
the task of building the small chapel of Beuron, right next
to the monastery.  Both the design  and  ornamentation of
this chapel were decided upon by  Lenz,  with the  help of
several friends from his group.

Not until 1872 did Lenz decide to enter the monastery, as
an oblate.  In  1876,  the  Prior,  not without certain appre-
hensions,  decided to recognize  as a `Brother'  the  man he
had become accustomed to calling ``Mr.  Lenz." His appre-
hensions were caused by his impression that the whole lot
of Lenz's projects were "truly monstrous  from  all points
of view" and "hostile to any Catholic sentiment."

Meanwhile,   however,   the  Council  of  Monte  Cassino  in
Italy, planning to celebrate the hundredth anniversary of
the foundation of the order by St.  Benedict, was urgently
in  need  of a  crew  of decorators.  This  turned  out  to  be
Lenz's big chance. At Monte Cassino he encountered much
less opposition to his ideas, and it was there that, in 1877,
he was allowed to go through his novitiate and was later,
in  1878,  appointed  choir-monk.  The  renown that he won
at  Monte  Cassino  soon  got  him  commissions  in  Belgium
and  Prague.  At Beuron,  however,  several of his projects
were  rejected.  They  lacked,  said  the  Prior,  "Christian
sentiment"; "A body of art is all the more without purpose
when  it  is  not  understood  by  those  for  whom  it .is  in-
tended." Even at Monte Cassino,  however,  he sometimes
encountered adversity because of his unwillingness to ac-
cept  as  valid  the  criticism  that  his  work  was  incompre-
hensible  to  the  public.  "Monks,"  he  asserted,  "have  not
the right to lower themselves to the level of the people."



In the  Rhineland in  1892,  the cardinal-archbishop invited
him to cover with a curtain a Pte€6 he had executed there.
Lenz himself had been quite pleased with it but the con-
gregation  was  apparently  unable  to  appreciate  it.   For
their  own  part,  subordinates  Father  Lukas  and  Father
Goser  broke  their  ties  with  their  uncompromising  fore-
man, whose ideas had become all the more rigid with the
death of Father Gabriel (Wtiger), who was no longer there
to moderate them.

But a source of reassurance to Father Desiderius at this
time was  Pope  Leo  XII  who,  as  a devotee  of the  cult of
St.  Benedict,  fully supported Lenz's enterprises.  He saw
in Lenz the only organizer capable of successfully accom-
plishing his projected tasks.

Lenz  himself maintained  that  in  a  dream  (and,  he  said,
"it was more than a dream")  Father Gabriel had  said to
him, "Continue! You are on the verge of success!" In 1903,
Kaiser Wilhelm 11 made his way to Monte Cassino for the
express purpose of congratulating his fellow countryman.
In  spite  of all this,  however,  Desiderius  did  not  succeed
in obtaining the authorization to publish, in their entirety,
his  theories  on  the  Canon,  which he  hoped  to transform
into theological dogma.

A  rather  agreeable  occurrence  for  Lenz  took  place  at
Monte  Cassino  in  May  1913,  when  the  crypt  he  had  re-
stored was solemnly consecrated by an Ecumenical Coun-
cil  of the  Benedictine  Order  gathered  together  for  this
purpose. At this time the Pope sent out a message affirm-
ing  that,  as  the  art  of music  had  been  founded  by  the
Benedictines when they created  the  Gregorian chant,  so
religious art had been revived by them in the nineteenth
century,  likewise in painting,  sculpture,  and the realm of
decoration. Thus the highest authority of the Church con-
firmed to Desiderius that he had fulfilled the vow he had
made  when  still  a young artist:  he  had  founded  the  reli-
gious art that the Church was lacking.

During the last years of his life,  Lenz persisted in trying
to get his superiors to accept his ideas on the Canon.  Six
times he revised his text and six times the theologians of

Beuron,  to  whom  had  been  assigned  the  examination  of    103
Lenz's  theses,  suggested  that  he  make  more  modifica-
tions.  But what is most curious about this whole affair is
that,  according to Father Schwind,  Lenz's manuscript it-
self disappeared in the course of its last trip to the censors,
"leaving no traces."  It was never seen again.

Unfortunately,  I have neither the time nor space here to
go into any detail about the works of religious art realized
under the  direction of Father Desiderius,  nor am  I  able
to  describe,  year  by  year,  the  general  reactions  to  the
theories  of Lenz  and the  monk-painter Verkade  (always
a fervent admirer of Gauguin), as well as the reactions of
S6rusier   and   Maurice   Denisutr   how   these   theories
shocked  Vuillard  and  captured  Pissarro's interest.

``His oeuvre," wrote the prior Ildefonse Herwegen at the

time  of  Desiderius's  death  in  1928,  "marked  the  break
from sentimental aid and its replacement by an art totally
dogmatic  and  objective."  Was  aid  of this  sort  viable,  or
could it in  any case,  if it were to last,  ever be  anything
other than a purely monastic art?

In  a  very  insightful  booklet  on  the  art  of Beuron,  the
Jesuit Father Kreitmaier explains how the aid of Father
Desiderius,  conceived with the  noblest  of intentions,  did
not have  as its goal the conversion of unbelievers  or the
strengthening  of the  faithful's  beliefs,  as  is  usually  the
case with church art;  this is why most of the high eccle-
siastical authorities distrusted  Beuron's art and found  it
useless  for  religious  propaganda.  Such  art  was  not  in-
tended for man, it was rather "an art for God," a product
of the  cloistered  life,  an  art  which presented  itself with
the task of serving theological ends by means of the fun-
damental geometric and aesthetic forms that God had used
in creating his universe.  In this art one finds no  anguish
or  sensuality,  as  in  Greek  art.  ``There  is  no  art,"  says
Kreitmaier,   "that  more   completely   depicts   the   peace
found in  God.''  It is the manifestation of a mysticism ex-
pressing  its  gratitude  to  God  and  its  understanding  of
divine  thought.  It is because  of the  mediation of sympa-
thetic  ecclesiastics  that  this  aid  was  able  to  enter  into
churches where it had no future.
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Manfredo  Tafuri  and  Francesco  Dal  Co's
bock Archatettura C outempora,nea, (M od,-
e?'%  Arcfottectwre)  ends  with  the  name  of
Heidegger.   "Difference"   and   "renuncia-
tion"  constitute  the  €7.cbg€c  point  of view
from  which  the  developments  of this  ar-
chitecture are described. I The book there-
fore has nothing to do with "history"-but
rather with the problem of modern archi-
tecture,  with  its  FrcLgwtlrd{ges:  its  fun-
damental  relation  to   the  world   and   to
things,  its  language  as  the  existence  of
such a relation. To invoke Heidegger thus
is 72,ecessa;7v,  since he had long since given
thought  to   precisely   that  which   seems
"worthy   of   question"   in   architecture's

present  situation.  But  that  is  not  all;  he
formulated  it in such a way as to  render
inpossible   or   inconceivable   the   Values
and  Purposes  on  which  this  architecture
nourishes itself.  The "desperate" analysis
of this inconceivability constitutes the ful-
crum of Tafuri and Dal Co's work.  But its
relations   to   Heideggerian   criticism   are
complex,  numerous,   and  themselves  ir-
reducible  to  reconcilable  unities.  By  de-
constructing  these   relations,   subjecting
them to analysis, we shall perhaps enable
ourselves to see the  fundamental aspects
of this development that we call ``contem-
porary   architecture"   in   a   disciplinarily
less  tenuous  light.  At  stake  are  not  the
old criteria-the political, the sociological,
the aesthetic, which from time to time are
used in order to seize upon this "name''-
but this "name" itself. Why "architecture"
today? Wof ur Dhohier?

It  is  the  tecto7t,de   aspect  of  architecture
that   interests   Heidegger.   Architecture
produces-in  the  Greek  sense  of  "tech-
nique" (€eA;"e), which signifies ``neither art
nor handicraft, but rather.: to make some-
thing  appear,  within  what  is  present."2
Architecture  builds  in  so  far  as  it  pro-
duces,  in  so  far as  it conducts  something
to  presence.  This  something  is  dwelling.
Dwelling is not the result of building, but
is that which building pro-duces into pres-
ence.  It becomes pro-duced,  made to  ap-
pear,  not  determined  by  building.  ``Only



1  Futurcrma,  New York World:€  FCLir.
Normcun Bet Ged,des,1939.

if we  are  capable  of dwelling,  only  then
can we  build." 3

Lodging  (!'ol!ogivcL7.e),   not  dwelling,   may
be  conceived   as  the   result  of  building.
Building  as  the  pro-duction  of dwelling,
however,  posits  an  original  identification
between  the   two   terms   "building"   and
"dwelling."  By means  of a typical etymo-

logical-allegorical   chain    Heidegger    ex-
plains:   to   build   (bowe7o)   originally   also
meant to reside, to remain in a place-but
remaining  is  the  form   in  which  ``1  am"
(bt7}).  The  mode  in  which  "I  am"  is  the"cycle":   dwelling-building-dwelling.    Not

to dwell in a lodging,  nor to build a lodg-
ing;  but  to  I.emain,  as  co!ere  or  to  culti-
vate,   as  ce4!t"7.a  or  cultivation:  to  be  in
the  Get;te7.t,  in  the  four fold-on  the  ecL7®tfo
and beneath the foear/ews,  before the goczs
and in the community of me".  To build is
to pro-duce dwelling, but dwelling is being
in the Geuie7ng:  architecture  is  tectonic  ac-
tivity  in  so  far  as  it  makes  the  Get)te7t
happen,   makes  it  appear,   and  p7.ese7rtyz;es
tf.4

We might also ask: what is a built thing?A
b7idge.  The  bridge  makes  the  banks  ap-
pear,   reunites   the   earth  around   itself,"gathers" its elements; it reconciles ``in its

own  way,  earth  and  sky,  divinities  and
mortals." 5 The bridge is a location: "build-
ing puts up locations that make space and
a  site  for  the  fourfold,"6  that  guard  it,
that take care of it. Before the bridge only
spaces  existut  space,  by  virtue  of  the
bridge,  becomes a site.  To build means to
make place,  to give rise to.  To build is to
make  a  place  for  the  Geu{e7t  and  to  stay
there.

But what is problematic in all of this? Why
should  this  discourse  call  building-dwell-
ing  into  question?  There  is  a  vulgar,  idi-
otically  rationalistic  way  of reading  this
part of Heidegger, reducing him to a "phi-
losophy   of  architecture"   a  la  Spengler.
Spengler spoke of the  absence of ``house"
in  the  world-city,  the  absence  of houses
where   ``Vesta  and  Janus,   Penates   and

Lares" might be able to reside. The house
appears uprooted and man lives there only
as tenant or guest. The spirit is a stranger
in this space,  whose  landscape  is  system-
atically  destroyed  by  mere oec!t¢ccL7.e,  by
mere    a)7.s    cLedtficcL?cdt.     This    spirit,    no
longer   a  "plant,"   no   longer   organically
connected to "heaven and earth," becomes
sterile and leads an errant existence amid
the "artificial natures" of the metropolis.7
All  of  this  is  at  the   origin  of  "radical"
architecture and the billions of pseudo-so-
ciological  pages  on  "alienation."  But  it  is
the exact opposite of the intention implicit
in  Heidegger's  argument.  The  uprooted
spirit  of  the  metropolis  is  not  ``sterile,"
but  p7.oc!etcttue  par  excellence.   It  is  the
definitive rupture of the Subject's natural-
being  that  permits  it  the  will-to-power
over  nature.  Heidegger  knows  this.  And
Sinmel  had  already  said  this.  But  there
is  an  even  more  substantial  difference.
The problem is not with the form of build-
ing  in  itself.   What  is  absent  is  not  the
"fitness"   of  building  to   spirit,   in  which

case  spirit would  be  foreign to  its  home.
The  problem  lies  in  the  fact  that  spirit
may  no  longer  dwell-it  has  become  es-
tranged  from  dwelling.  And  this  is  why
building   cannot   ``make"   the   Home   (Dt-
77torcb)  ``appear."

How does Heidegger proceed?  Simply by
redical\y assuming the clains arid the in-
€e7t,€to"s  of architecture, carrying them to
their    logically    extreme    consequences:
"You  say  build.  But  perhaps  building  is

simply  a  means  to  dwelling?   You  build
lodgings-and  yet  you  assert  that  man
`resides'  in these  lodgings.  Your end is to

make man `reside'.  But how can you claim
this  end  if you  are  unaware  of the  fact
that  to  pro-duce  dwelling  is  conceivable
only if dwelling is first connected to build-
ing?  You  must  then  demonstrate  to  me
the e#tste?'2ce  of this connection.  And does
`to  reside'  only  mean  `to  shelter  oneself'

or   not   also   `to   cultivate'   and   to   `build
bridges' between the elements of the Get/-
{e7t?"   Such  indeed  is  architecture's  re-
sponse:  it  preaches  the  relation  between
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nature.   It  appears  to  tend  toward  this
end.  And yet this end  is never called into
question;   it  is  assumed  to  be  ``natural"
when  instead  it is part oand  parcel  of the
F7.a,gwct7®c!tges   of   architecture's   present
situation-not  as  a means  with  which to
resolve  the F7.cLgcoct7.dtges,  but  as  an  end
in itself and for itself.  No nostalgia, then,
in  Heidegger-but  rather  the  contrary.
He  7Aoc!{c¢Z¢zes   the   discourse   supporting
any   possible   "nostalgic"   attitude,   lays
bare its logic,  pitilessly emphasizes its in-
surmountable   distance   from   the   actual
condition.

It  is  not  a  matter  of changing the  forms
by means  of which architecture  thinks  of
building   homes.   One   must   ask   oneself
what kind of thing the home (D¢morcL) is.
The  Home  ts  only  if residing  (dt77to7.ore)
exists  as  a precondition for building,  only
if residing  is  connected  at  its  origins  to
building.   The   Home  {s,   only  if  building
pro-duces  the  place  of the  Geuje7.€.  "Aes-
thetic"  or  "economic"  accommodations  to
this  exigency  are  not  possible.   But  this
does not mean that such accommodations
do  not  exist;  what  is  illusory  and  mysti-
fying  is  the  belief that  interior  design  or
the  construction  of housing  resolves  the
problem of dwelling. To avert the housing
crisis  is  necessary  and  fundamental.  But
this program should be kept 7.ci,ddecLZ!gr d€s-
tt%t from any other claim, es ]ecially that
of the problem of the  home.  rL`he problem
of dwelling  lies  not  in  the  quality  of the
edifice,   of   services,   or   of   design.   We
should  either  speak  of it  in  its  own  lan-
guage or not speak of it at all:  dwelling is
being  in  the  Geude7.t,  experiencing  dwell-
ing  as  a  fundamental  condition  of  one's
own    being,    feeling    oneself   to    be    a
``dweller."  But  is  it  possible  to  build /o7.
"dwellers"?   Only   "dwellers"   can   do   so.

And  it  is  precisely  the  "dweller"  that  is
absent today.

Heidegger  limits  himself to  reconfirming
man's uprootedness in the face of false and
useless attempts to recompose him organ-



108     ically, to make him again organism, plant,
root.  That architecture which pretends to
this  "recompositioning"  should  be  asked,
"You  want  to  produce  homes  [dt77®ore]?

Then  do  you  know  how  to  dwell?"  Hei-
degger says that it is necessary to "learn
to  dwell.''  He  keeps  listening  for the  call
to dwell.  But no god calls.  It is rather the
present  crisis  itself  that  calls.   But  how
can the crisis call to dwell? Heidegger can-
not  say.   In  fact,  his  essay  confirms  the
7t,o7a-e#tste7ot   Zogic   of  the   dwelling-build-
ing-dwelling  cycle-and  thereby  disman-
tles cb p7tio7i  any  claim that assumes such
logic to be purposeful or denotative.  This
logic,  in  a Wittgensteinian way,  says  no-
thing-it only forms premises.

Heidegger so detaches from us the idea of
building-dwelling  that  he  renders  abso-
lutely  problematic  not  only  its  effectual-
ity, but even the nostalgia for it. There is
no  doubt  that  Heidegger  keeps  listening
for  the  call  to  dwell.  But  this  listening is
just  silence.  What  speaks  is  not  dwelling
but  the  cr€s{s   of  dwelling.   And  its  lan-
guage  is  c7ittca)i:   to  be   exact,   division,
detachment,    difference.    In   illustrating
the conditions of dwelling,  Heidegger de-
scribes the difference that divides us from
dwelling-in    demonstrating    the    built
thing  in  terms  of a  bridge,  he  shows  us
the actual inconceivability of a bridge.  In-
deed,  he  shows  us  the  actual  wretched-
ness  of  accommodations  that  would  call
themselves bridges.  He tells us of the to-
tal   impotence   of  shelters   disguised   as
homes,  of cities  disguised  as places.

In Heidegger, this critique appears in the
form of listening, of waiting. But this wait
is  recognized  to  be  cL  priori  indefinable.
The   reasons   for   our   separation   from
dwelling-building   are   contained   in   the
overall  history  of  Western  thought-in
the  very  translation  of Greek tek"e  into
European technique.  The  representation,
the presentation of the present,  has been
up to this day the fundamental character-
istic  of thought.  Western  thought  treats
being as presence.

But where does our thought relegate that
which  we  call  presence?8  Be.ing-present
presupposes    an    "unconcealedness."    In
Being conceived  as presence  a fundamen-
tal   unconcealedness   is   in   force    which,
however.,  Western  thought  is  unable  to
grasp.    Western   thought   assumes   the
equivalence  of being  and  presence  to  be
natural,  and  its  efforts  are  concentrated
on the technical analysis of this presence,
on  its  under.standing,  and  on  its  use.  On
this  note  ends  Heideggel.'s  essay  ``What
is  thinking?"  But what  is  building  if not
the bringing to presence of the fundamen-
tal unconcealedness of dwelling?  Dwelling
and  the  thinking  about  the  essential  ori-
gins  of being  are  connected:  thinking for
dwelling.  But this essential origin I.emains
hidden  and  mysterious  for  Heidegger-
his  thought  does  not  reach  that  far.   In
addition, history and the destiny of West-
ern thought are moving in the direction of
technique-not in that of pl.o-duction, but
in  that  of  scientific  productivity.   Can  a
sense  of dwelling  re-emerge  in  this  des-
tiny, a sense of building as the pro-duction
of the unconcealedness of dwelling?  In his
waiting,  Heidegger unmasks  all  false  ap-
peals-but he remains waiting,  listening.
Nor  could  the  implications  of his  inquiry
be  conducive  to  anything  else.  The  irre-
versible  "translations"  that  have  marked
the history of thought have left their mark
on the history of dwelling as well.

To  repeat:  the  form  and  quality  of  the
edifice  are  not  at  all  at  issue  here.  In  re-
ality,  it  is  only  about  them  that  we  are
able  to  speak;  but  form  and  quality have
nothing  to  do  with  the  F7.cbgc{;t4rcztges  of
architecture:  to build is to dwell, to dwell
is  to  build.   But  since  today  this  idea  is
given  neither  to  be  realized nor  even  ef-
fectively   heard,   there  remains   but  the
continuous wait in the silence of listening,
or  the  option  of building  lodgings  or  con-
structions.  Heidegger does not call for the
construction  of  homes-he  doesn't  criti-
cize,  like  Spengler,  the absence of homes.
Instead,  he  debunks the  pretense  of call-
ing  homes  those  buildings  that  are  just

lodgings   or  constructions;   and   debunks
the    incredible    linguistic    confusion   be-
tween lodging and nostalgia for home that
constitutes  the  specific  form  of architec-
tural ideology.9 How could Heidegger call
for  the  construction  of  homes  by  those
who are no longer dwellers? For he knows
that this is an essential condition, the fate
of contemporary man.

But  Heidegger,  of course,  remains  wait-
ing,  listening,  hoping for the call.  The es-
sence  of  dwelling  lies  in  "remaining,"  in
"staying  on"-not  in  any  place,  but  in  a

place   that   provides   peace.   Dwelling   is
being-in-peace;  it  is  not  a passive  protec-
tion,  but rather  a causing  of the  fourfold
to appear where mortals dwell.  Here, not
in refuges, not in hidden places, but here,
in  the  unconcealedness  itself,  lies  being-
at-home.

Sfaepfoe7.c!s,  says  Heidegger,  dwell  in this
unconcealedness  outside  of the  desert  of
the  desolated  earth."1°  They  guard  "the
hidden  law of the  earth"  against the  vio-
1ence  of  the  technical  will  that  drags  it
toward exhaustion by forcing it beyond its
possibilities.  But these  shepherds  are {7®-
t;¢stb!e,  and  the  law  that  they  guard,  in
which the earth stays within the safety of
its  limits  of possibility,  is  also  j"¢{s€b!e.
Nostalgia vanishes in  the  very  same  mo-
ment in which it is first glimpsed. No sub-
ject  remains  in the  home,  in  an essential
relation  with  the  earth.   The  subject  is
manifest solely in its relation with the will
to   power   over   the   earth.   In   defining
dwelling,  Heidegger  describes  the  possi-
ble  conditions of a mode  of living that to-
day  is  impossible.  To  be-at-home  is to  be
invisi,ble  guardians of invisible Laws.11

Nietzsche's  thought   in  the   face   of  the
"great  city" 12  is  of course  harsher,  more

sobering    (7tctcfofen`aes),    since    he    is    no
longer even listening.  His thought begins
where the very silence of the wait breaks
off and the analysis of homelessness (He{-
matloskgketi) begins.
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What is meant by not-being-at-home,  not
being a ``dweller" ? We Subjects Who make
nature 77ta)tfo677}¢tcL,  who  violate  the  earth
beyond  its  possibility,  we  are  the  non-
dwellers.  For us Subjects, what counts is
the  essential  uprootedness  of technique,
of the will to power.  Contrary to.what is
commonly believed and  said,  the  Subject
does  not  live  in  the  home,  nor  does  he
yearn for it,  but can exist only in the ab-
sence  of home  and  in  uprootedness:  only
here  is  he a)b!e  and  potent,  is  he p7®ocZ"c-
ttue.   The   language-the   functions   and
conventions-through  which  the  subject
expresses  his  will  to  power  is  the  sole
theme  of Nietzschean thought.  Spengler,
not  Heidegger,  is  Zarathustra's  monkey,
who would like  to  drive the  sage  back to
the  mountain  in  the  face  of  the  "great
city."  And  yet,  Heidegger remains  wait-
ing for the Event,  the Erejg7}¢s,  that will
transform man and bring him back to the
path of building-dwelling.  But that is not
all;  even though he cannot see any homes
being constructed  (and  he  denies  himself
any  illusions  of hope  on  this  matter),  at
times  he  indicates  traces  of  them.   The
home has left traces in the word of poetry.
Into poetry,  into the poetry of this epoch
of misery,  the  home  has  withdrawn.  Po-
etry {s 7to€,  is invisible-and yet poetry is
Word-the  word  of  the  retreat  of  the
home,  of the fourfold.]3  Poetry preserves
(in the non-being of its word) that tectonic
element  of architecture  to  which  the  ed-
ifice,  in  so  far  as  it  participates  in  the
devastation  of the  earth,  can  only  allude
tragicomically.

This characteristic I.eversal of Heidegger-
ian disenchantment-or better, this oscil-
lating   dialectic   between   A"c!e"foe7i    as
tragic  theory  and A"de"A;e7a  as  nostalgic
pro-position,  which  I  have  analyzed  else-
wherel4-seeks a foundation for the build-
ing-dwelling-building cycle in a late poem
by  H6lderlin, J7® je¢bz€cfaer B!dwe.  The  es-
sence of the poem consists for  Heidegger
in the zLELrmation "dichierisch wolunet der
Me7}scfo"-poetically  man  dwells.   Dwell-
ing is thus grounded in poetry. The build-
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ing that dwelling allows is poetic: to build
is to make poetry, its doing is po¢es€s.  The
essence  of  writing  poetry  is  a  measure-
taking,  "in  the  strict  sense  of the  word,
by which  man first I.eceives  the  measure
for the breadth  [Wette]  of his being." 15

This measure  is  God,  not as  he  is  known
in  himself,  but  as  he  is  manifest  in  the
heavens.  The  divinity  is  absent  as  such,
but  precisely  as fatczde7a  he  is  manifest  in
the  heavens.   The  heavens  manifest  the
divinity   as   unknown:   and   this   relation
77tecbs"res the being of man-it is the mea-
sure   of  poies{s.    In   this   measure   man
dwells-in  it,  he  is  a  "dweller."  "Poetry
builds  up  the  very  nature  of dwelling." 16
Only  if  man  builds,  in  the  sense  of  the
poetic  taking  of measure,  does  he  dwell.
J/ he dwells,  man dwells poetically.

Do  we  dwell  poetically today?  Heidegger
is  quick  to  point  out  that  H6lderlin  does
not speak of the real conditions of modern
dwelling.  He  adds that  the  poetic  taking
of measure is foreign to us today, and that
only our intuition of poetry enables us to
experience the fact that today we dwell in
a   totally   unpoetic   world:   "7tdtcfate7.jscfo
wofa"et  czer  Me7®scfo.   But  the  reversal  of
this  condition  is  explicitly  hoped  for.  The
attention turned  upon  the  poetic  permits
faope.    H6lderlin's   lines   are   commented
upon with this in mind but in my opinion,
however,  this  intention  seems  to  be  to-
tally   lacking.   At   the   beginning   of  the
poem,  the  unconcealedness  of  a  place  is
described:  the  church's  tower  "blossoms
into  sweet  azure";  "like  doors to  beauty"
are  the  windows  from  which  the  bells
ring.   So   "simple   and   sacred"   (e¢"/di!t¢g
and  heklkg)  iLre the ira,ges (Bklder)  "that
often I truly fear to describe them." This
is the place of dwelling-it is the fourfold.
But  man  may measure  himself against  it
only "as long as  Kindness,  the  Pure,  still
stays with his heart" (so  !cL7®ge c!{e Frew"-
dtich,had  noch   an'n   Herzen,   die   Reine,
da,uert).   Freundiich,kect,    as   Hefdegger
makes  clear,  is the translation of A;d7.¢s,  a
condition   of  mutual   belonging   between

man  and  landscape,  man  and  home.  But
the  measure  of which  Heidegger  speaks
is only possible here,  in the poem.  On the
earth that has destroyed the bridge along
with the other elements of the Geuje7.t,  on
this  earth  no  longer  "beneath  the  heav-
ens," no measure is conceivable.  "Is there
a measure on earth? There is none." (Gteb€
es ouf Erden ein Mass?  Es  giebt kei,nes.)
Man's living-as-dwelling, the wofa"e"c! Le-
be7t,  fades  into  the  distance,  t"  c!€e  Fe7.72,e
gefot.   It  does  not  call  him  back,   but  de-
taches him-it is not reclaimable; it is con-
ceivable only as form, form that measures
difference.

Undicht,erisch  wohnet,   den   Mensch ....
The  manifold  forms  of this ""d¢cfote7.iscfa
wofo7te7& comprise the subject of Tafuri and
Dad Co's "history." Dish,terisch woh,men is
never directly named, but it is the "absent
form"  that makes possible the  critique  of
the  ideology  of the  home  and  the  ridicu-
Ious  claims  that  architecture  puts  forth
(which  cL7'e  architecture  itself )  regarding
the  reconciliation  of  man  and  landscape,
man and city.

It  is  strange  that  alongside  the  name  of
Heidegger and  in this context Tafuri and
Dal Co should make no mention of that of
Paul  Val6ry.[7  And  yet  in  his  essays  on
architecture Heidegger takes up again the
fundamental themes  of Eupalinos,  whose
motto   is,   in   fact:  p7.C)s   ¢d7i72,.    Phaedrus
tells  Socrates  the  story  of  Eupalinos  of
Megara  and  his  architectural  work.   By
means of nothing other than  "orders  and
numbers," that is,  by 77tecLs"7ti7}g,  he built
homes.  There were no "details" in his ex-
ecutionl8-all    was    essential,    of   equal
value.   To   build,   for   Eupalinos,   was   to
know oneself-since  building is  dwelling,
and   dwelling   is   being,    being-in-peace,
being-at-home. To build is to know oneself
as a dweller.  And homes are cherished by
the  dweller as beloved objects.

Eupalinos expresses the original, tectonic
meaning    of    architecture.    Building    is
po¢es;s.   There  exist  77'}"€e   edifices-con-

structions  and  lodgings;  and  there  exist     111
edifices  that  speak;  but  there  are  others
still-and they are the most rare-which
s€"g.  The edifices which speak must Ztm{t
€hemsezues  to  speaking  clearly:  "here  the
judges  deliberate.  Here  captives  moan."
In  the  residences  of justice,   everything
must  pronounce  sentences  and  speak  of
penalties.   "The   stone   gravely   declares
that  which it  shuts  in;  the  wall is  implac-
able,  and  this  work  of stone,  conforming
so closely to the truth, strongly proclaims
its   stern   purpose .... "19   Markets,   tri-
bunals,   prisons,   theaters  speak  of ste7.7o
pwrposes-and  they  are  able  to  speak  of
nothing   else,   not   withorit   "disguising"
themselves.

The   architect   must   control   these   pur-
poses,  but he must recognize at the same
time that they do not express the essence
of the  dwelling,  not  do they  fulfill by  any
means  the  essence  of building poetically.
A  radical  distinction  intervenes  between
them  and  the  masterpiece  that  seems  to
"sing for itself." The edifices that sing are

Homes. Only there is man a dweller. They
are  the  monuments  that  measure  man's
being:  "being  inside  the  work  of man  as
fishes  are  in  the  sea,  being  entirely  im-
mersed in it,  living in it,  and belonging to
it."20  These  monuments  must have  solid-
ity  and  lastingness,2l  since  they  express
the  mutual,   original  belonging  between
building  and  dwelling.  This  is  the  same
Z€mtt  that  Loos  imposed  on  the  architec-
ture  of the  edifice,  the  technique  of the
lodging-the  same  Loosian  affirmation of
the  shadowy possibility of consonance be-
tween   music   and  monumental   architec-
ture;  the  same  Loosian form in the  sense
of  H6lderlin's  "void,"  of  architecture  as
potes€s. 22 It is according to these "Loosian
dialectics" that Val6ry's dialogue also pro-
ceeds.

But  which  are,   indeed,   the  monuments
that sing? Where is the city as harmony?
In Val6ry's dialogue it seems that the tec-
tonic    element   of   architecture    is   pro-
pounded for the sake of its effect,  in con-



112      trast   with   the   dialectical   element:   "It
served  no  purpose,   I  fear,  to  seek  this
God,   whom   I  have  tried  all  my  life  to
discover,   by  pursuing  him  through  the
realm of thought alone ....  The God that
one  so finds is but a word born of words,
and  returns  to  the  word."23  Thought  has
been  severed  from  building-or has ren-
dered  building  merely  technique.   How-
ever,  it is  building-in the  strictest  Hei-
deggerian      sense-that      appears      to
Socrates  to  be  "of all  acts  the  most  com-
plete"; by comparison with "this great act
of  constructing"  he  considers  incomplete
the work of the Demiurge who ``organized
inequality,"  who  "in  his  rage  to  disunite
everything"   formed   and   separated   the
elements.   "The   converse   of   this   must
come  to  pass":24  namely the  fourfold,  the
home "on the earth and beneath the heav-
ens,"  the  conciliatory Muse.

Is  this  an  appeal  to  pass  beyond  the  lis-
tening wait?  Is  it  a real possibility?  Loos
believed   that   only   in   sepulchral   monu-
ments  could  architecture  become potests.
Socrates  erects  his  own  architecture  in
the  word  after  his  time  is  irreversibly
spent.   He  is  an  architect  t"  c!ectfo.   Not
only does he conceive the form of building
in the word alone-but his is the word of
a  decbc!  "cb7t.   It  is  silence.   Socrates  and
Phaedrus  come  together  on  the  banks  of
the  Ilissus,  in  the  transparent  realm  of
shadows,  in  a hey.e  that  does  not  exist-
and  all that they have  said "is as  much a
natural sport of the silence of these nether
regions  as  the  silly  fancy  of  some  rheto-
rician of the other world who has used us
as  puppets.» 25

Undi,chieri8ch  wohmct   d,er   Mensch ....
The  home  is  past,  it  no  longer  is.26  The
unity   of   dwelling   and   building,   which
forms the home, has become nothing.  The
nullification  of the  home  is  a fundamental
aspect of the  conviction peculiar to West-
ern  metaphysics,  that  pure  Being (!'e7®te)
is   nothing   ("jewte).    The   separation   of
lodging  from  home,  in  which  the  lodging
js  only  in  time,  is  not  a literary  allegory

for  the  fundamental  separation  of being-
in-time (esse) from pure Being (e7®te)-the
separation  through  which  the  Subject  of
metaphysics   takes   possession    of   pure
Being-but is  this  separation  itself.  The
home is  posited  as nothing,  or is made  to
remain solely  as  ruin  or memory,  for the
purpose    of   demonstrating    even    more
clearly  its  nullity,   its  achieved  nullifica-
tion.  On  this  basis,  the  Subject  is  "free,"
it can not;e  freely,  can carry on its work
and its destiny of separating all atemporal
Being  from  being-in-time,  of reducing  all
Being  to  time-to  the  time  of the  Sub-
ject's own movement.  The  Subject lodges
in time-it does  not dwell  in homes.  The
differ.ence    between    dwelling,    building,
and  making  poetry  is  not  reversible  or
reconcilable;   and  the  significance  of  this
difference   is   essential   for   the   under-
standing  of  the  fundamental  nihilism  of
Western  metaphysics-technics.   For  this
reason,     architecture    takes    on    great
importance in this "history." It represents
one of the decisive forces which separates
pure  Being from  its  connection  to  being-
in-time  and  which  obscures  the  vision  of
Parmenides, for whom all Being is eternal
and  united,  at  its  origins,  with  being-in-
time.  Architecture mcbgr  be valid as one of
these forces-as silence may also be valid,
the  silent  custody  of  the  home's  empty
form.  What condemns architecture to the
most despicable  misery is  the  adornment
of our deserts with traditional forms and
archaic   ruins,   the   disguising  of  artifice
with  nature  and  of Being  with  et,ernity,
the branding of technical functions as "po-
etic,"  and  the  "ennobling"  of  the  harsh
conventions   of  the   c!€ue7®se   poJt¢tcs   that
comprise technique.

Undi,chierisch wohaet der M ensch .... I.n
no way should this be taken in a moral or
"literary"  sense;  what  we  are  concerned

with  here  is  the  practical  result  of  the
analysis of form,  or the cb p7io7.€ conditions
of possibility,  of dtcfote7.tscfa woh"e70.  This
result  should  be kept "pure"  of any form
of nostalgia or utopian transcendence.  Of
interest here  are  only the  conditions  and

the phenomeno\ogy of undbehierisch, woh-
7oe7e,.   Such  is  the  theme-and  method  of
approachutf  Tafuri  and  Dal  Co's  ``his-
tory."

This  "history"  describes  a  result:  the  re-
sult   is  w7tdtcfoteriscfo   ouofa"e72,.    But   how
does this non-dwelling manifest itself con-
cretely?    Non-dwelling   is   the   essential
characteristic  of life  in  the  metropolis.27
When speaking of poetic dwelling neither
Heidegger  nor  Val6ry  mentions  the  me-
tropolis;  and  yet  it  is  here  that  dwelling
is  really  debased.   The  "history"  of  con-
temporary   architecture   is   therefore   a
phenomenology     of    metropolitan     non-
dwelling.  Or it should  be  such,  since  con-
temporary  architecture  aims  at  restruc-
turing itself as the possibility of dwelling
wttfo¢" the metropolis.28 The preaching of
such a possibility is at the base of "urban
planning"  as  a  discipline  within  contem-
porary  architecture.   And  therefore  the
acknowledgement  of this  variegated  ter-
rain implies the need for a structural anal-
ysis  of  metropolitan  functions.   Through
its  very  origin  and  nature,  ``urban  plan-
ning" creates a change in perspective: the
impotence of "classic" dwelling; but it also
addresses  the  multiple  languages  of met-
ropolitan  functions  (and  the   consequent
destruction   of   the   very   possibility   of
dwelling)  as languages  intrinsically  capa-
ble  of  being  "sublimated"  into  a  logical
system,  into  the  very  logic  that  "urban
planning"  would  represent  or  incarnate.
Although   ``classic"   dwelling   is   acknowl-
edged  to  be   henceforth  impossible,   the
idea of city as orgo7}ts77o remains posstbze:
a Plant growing from the  root of the  ar-
chitectural-urban   planning   Logos.    The
idea of such a Plant represents the imper-
ative,  the So!Ze7a,  of metropolitan  organi-
zation.

We could say, "urban planning' originates
in  the  effort  to  represent  contemporary
undichierisch  wohm,en  as  an  orga,insm."
But  of what  does  this  ``unpoetical  dwell-
ing"  consist if not  of the multiplicity  and
the   ``homelessness,"   the   becoming   foe€-



7»cLt!os,  of the  various  disciplines  making
up   the   metropolis?   Thus,   while   "urban
planning"  advances  the  claim  to  an  "or-
ganic  organization"  of ``unpoetical  dwell-
ing,"  it  affirms the posstb{Z{±gr  of reducing
to  a  unity  the  multiplicity  of  these  lan-
guages and functions-it claims to be able
to  represent  a sort  of logic  of them.  But
"urban planning" can neither provide the
foundations for this claim,  since it is itself
a language  among all the  others,  nor can
it show its Logic to be effectual.  For this
reason it is forced to transform Logic into
So!Ze7a,   into  ethical  imperative,  into  par-
adoxical  ethicsutr  to  assert  it  as  pwre
/or77t,  within  the  other-than-form,  within
a play of reason centered  about the com-
posing,  de-composing,  and  re-composing
of the signs of the metropolis.  Logic,  eth-
ics,  and  play  thus  follow  one  another  in
the  formulations  of contemporary  "urban
planning"  as  more  or  less  disenchanted
variants  of  a  fundamental  "misery":  the
idea  of the  ``harmonization"  of metropoli-
tan functions,  of the creation of a "home-
land"  common to all of them-and  of the
assessment of their real conflict as a mere
appearance   that   hides   and   mystifies   a
"profound,"   "substantial"   Geme{%scba/){.

This  "homeland"  claims  to  announce  "ur-
ban  planning"-and  it  is  this  "annuncia-
tion" which provides the foundation for its
diverse   "compositional"   proposals.    But
what  indeed  would  this  composition  ``re-
compose"?-of  what  is  this  composition
composed  if not  of the  "substantial"  com-
munity of dwelling?

This  language  of "urban  planning"  is  as
logically   unfounded   as   it   is   historically
blind. Contemporary "urban planning," on
the  basis  of its  "logic,"  does  7®ot  see-or,
better yet,  sees  the  "vampire  of specula-
tion"   wherever   the   industrial   capitalist
metropolis  thrives;  it  sees  social  and  po-
litical  disintegration  wherever  the  func-
tional  multiplicity  of metropolitan  "disci-
plines"     fil}ally    "liberates"     all     of    its
conflicting valences;  it sees individual sol-
itude and nostalgia for dtc7}€e7.{scfa wofo7®e7t
wherever   the   composition   of  classes   is

transformed  and  the  c!tt;erse  political  or-
ganizations  of the GesezlscfacL/t  spring up.
Between this  "vision"  and the  metropolis
itself  is   generated   an  irresolvable  ten-
sion-an   incurable   contradiction   within
the particular historical context.  The dis-
course does not change when "urban plan-
ning"  "gives  in"  to  the  metropolis,  since
this  too  is  not see{7tg,  is  not mcLfot"g-a;{st-
bze:  the  metropolis  is  assumed  to  be  the
natural and obvious scene of compositional
planning participation; its arbitrary forms
are  assumed  to  be  laws  and  its  conven-
tions  to  be immutable rules  of the  game.
And  this  position  ends  up  by  becoming
profoundly intertwined in the false disen-
chantment of the urban planning game.

Of course,  "ethical-compositional"  ucljwes
are predominant in the origins of contem-
porary "urban planning."  ``The  deperson-
alization,  alienation,  and disintegration in
the large metropolis seem to be able to be
overcome   by  the   articulated   and   orga-
nized   re-emergence   of   nuclei   in   which
`quality'  and  `community'  are  once  again

protagonists"-Parker, Unwin, and How-
ard  work  within  this  perspective.29  But
soon  enough  the  "model"  tends  to  move
away from the "ethical-compositional," to
use  the  above  terms:   "urban  planning"
tends to assert itself as a possible !og{c  of
metropolitan organization.  This "tuming-
point"  manifests  itself in  many  differ.ent
forms,  without however altering the idea
of   "urban   planning"   as   a   reocbzcL"cj"g:
there    is    the    rationalization    of   urban
growth,   the   territorial   equilibrating   of
productive factors, the "harmonization" of
city and country-the idea of urban plan-
ning as "a process of apojtttca;Z integration
of the historical contradictions,  which are
redressed  by  an  optimistic  technological
evolutionism."30  In  this  way  the  work  of
Olmsted  "seriously turns  on  the  problem
of political  and  institutional  reforms  .  .  .
the  control  over  the  exploitation  of  re-
sources  at  the  territorial  level  .   .   .  the
deteriol.ation of the old methods of urban
management,  as  evidenced  in  the  failure
of  Pullman  Town,"   and  it  is  cbt  o„ce   a

struggle  against the  deterioration  of the    113
community  and  a  utopian  alliance  of sci-
ence,    technique,    and    7ocbtw7.e-nature,
which  becomes  once  again  "a  formidable
source  of  urban  income."3l   In  this  way
the  ideology  and  language  of the  Beaux-
Arts are "harmonized" in "City Beautiful"
with  the  reaffirmation  of  the  "absolute
Priority of free-market mechanisms." 32

Even the proclaimed "realism" of Gel.man
urban  planning,  which  ``aims  at  reconsti-
tuting  a  condition  of wcb€wrcLZ"ess  for  the
mechanisms of income" through "the elim-
ination  of any  artificial  `distortion'  of the
land market brought about by the monop-
oly   over   buildable   ground,"   is   accom-
panied by "implicit nostalgia for the  pre-
metropolitan `city'." 33 The pure free-mar-
ket  vision remains  an ideology of balanc-
ing.  Moreover, within the metropolis that
has been rendered a "balanced organism,"
the  role  of architectural  form  is justified
as an "event and creation," without which
the  individual  can  never  feel  "in  his  ele-
ment.„

The  plays  of  reason  and  the  poems  of
forms34    of   the    Masters-who    remain
awaiting the new Colberts ready to realize
their utopias, which will be political in the
``classic"   sense   of  the   term   or   philan-

thropic-collectivist,  but  in  any  case  anti-
metropolitan-al.e thus profoundly rooted
in  the  ideology  of  contemporary  "urban

#a#egr.::3£5m¥P:6Sr#:t#i:%##„e,n£:
effective critique of the ethical formalism
of the  Masters:  his  image  of the  city-ma-
chine  with its  integrated  function,  of the
city as "naked stl.ucture," is typical of the
naive  "machinism,"  the  mechanistic  obs-
ession pervading all of the criticism within
the  metropolis  of traditional  conciliatory
"urban  planning."  Hilberseimer  sees  no
``alternatives" to tfa€s p7.ectse {mcbge  of the

metropolis.  The  refutation of utopia thus
finishes  by  reconfirming  the  reasons  for
the  utopian  tension.  And  the  idea  of the
"alternative city," the "communal island,"
enjoys   its   most   extreme   and   perhaps
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highest   mani.festation   in   the   Viennese
H6/e-the  residence  of those  individuals
proudly  opposed  to  metropolitan  reality,
Schillerian heroes,  as it seems to me still
more than,  as  Tafuri  and  Dal  Co  explain
it in several very beautiful pages,  protag-
onists of the great bourgeois novel, of "the
haut-bourgeois   myths   [that]   shape   the
most highly achieved `magic mountain'  of
Austrian  Marxism." 36

``Urban planning" as logic and play-in an
uncritical    framework,    amid    unclarified
languages  intrinsically  equivocal with  re-
gard  to  their  own  limits-dominates  the
scene following the  decline  of the  synthe-
sis  between  form  and  ethics,  the  decline
of  form  as   an   expression   of  the  etfo¢ccLJ
criticism   of  the   capitalistic   metropolis.
The  utopias of post-World War 11 "urban
planning"   are   logic   and   play  only.   But
even  these  occur  as  intrinsically  contra-
dictol.y terms. Such utopias present them-
selves,   in  fact,   as  ±otciz€sttc   conceptions:
no longer Hofe  or Siecllungen,  no longer
specific  functions  of the  metropolis  (how-
ever much they are emphasized), make up
their  content,  but  rather  the  tot(Lzt€gr  of
functions.   The  consciousness  of  the  uto-
pian   nature   of  this   ``design"   d(tes   not
change   its   grow"cZ!ess"ess:   play   exists
only  ¢7t  tfoe  s{7®gw!cL7^.   To  attempt  to  play
a totality of games-or to represent all of
them  in  one  game-is  intrinsically  non-
sensical.   For  this   reason   ``the   totalistic
conception  is  again  reduced  to  a  decora-
tive enrichment of the metropolitan chaos
that it intended to dominate.''37

This totalistic image is in reality the met-
ropolitan   "aura."   Far   from   being   the
ironic  play  that  it  often  claims  to  repre-
sent,  this image,  which has overct)me the
ethical denunciation of the metropolis (or,
in so far as it has overcome it),  often em-
phatically   "publicizes"   the    metropolis's
functions,  transposing  them  into  the  di-
mension   of   sacred   aura.    Metropolitan
"aura"   surrounds  the   skyscraper-monu-

ments   of  New   York,   Chicago,   Boston,
"confident that the fascination for the ex-

ceptional  which  had  dazzled  the  tycoons
of 1890 Chicago still obtains." 38 But in the
"aul.a" of a naively all-inclusive technolog-

ical utopia-a simplistic apology for a me-
tropolis   assumed  to   be   an  unstoppable
"creative   nature"-also   sprang   up   the
monuments  of  the   Brutalism  and   Neo-
Expressionism  of the fifties  and  sixties.39
It  is  necessary  to  reflect  upon  the  pres-
ence  of  the  monument:  whether  in  the
"technological"   versions   of  it  just  men-

tioned,  or  in  its  forays  into  ``memory"  (a
constant sigrl of the nostalgia for dwelling,
a  constant  struggle  to  exorcize  the  "loss
of center,"  as in  Kahn),  its refusal  of the
"negligible  object"  of a contemporary  ar-

chitecture "without quality"40  is  a strug-
gle  to  prevent  the  already  achieved  de-
sacralization    of   time    from    ultimately
extending  to  a  desacralization  of  space.
The  significance  of this  latest  vicissitude
of ``urban planning" can only be explained
in the terms of Foucault.4l

We are in an era,  says Foucault, in which
the  world  is perceived  as  a network that
simultaneously  joins  juxtaposed  and  dis-
tant   points.    This    space    alienates   the
"pious descendants of history," for whom

the  world  was  like  a  large  street  which
developed  different  "meanings"  through
the different ages. Neither does this space
resemble the hierarchical space of the me-
dieval   city,   where  the  juxtaposition   of
places referl.ed to the  ``value"  of their re-
spective functions. The present-day space
of the  metropolis  is  made  up  of the  non-
hierarchical  flow  of  information  connect-
ing  disciplines  and  functions,  of discrete,
aleatory  currents,  whose  movements  are
not teleologically comprehensible but only
stochastically  analyzable.

But  this  desacralization  of space-which
is  in  the  essence  of metropolitan  life-is
far from complete.  It is unfinished not be-
cause  the  ``singing"  edifices  of Eupalinos
are  still flourishing,  nor because  dwelling
might still be possible; but because in this
space, whose/"7®c±{o7} is by now perfectly
desacralized,  real  edifices  still  find  place,



but as though entirely out of place-they
are at once actual and absolute (oZ)-SOZ"tt):
they are heterotopias.  Foucault speaks of
these  heterotopias  as  "constants"  of  the
practical  organization  of space.  But  they
become important only when they contra-
diet the  purely seq"e"±ta!  nature  of met-
ropolitan organization, when they attempt
to stand in opposition to it as new "places
of  worship,"   as   "symbols  resisting  his-
tory." 42 Wright spoke of his Guggenheim
Museum  as  a new  Pantheon.43  Heteroto-
pias are places where "abnormal" individ-
uals   "set   themselves   apart"-places   of
"exceptional  conduct"  against  which  the
metropolitan space breaks like the waves
of a rising tide.  But  the  heterctopia also
often  inserts  itself within  ``normal"  func-
tions,   within   the   metropolis's   ``normal"
systems  of information:  for example,  this
happens within the ``empty and transpar-
ent" inside world of the Ford Foundation,
which is "treated like a giant hothouse." 44

The     heterotopia    becomes    interesting
when  it  develops  a function of compensa-
tion   and   consolation  in  the   face   of  the
space  that  surrounds  it.  It  wants  to  ap-
pear as a denunciation of the  desacraliza-
tion of the surrounding spcLce,  as the "sat-
vation"   of  the   hierarchical   and   cultural
values   of   the   city's   t{me.    The   "Good
Form"   to   which   the   heterotopia  tends
would  decry  the  disorder,  the  bad  man-
agement, the loss of center of the metrop-
olis.  The  monument,  the  perfectly  orga-
nized    "colony,"    the    garden,    are    not
utopian designs, but real places, although
o€foe7.  with  respect  to  the  information  of
the  metropolis.   It  is  not  an  issue  of the
logical organization of the metropolis, nor
of the play of reason in the combination of
its  signs,  nor  of a  utopian  overcoming  of
the  alienation  which  prevails  there-but
rather  of  space  for  the  construction  of
monuments,  that  is,  for  the  defining  of
places  of worship as  monuments for non-
existent    "peoples,"  /"7}ct{07®s    and    !cL72,-

gwa;ges of the metropolis itself. The intrin-
sic  falsity  of  the  heterotopia  ultimately
does  not  allow  it  to  consider itself a new

home-even  if eel.tain  memories,  certain
"recaptured  pasts"  of  contemporary  ar-
chitecture touch upon such nostalgia.  But
the  heterotopia is  still  always  Home:  not
for the individual, not for the dweller, but
for  the  Values  of the  community  of indi-
viduals.  They themselves  remain forever
errant,  but  in  this  way  they  regain  pos-
session of places to return to, of promised
lands,    of   churches   which   console   one
against the diaspora of languages and dis-
ciplines.

But in the "ideological continuity"  of con-
temporary  "urban  planning"utr  in  the
architecture  which  attempts  to  remedy
the  problem  of dwelling  in  the  metropo-
lis-one  like  Mies  van  der  Rohe  finds  no
space.  The  final  words  of Tafuri  and  Dal
Co's  book  revolve  about  Mies-and  it  is
with Mies that we "resolve" the problem-
atic initially set forth in terms of Heideg-
ger.   Let   us   begin  with   the   1923   text
Bw¢!ding:   "We  want  building  to  signify
truly  and  only  building."  Therefore,  "ot
dwelling.  And  indeed,  in his  1923  project
for the brick house, "the fragmentation of
the  spatial  components  is  total:  the  con-
tinuity of volumes with respect to the plan
is  only a seeming one,  since the arrange-
ment of the  parts does not create a path
of circulation, does not refer to any order;
yes, they are mcirfo€"gs,  but they suggest
that the labyrinth has no exits."45 And in
the German Pavilion in Barcelona of 1929:
"the  building  is  an  assemblage  of parts,
each of which speaks a different language,
Specific   to   the   materials   used.''46   Only
building:  cissemo!t"g  different  languages,
attending  to  details  without  looking  for
the  ``great  syntheses"  of classical  Form,
without   pretending   that   this   trade   of
building  can  satisfy the  nostalgia  for  the
Home.   This  nostalgia  even  has  its  own
language, but it is untranslatable into that
of architectural techniques. The sign must
remain  a  sign,  must speak  only of its  re-
nunciation  of having  value-and  only  by
means  of this renunciation will it  be able
to recognize its true functions and its own
destiny: only a language illuminated by its

own limits will be able to  operate.47

Mies's  use  of glass  manifests  his  anti-di-
alectic.  Glass  is  the  concrete  negation  of
dwelling.  Not  only  because  architectural
form   drowns   in   it,   but   because   glass,
when  so  used,  renders  visible those  who
seek  shelter  within  it.   From  the  1920-
1921 project for a glass skyscraper in Ber-
lin,  an extraordinary negation of Expres-
sionist transcendence a la Scheerbait,  up
to  the  Seagram  Building  in  New  York,
one can trace this constant in all of Mies's
work: a supreme indifference to dwelling,
expressed  in  neutral  signs:  "to the  maxi-
mum   formal   structuring   corresponds   a
maximum  absence  of images."48  The  lan-
guage of absence here testifies to the ab-
sence   of  dwelling-to   the   consummate
separation between building and dwelling,
which  no  heterotopia  is  capable  of rem-
edying. The "great glass windows" are the
nullity, the silence of dwelling.49 They ne-
gate dwelling as they reflect the metrop-
olis.  And  reflection  only  is  permitted  to
these forms.
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